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Infighting disrupts senate
By Erin Parks
HEIGHTS ASST. NEWS EDITOR
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Casting a spell
Official witch of MA, Laurie Cabot, attempted to dispel
myths about witches in a lecture last week. See story, p. 9.

The UGBC Senate canceled
its regular Sunday night meeting
last weekend to avoid conflict
with senators' Notre Dame
Weekend plans. As it has since
September, however, conflict
managed to find the senate when
it reconvened last Monday and
again last night.
A shouting match was cut
short last night when Senate
P/esident Seph McKenna, A&S
'96, abruptly adjourned the meeting during an address from Senate Executive and Legislative
(E&L) Committee Chair Tim
Lowney, A&S '96.
McKenna had granted
Lowney five minutes to speak
before the senate formally, during the lime usually set aside for
informal committee reports.
Lowney took McKenna's
seat at the front of Gasson 305,
where the senate convenes, and
he spoke regarding UGBC President BilJ Lyons. A&S '96, and
some of the controversies between Lyons and the senate
which have shaped UGBC's inter-relations this semester.
"It is our responsibility."
Lowney said in reference to the
senate's role in authorizing

UGBC budget transfers and
spending. "It's not supposed to
be the responsibility of one person [Lyons] to decide where this
money goes."
Lowney indicated that the
senate has not been using its
powers correctly.
"'Right now we're not a senate. We're an advisory branch.
As far as the executive branch
goes, there's no power that we
actually have right now," he said.
Lowney said that the senate
needs to know what is going on
in the cabinet and that Lyons is
responsible for providing the
senate with cabinet management
manuals. He recounted several
conversations where he requested such manuals from
Lyons, and he said that Lyons
repeatedly replied, "I'll talk to
you later about it."
After Lowney had been
speaking for about ten minutes,
various senators began to vocally question his purpose and
the validity of this type of speech
during committee reports.
Lowney began to voice what he
later said was to be a request for
"the senate to hold an impeachment hearing for Bill Lyons."
Several members of E&L
spoke at once, however, cutting
Lowney off and asserting that

Lowney's words did not reflect
the committee's decisions.
Although many conversations and disagreements were
taking place at the same time, it
became apparent that earlier in
the day Lowney had presented a
formal list of six "grievances"
against Lyons to the UGBC Judicial branch. He had signed the
formal presentation. "Senator
Tim Lowney '96. Senate Chair
Executive & Legislative Review
Committee," although E&L had
decided to address the problems
through other means.
"Tim, did you or did you not
go against the decision ofE&L?"
asked Senator Darren Sager,
A&S '96 and an E&L member.
"E&L has made several decisions that you are particularly
going against."
"You're becoming a dictator yourself," said E&L member
Jim Faletra, A&S, 96. Faletra
then threatened to walk out of
the meeting, and he asked other
senators to join him.
At this point, McKenna
called forthe meeting's adjournment, conducted a hasty hand
vote, and asked the members of
E&L to meet with him immediately. As McKenna conducted
See SENATE, p. 32

African cultural celebration explores heritage
By Christopher Miller
HEIGHTS

ASSOC. NEWS EDITOR

Surrounded by the images
ofAfrican animals and tribal warriors, the smell of traditional
African food, and the sounds of
West African music. Presenting
Africa To U (PATU). held its
first-ever"Africa Extravaganza"
in the Cabaret Room in 90 St.
Thomas More Drive. The extravaganza was sponsored by the
Cape Verdean Student Association, the Carribean Culture Club,
the AHANA Leadership Council, the International Club of
Boston College, and University

Housing.
Dr. Harriet Masembe, a visiting scholar at Harvard University and a professor of English at
Boston College, began the night
by telling two stories of South
African and Ugandan origin.
"Africans expressed themselves through the use of
storytelling. The adults used it
as entertainment, as well as a
way of passing on tradition to
their children," Masembe said.
Masembe used drums, instruments and her voice to incorporate the audience into each

Holding a drum. Masembe
began her first story of South
African origin about a boy that is
captured by a giant and placed in
a drum. Every time the giant
beats the drum, the boy must
sing a song. Masembe taught the
audience the boy's song, and the
audience repeated the song.every time the giant hit the drum.
When the boy's mother realizes
where her son has disappeared
10, she rescues her son and places
snakes and bees into the drum.
When giant awakens and beats
the drum he is "eaten by the bees
and snakes and everyone lives
happily." Mesembe said.
Masembe's second story
originated in West Africa and
included a song which originated
in Uganda. Mesembe began by
teaching the audience the "attractive man's song." The story
begins with an "attractive
woman" who refuses to marry
any of the suitors that her parents choose for her. Her parents
eventually give up and tell her to
find her own suitor. She spots an
"attractive man" at the market
and follows him, singing his
song. She follows him deeper
See AFRICAN, p. 34
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Jewel E. Cash, age six, was among many performers at the PATU-sponsored African Extravaganza.

Faculty oppose Monan policy
By Laura Tholen
HEIGHTS EDITOR

Following University President J. Donald Monan's letter
earlier this yeardenying the Lesbian Gay and Bisexual Community of Boston College (LGBC)
recognition, at least two individual faculty departments have
passed resolutions in support of
the student group. While many
BC faculty believe that LGBC is
not a departmental concern, both
the English department and the
Germanic Studies department
have recently passed departmen-

tal resolutions to recognize
LGBC.
Although faculty and staff
have individually signed petitions to support LGBC previously, prior to this fall the issue
has never come to a vote in an
academic department.
On October 11. the English
department issued a statement in
support of LGBC.
"The English department
officially recognizes Lesbian.
Gay. and Bisexual community
as a valued part of the BC community. An aspiring national
university needs to project its

inclusiveness. Materials about
gender, identity and sexuality are
often a part of discussion in literature and writing classrooms,
and such discussion cannot be
devalued outside the classroom
without chilling that in-class discussion."
Professor Judith Wilt. English department chairperson,
said she feels that those supporting the resolution "saw it as both
a human issue and an academic
issue" as well as "an affirmative
action and diversity issue."

See FACULTY, p. 33
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has a question.

Vote for fries!
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Safety walk highlights campus problem spots
By Lori Lefevre
HEIGHTS STAFI-

Last Monday night a group
of campus officials and student
leaders prowled the campus in
search of potentially dangerous
sites during the annual Chestnut
Hill campus safety walk. Once a
year at each of the Boston College campuses, a group is organized through the administrative
vice-president's office to take
part in the safety walk. This year
representatives from Buildings
and Grounds, the BC Police Department, the Student Development Office, the Resident Hall
Association, Boston Edison.
UGBC and other student groups
took part in the walk.
The annual safety walk began on campus roughly six years
ago when officials decided that
there was a need to look at the
campus through a student's eyes
in search of dangerous areas. The
group toured campus at dusk,
looking for areas where a person
would feel unsafe as a result of
poor lighting, lack of call boxes
in the area, and blind spots.
"We are looking for areas
where if we were walking alone
we might feel unsafe. There's
always places on campus where
people become more alert, like
Higgins stairs. It's a place where
people try to be more on their

toes." said Parriela Heffernan,
A&S '96, impending director of
safety co-chair of UGBC.
The walk's organizers said
they hoped that the assembly of
different groups participating in
the walk would result in an accurate assessment pf the campus
from a number of different view-

points.
Paula Forget, assistant to the
administrative vice-president,
commented on the impact of the
safety walks. "Over the years
we've added quite a few lights
and call boxes around the campus as a result of it. so we've
tried to remain proactive as far
as safety and security of students goes," Forget said.
Many areas of concern were
noted during the walk. Among
some of the poorly lit areas the
group noted were the orchard in
front of the Claver-LoyolaXavier complex, the wooded
path to College Road from
Roncalli, the area outside of
Welch and Williams, the
Dustbowl and the area in front of
Higgins.
Fn a number of instances
where problems were spotted,
such as the area behind Cheverus,
administrators agreed there were
problems, but informed the group
of the difficulty of changing the
situation because the areas are
so close to local residences. Of-

ficials said that adding an excessiveamountof lights isperceived
as interfering with the neighbor-

ing surroundings.
Another concern brought up
during the evening was the need
for more call boxes. BC Police
Chief Robert Morse pointed out
five new call boxes that are currently being installed as a result
oflast year's walk. Walkers suggested that additional lights be
placed on Beacon Street and in
the area of Alumni Stadium.
The group was also challenged to determine where extra
safety precautions were really
necessary. Officials often asked
student members of the group if
students really used particular
pathways.
The question of lighting the
woods near Roncalli was also
debated. The officials said that
the stairs were well lit; however,
it was also clear that a shortcut
through the woods was in use by
the students. Everyone agreed
that the desire to keep the students on the real path by not
lighting in woods was effortless.
As the group stood there discussing the issue, a number of
students walked through the unlighted wooded path. From
within the crowd, someone
summed up the deciding factor
for the evening: "When in doubt,
light it."
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Many campus blue lights, such as this one in front of
Edmonds, were installed as a result of past safety walks.

Taminiaux to hold Adelmann philosophy chair
By Christine Hansen
FOR THE HEIGHTS

The philosophy department
and the College of Arts and Sciences recently named Jacques
Taminiaux the first recipient of
the Frederick J. Adelmann, SJ,
Chair in philosophy.
Patrick Carney, a 1970 BC
Alumnus, chief executive officer
of the Claremont Companies, and
a member of the University's
board of trustees, presented the
Adelmann Chair as a gift which
will recognize Frederick J.
Adelmann as an outstanding

782-6035

scholar and teacher whose strong
commitment as a member of
BC's philosophy department between 1954 and 1985 influenced
many alumni, including himself.
Philosophy Department
Chairperson Richard CobbStevens said that Taminiaux's
appointment to the Adelmann
Chair is "a great event which
brings the entire philosophy department together." He said both
older and younger faculty\ recognize the two men's strength
and the benefit of their commitment to BC and their students.
Taminiaux began working

DORR|S

Brighton Center

Voices

at Boston College- as a visiting
professor in 1968. He was hired
as a full-time faculty member in
1989. Before coming to BC, he
taught at the University of
Louvain. At Louvain. he also
earned his bachelor's degree, a
juris doctor's degree, and a doctorate and licentiate in philosophy. Taminiaux is the author of
10 books and over 120 articles.
He has lectured in numerous
countries, including Belgium,
Brazil, France and Taiwan. In
1977, the King of Belgium
awarded Taminiaux the Prix
Franqui, recognizing him as the

quqr
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spirit of collegiality to the philosophy department," Barth said.
"It raises the visibility of
the philosophy department on
campus, as well as nationwide."
Barth said of the newly created
chair, adding that it will bring
the philosophy department prestige outside of the University.
Barth also commented on
Taminiaux, saying he is a model
faculty member who is "seriously
committed to Boston College."
"[Taminiaux] is an internationally distinguished philosopher, publishing scholar and
teacher," Barth said.

SAVES

There's Ahvca/s A Special

M art

from the

nation's outstanding scholar.
Cobb-Stevens
lauded
Taminiaux's contribution to the
department. "[He] is a serious
scholar who works with the entire philosophical tradition in a
way which makes the work of
ancient philosophers up-todate."
J. Robert Barth, SJ, dean of
Arts and Sciences, said last week
that creating the a chair in
Adelmann's name and awarding
it to Taminiaux will have a very
positive effect on BC.
"Adelmann is an outstanding
philosopher who brought the

Dustbowl

by Tania M. Vazquez

What was yourfavorite
cartoon as a child?

Ken Lyn-Kew, John Andrews, Zed
A&S '98
Reagan, A&S'96
and Greg Hegerieh,
CSOM '96

Alison Hainline,
SOE '96, Lori
Mulcahy and Jeremy Gald, A&S'96

"Looney Toons."

"Super friends
form of an eagle."

"Bugs Bunny."

The views expressed

?

in Voices

from the Dijstbowl

Jen Healy,

Maria Castro,

CSOM '97

A&S '98

"Smurfs."

"The Snorks."

do not necessarily represent those of The Heights, Inc., or its staff
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Performance critically explores panic disorder
HEIGHTS

STAFF

Sociologist Jackie Orr
brought her theatrical ethnography "Panic Diary: Performing
Sickness, Practicing Cure" to
Boston College last Wednesday
evening.
"Panic Diary" is a threepart, interdisciplinary performance intended to raise questions regarding the symptomatic
sufferings of women diagnosed
with panic disorder. Panic disorder is a disease affecting an estimated three to five million people
in the U.S., 75 to 80% of whom
are women.

Orr's performance incorporates ethnographic field notes,

dream fragments, corporate
medical literature, pieces of fiction and real description.
The work's primary aim, Orr
explained at its conclusion, is to
"turn the medical gaze back out."
She said she drew her inspiration from four months of fieldwork at the Massachusetts General Hospital's Anxiety Research
Unit, where she posed as a research subject in a corporatesponsored clinical drug study
that tested different pharmaceutical treatments for panic disorder.
In the first part of her performance. Orr depicted herself
as a woman studying the history
of panic disorder.
With slides flashing in the
background, she explained how
French neurologist Jean Charcot
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cameras in a Paris clinic,
and how some of the womenhysterics there learned to have
seizures on cue. This study, she
said, reinforced the view of the
diseased body as a performance
site.
"Lights, camera, seizure,"
Orr said.
The term "panic disorder,"
she explained, was first used in
the late 1970s by psychiatrists,
doctors, and researchers for
large, transatlantic drug companies.
Orrthen demonstrated what
she described as a brief excerpt
from a panic attack. Actual attacks, she said, can last anywhere
from 10 to 45 minutes. Gazing
into theaudience, eyes wide, Orr
swayed back and forth, seemingly paralyzed with fear.
The second part of the performance centered around a "real
description of the woman depicted in Part One undergoing
an EKG." Orr assumed the roles
of a numberof sick women in the
midst of panic attacks, and
through this performance she
presented several key facts.
Orrexplained that researchers are now looking to the body.
and not just the mind, for clues
to the root of panic disorder.
"Whatever the cause, panic
attacks and anticipatory anxiety
can have serious effects when
left untreu.ed." she said, adding
that panic disorder is estimated
to cost billions of dollars annually.
According to Orr, some reset up

By Jeff Youngquist
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point of her story about panic

searchers believe that childhood
separation anxiety causes panic
disorder, while others maintain
that a physical defect in the regulation of the autonomic nervous
system is responsible.
She reported that researchers have begun to treat panic
disorder as an illness.
"In the near future," she
said, "this new model will help
us unravel mysteries and lead us
to a new understanding of panic
disorder."
Part Three took the form of
a dialogue between a social theorist and the sick woman Orr depicted in the previoustwo scenes.
Orr assumed both roles for this

disorder. The sick woman cited
the stupidity of corporate medicine and explained that drugs
like Prozac, which she refers to
as "technologies of perception,"
are "little stories that circulate
very stupid perceptions of the
body."
In the role of the sick
woman, she also pointed to the
importance of history, saying,
"Memory is not just an electrical-chemical thing... Memory is
a social thing."
Women with panic disorder,
she said, might be trying to work
out some of the major problems
in our culture.
Following her performance,
Orr described "Panic Diary" as a
"dramatic, constructed artifact"

act.

As the social theorist, she
asked the sick woman to tell the

and explained that she had been
reading a lot of fiction and social
theory when she wrote it.
The performance aspect, she
said, works from her theater
background.
Orr, who received her
master's degree form Boston
College, is a sociologist at the
University of California, Berkeley. Her recent writings focus on
feminist
the
theory,

medicalization of women's everyday lives, and the critical
study of postmodern culture.
She has previously presented versions of "Panic Diary" and other performance
pieces in the classroom, at professional meetings, in local gallery spaces, and at invited guest
lecture forums.

Weitz discusses Holocaust
death camp experiences
By Matt Scamardelia
HEIGHTS EDITOR

Last Tuesday evening,
Sonia Schreiber Weitz, a prominent Holocaust educator and survivorof five Nazi concentration
camps from 1943 and 1948, came
to Boston College to discuss her

The year 1939brought more
restrictions, more humiliations,
and more acts of violence for the
Jews in Europe. According to
Weitz, in 1940 German soldiers
patrolled the streets in search of

Jewish victims.
"Murder of Jews became
commonplace. We faced instant
experiences and memories as death for failure to wear the white
recounted in her book, I Promband with the blue star of David
ised I Would Tell, published in on our left arm," Weitz said.
1993.
In March of 1941, Weitz and
Weitz described the insecuher parents, along with thousands
rity and dangers that Jewish of other European Jews, were
people experienced in Europe. forced into the Krakow ,Ghetto,
"In 1939, the world was not a where treacherous conditions
safe place, not if you were Jewoften led to death. "The ghetto
ish and lived in Europe. It was a became so crowded that at one
dangerous place populated by point my parents and I shared a
people bent on the torture and room with three otherfamilies,"
destruction of me, my family, Weitz said.
and my people."
The old (anyone over 50),

the young (anyone under 14),
and the sick (those who were
physically or mentally handicapped) went to the ghetto first.
"Since the magic age for children was 14, my parents managed to get me false papers that
claimed I was 14."
Weitz discussed the "big lie"
promulgated by the Nazis at this
time, including promises offood,
shelter, and security that were
absent from life in the ghetto.
"We heard the lie, but in our

hearts we did not believe it.
Somehow we knew that those
taken from us were being sent to
their death."
During her years in the
ghetto. Weitz turned to writing
poetry as an outlet for her emo-

m Summer 1
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Information for BC students exploring
volunteer/service options after graduation

CHOICES MEETING: Interested in
finding out more information about the variety of volunteer
and service opportunities available to you following
graduation? We will discuss general information about
programs, applications, dates etc... Tuesday, November
14,4pm, Gasson 204.
JVC Info Meeting:

jay Perrauit, a
representative from the Jesuit Volunteer Corps/East will be

visiting Boston College Thursday night, November 9, 6-Bpm, Gasson 204 to discuss the program and application
process. Members of the JVC/Boston community will join
him to share their experiences this year. Please join us.

Inner-City Teaching Corps:

Kame
Lyons, a representative from the Inner City Teaching Corps
of Chicago will be holding an information meeting,
Wednesday night, November 8 at 6pm in Gasson 205. If
you are interested in teaching in an urban setting and living
in a community, join her to find out more about the
program!

Contact Paula Norbert, Melissa Kelley, Chaplaincy
Office, for more information.

Live in historic Greenwich Village:
special summer housing rates for as little
as $100 per six-week session.
Over 1,000 undergraduate and
graduate courses

l-800-771-4NVU.ext.lSe

E-Mail: summer96_ad@nyu.edu
Please send me a free
1996 Summer Bulletin
(available in January).

?

Web Site: http://www.nyu.edu/summer

New York University Officeof Summer Sessions
P.O. Box 2442, New York, NY 10117-1335
NAME

Session I:
May 20-June 28
Session II:
July 1-August 9
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"

m

ZIPCODE

soc.sEc.No.
New York

Ibtiversuy is an affirmant? action/equal

opportunityinstitution.
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Teach-in encourages open
discussions about sexuality
By

TerRance

FOR THE

ies, members of LGBC, and concerned students, to discuss the
rejection ofLGBC's most recent
petition for formal University
recognition.
"A university has to be a
safe haven forendangered ideas,
a safe haven for minority ideas...
and encourage diversity of
thought, particularly when those
thoughts or their practitioners are
outside of the comfortable intellectual mainstream," said
Michael Resler, the chair of the
Germanic Studies department.
Others participating in the discussion agreed on the importance
of a continuing dialogue within

Woodard

HEIGHTS

As part of an ongoing debate regarding the status of the
Lesbian Gay and Bisexual Community of Boston College
(LGBC), a teach-in was held last
week to discuss "Sexualitiesand
Genders at Boston College: The
Campus, Classroom and Curriculum." The teach-in was sponsored by Faculty Group in Support of LGBC and brought together professors from around
the University, including the
fields of English, history, math,
sociology, and Germanic stud-

the University on the topic of
sexuality and gender.
"Boston College is attempting to take its place as a major
American Catholic Jesuit University... but with decisions such
as these, Boston College is not
confident with its status as a
major American Catholic Jesuit
University," Resler continued.
Several participants commented that University President
J. Donald Monan's most recent
rejection ofrecognition to LGBC
is not a final decision.
"Fr. Monan does still have
HEIGHTS STAFF

See TEACH-IN, p. 34

PHOTO/SUZY HARRINGTON

Students and faculty alike participated in a teach-in on sexuality.

PepsiCo products boycotted by BC students
Brandes is a member of a core
team this is concerned with
Pepsi's actions in Burma.
"The money that PepsiCo is
making in Burma goes directly
to the six military leaders in
charge. In 1988 they held elections and the National League of
Democracy (NDL) won. but the
military wouldn't let the results
stand and basically put the winner of the elections under house
arrest for the next six years."
Brandes said.
According to pamphlets distributed by students. PepsiCo
owns and maintains a bottling
plant in Burma and sponsors
trade shows with the SLORC

By Christopher Miller
HEIGHTS

ASSOC NEWS

EDITOR

In an effort to raise awareness about PepsiCo's actions in
Burma, several students handed
out flyers urging the boycott of
Pepsi-related products, including all Frito-Lay products in
Boston College Dining Halls.
Flyers were passed out at the
Lyons Cafeteria, McElroy and
Lower Campus Dining Halls.
"We're trying to get people
to stop using Frito-Lay products
or to tell BCDS that they don't
want [PepsiCo-related] food in
their dining halls anymore,"
Colleen Brandes, A&S '96. said.

What's

government. Pepsi owns such
businesses as Frito-Lay, Taco
Bell, Pizza Hut, Kentucky Fried
Chicken, and California Pizza
Kitchen. Doritos, Tostitos, Sun
Chips, Rold Gold and Smartfood
are also sold by Pepsi.
"I informed Pat Bando about
what Pepsi was doing in Burma.
I told her we obviously wouldn't
boycott BCDS, that would be
silly, but I did want to see if she
could try and change the distributor," Michael Wojkowski,
A&S 96, said.
Currently, BCDS sells Frito
Lay chips at all of its dining
halls. "To my knowledge. Coke
does not sell any chip products,"

Patricia Bando, director of BC
Dining Services, said.
"When we select different
purveyors or vendors, we base
our selections on demand by our
customers, the price of the item
and the quality of the item. We
keep all of the political issues
out of there. We deal with those
three factors, and we let our consumers do that thinking with regards to any of the political consciousness," Bando said.
Sales of Frito-Lay products
were not affected by the awareness campaign, Bando said. "If
there are other people that sell
Ichips] and if people, based upon
supply and demand, choose not

to buy it, then we would look for

others. [However,] there will be
no change [in product selection]
at the moment,". Bando said.
"We wanted to raise student
consciousness in order to send a
message to-PepsiCo and maybe
see some change in Burma,"
Wojkowski said.
Burma is a small country
located between Thailand and
Nepal that has a population of
about 45 million people. The
NDL is led by Nobel Peace Prize
Laureate Aung San Suu Kyi. Suu
Kyi was placed under house arrest by the State Law and Order
Restoration Council (SLORC)
six years ago.
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Time to support 48 Hours
"I just got back. It was one of the best things I've ever done at BC. If I was a freshman
and I had this, my freshman year probably would have gone a hell of a lot better."
This senior, an active and well-known member of her class, is talking about 48 Hours, a
series of retreats for freshmen organized through the University Chaplaincy at Boston
College. Having just returned yesterday from running the retreat, this senior describes it as
"amazing,""incredible"and "unbelievable."Based on a similar programstartedat Georgetown
University, 48 Hours is aimed at the development of self-esteem and confidence among
students entering college. That awkward time can be very difficult for fresh-from-highschool students to overcome. Through 48 Hours retreats, the University attempts to accomplish a sense of serenity in the otherwise hectic crossroads of "growing up." Students are
taken to the peaceful and comfortable setting of a resort in Waterville, New Hampshire (and
now, also, Cape Cod), where they discuss major aspects of the college experience, including
academics, peer pressure and relationships.
In 1993, 48 Hours was offered for the first time to the members of the Class of '97.
Approximately 50 students participatedin this pilot program which was quickly heralded as
"one of our most exciting" according to Chaplain Richard Cleary, SJ. The next year, two
programs planned for 200 students were organized. As demand for placement on these retreats
swelled, Chaplaincy augmented their plans and by the end of the academic year well over 300
students had taken part in the weekend-longreflection.
Father Anthony Penna, CSS, the coordinator of 48 Hours at Chaplaincy, has stated that
he would like to accommodate at least a third of the freshman class. Unfortunately, an
expanded program requires additional resources. This year, for example, supply (namely,
space on the retreats) has not kept up with the demand. Over 500 students sought to partake
in 48 Hours each paying a fairly decent sum for the privilege and there simply was not
enough room. There is currently a long waiting list and since students are accepted to the
program on a first-come-first-served basis, the irony is that motivatedstudents are more likely
to edge out students who need more help. While there is no better alternative (other than
expanding the program, of course) this scenario will persist at the expense, frankly, of the
well-being of dozens of shy and unsure freshmen.
Put simply, students reaching out for guidance and encouragement are more or less
rebuffed because Chaplaincy does not have sufficient resources to build up the program.
As this space has stressed before, BC needs to prioritize its concerns. How many
programs actually promote the mission of a Jesuit education, namely contemplation? On a
practical level, how many programs draw 500 students a year? How many programs are so
visibly successful in bringing all facets of the BC community together? In financial terms, 48
Hours is a smart investment; it is cost effective and provides substantial dividends.
One other key difficulty is gaining the commitment of faculty and administrators.The
faculty, in particular, has reportedly vexed Chaplaincy by dodging service in this critical
enterprise. Few professors seem willing to give up a weekend of their time to hang out at a
resort with a bunch of 1 8-year-olds. Unfortunately, they are an integral part of the experience
and their apathy stunts the program's growth. By neglecting to participate actively, faculty
members only enhance the stereotype that their devotion to BC rotates around a paycheck.
48 Hours provides precisely what BC has been striving to implement as of late: a sense
of community. There are few opportunities in which students of all classes have the chance
to meet with one another outside the orthodox confines and pressures of campus. Likewise,
there are even fewer opportunities for students to be exposed to those members of the
administration who are extraordinarily understanding and talented. By introducing students
to the advantages of seeing campus not as a haven of discipline and academics (and Mod
parties), but rather as a place for personal growth and acceptance, BC is making an enormous
investment in the future of the University.
48 Hours is an arena in which students tackle campus issues head on, thereby helping
others realize they are not alone in their struggles against peer pressure, academics and
homesickness. Controversies such as substance abuse and relationships are dealt with
honestly and thoughtfully, respecting both the intelligence of the students and the considerable moral concerns of Chaplaincy. Many students have been completelyreenergized by the
weekend and some even credit 48 Hours with dissuading them from seeking to transfer. The
responses from those who have been involved have been termed "remarkable" and "overwhelming" by administrators.
The next step is clear. It's time for the University to note this phenomenal program and
embrace it as a favorite cause and not a poor afterthought.
-

?

?

Playwright has a
Jesuit connection
To the Editor:
Michael Hofman's review
of the recent production of The
Glass Menagerie was perceptive,
and I found myself agreeing with
both his praise for the performances and concerns about staging elements. In all, the genius
of Tennessee Williams is large
enough to encompass wellintentioned innovations.
Your readers may also like
to learn about another curious
facet of the playwright: his Jesuit connection. Williams is a
direct descendant of the brother
of St. Francis Xavier (1502-1556), the renowned early companion of St. Ignatius Loyola
and extraordinary missionary to
India and the Far East in the mid1500s. This relationship of Jesuit saint to American dramatist
has been genealogically outlined
in the new biography, Tom: The
Unknown Tennessee Williams
(Crown, 1995), by his close
friend, Lyle Leverich.
The family tree is quite complex, considering that Williams
was a Protestant Southerner.
Leverich notes that he was "justly
proud of his heredity," for "his
pedigree included one bona fide
saint. Huguenots and Quakers
persecuted for their religious
beliefs, ruthless Indian fighters
and militarists, a few madmen,
and a string of politicians." Wil-

liams himself described his ancestry as "a little Welsh wildness," mixed with "a lot of Puritan English" as well as "a big
chunk of German sentiment." All
these traits appear in his plays in
goodly amounts.
The connection to St.
Francis Xavier is through his
nephew, Valentin Sevier (1702-1803), who immigrated to
America in 1740. A religious
split in the Xavier family had
produced the Hugenot Protestant line, which changed its surname to Sevier. Valentin's son
was Gen. John Sevier, the first
governor of Tennessee (and one
of the bona fide "ruthless Indian
fighters and militarists"). Six
generations later came Thomas
Lanier Williams 111 (1911-1983),
who received the nickname "Tennessee" from the Sevier side.
This remarkable ancestry
gave us Tennessee Williams and
his wonderful array of characters and their tragi-comic illuminations of the twentieth century American milieu. The Jesuits of Boston College can be
proud to have Williams "in the
family," as can the theater department faculty and students
feel honored by his enduring
place in modern dramatic
achievement.
Leo Manglaviti, SJ, Ph.D.
Jesuit Community, BC

Forum's director
defends decisions
To the Editor

:

This letter is in response to
the article that was printed in the
October 30, 1995 issue of The
Heights.
I am director of AHANA
Student Issues. I was the individual who coordinated the
AHANA Women's Speak Out.
The women's speak out in
no way excluded men. The flyers that were put around campus
and sent to other campuses (i.e.,
Northeastern, MIT, Simmons,
and UMASS Boston) did not say
"women only." The mission of
this speak out was to get women
of all ethnic backgrounds conversing with one another about
social changes at Boston College and in Corporate America.
The target group was women;
however,

men were never

ex-

cluded. Men were in attendance
at the AHANA Women's Speak
Out (Marcus Williams, athlete:
Mike Lewis, presidentof United
Front; and others).
Mr. Secord, if you are such
an activist for WRC, LGBC. and

AHANA, why did you not show
up at the speak out? Before you
can judge the action and intent
of the AHANA Womens' Speak
Out, you first must be in attendance. Mr. Secord, the simpleminded thinking that you have
displayed with your accusations
that the speak out was "sexist,
exclusionary, and divisive," is
incorrect.
Mr. S'ecord, women need to
get together without being under
the scrutiny of men. Women
should to be able to gather and
speak with one another anywhere
they please- without having to
worry about being seen as exclusive or sexist. Now Mr. Secord,
if women should come together
and converse with one another,
why should it be seen as divisive
and negative? I would like to
suggest that you as a "IrishCatholic male" re-examine your
insecurities, as well as whether
or not you adamantly support all
clubs and organizations.
TinaL. Hall
A&S '98

CLARIFICATIONS:
Last week's letter "Forum on women's issues excluded men" by
J. Paul Secord, SOE '98 (page 6), caused some confusion. The
forum discussed by Secord was the AHANA Women's Forum and
not the Women's Forum on Spirituality sponsored by the Jesuit
Community. The Heights regrets the confusion.
?

In last week's article "AHANA women discuss their societal
roles" (page 5) quoted Johanna Fuentes, A&S '97, as saying "I
never experienced racism until 1 came to BC." Fuentes, who
comes from the Dominican Republic, meant that she never experienced racism until she came to school in the U.S.
?
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Women's Forum adds to feminism
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to
Mr. Secord's editorial entitled
"Forum on Women's issues excluded men." It became obvious
that he was disturbed that men
were not allowed to participate
in the Women's Forum. Being a
white male, I can understand his
distress, but I would like to offer
another perspective. My involvement in feminism began sophomore year and has continued

since.
I consider my "self a feminist and, therefore, have another
perspective on women's issues

because of all my reading, thinking and listening.
When naming the campus
groups you supported. 1 noticed
one was missing. You mentioned
the Women's Resource Center,
LGBC. AHANA. the United
Front, and DIVERSE, but did
not mention FIST I support all
these groups, including FIST.
They are another group on campus, striving for equality. Their
philosophy stresses the need for
working within the confines of
the African-American community.
FIST and DIVERSE are two
different groups, with two dif-

ferent agendas, fighting for the
same purpose. We need both
these groups. DIVERSE was created for discussion and action by
all, while FIST was created for
discussion and action by fellow
African Americans. We should
realize that a balance has been
achieved which will help foster

equality.
This same philosophy applies to women. Women are another oppressed group fighting
for sexuality. They too should
have the opportunity to talk
within their own confines to discuss solutions to problems
women face. The Women's Fo-

rum is acting as a FIST, while

the majority of open forums and
feminism classes act as a DIVERSE.
We need to band together
and realize the importance and
need for both of these perspectives. Being a male feminist, I
respect the fact that there may be
times when I cannot attend a
forum exclusively for women.
We must be open and "listen" to
all sides of a perspective if we
are going to become an egalitarian society.
John Pappas
CSOM '96

Stereotype of researchers not true
To the Editor:

this the dedication to teaching

and students of someone who
The other day the professor,
who is my research advisor, told
me how great the performance
of The Glass Menagerie was,
and that I, too, should go to see
it. I am never surprised when he
takes his own time to see student
performances, because I know
that he is a good professor. All of
you who accuse professors of
being too involved in their research should spend a day with a
Boston College professor.
On a typical day my professor comes to the laboratory between 8:30 and 9 a.m. He usually chats with us about what
experiments we are doing that
day, and then he goes into his
office to prepare for his lecture.
For the next hour and a half to
two hours he sits at his desk and
prepare his lecture. After he
teaches over 300 students, he
comes back to lab. Most days he
has office hours. During this time
undergraduates enrolled in his
course come talk to him, students from other classes ask him
for his advice, and graduate students not in his lab also come
and discuss pertinent things with
him. Even if he does not have
office hours that day. he will talk
to a student, or will make an
appointment to meet with them
another day. It is our responsibility as it is the professor's for
us to seek out help.
He takes his teaching responsibilities very seriously.
This semester he has taken on
the added responsibility to teach
a seminar course. Lastyearwhile
he prepared his grant renewal
application, he found the time lo
teach individual tutorials to me
and another undergraduate student. Many students do not realize that this is a four hour commitment per week. He is always
willing and available to help the
undergraduates as well as the
graduates with not only their research, but also with their education. I have asked him many
questions that have nothing to
do with research, but have to do
with the classes I am taking. Is

only participates in research?
He also is a member ofmany
university committees that are
endearing to make Boston College a nationally ranked university. These commitments include
things like the internal review
committee. He is also a member
of many other committees. It is
often his graduate students, and
the undergraduate research assistants who have to wait in line
to talk to him. This schedule is
indicative of many of the professors here. They have a strong
dedication to their individual
research, but they are also dedicated teachers, educators, and
members of the Boston College
community.

I am exhausted of constantly
defending not only my professor, but also many University
professors. To remain a nationally competitive university, our
professors must also continue to
be dedicated researchers,
whether this be in chemistry,
English, or philosophy. It is futile to blame those people that
continue this tradition of exceptional research, especially now
that U.S. News and World Report has ranked Boston College
number sixteen in teaching universities. It is a common theme
to blame the sovereign for things
not being the way that they
should be, but in this case the
sovereign should not be the professors.
I am sorry if you have had a

sors here on thebasis of a couple.
By far the teaching here is excellent, but you will lose good professors if you do not consider
research as one of the criteria.
I have missed The Glass
Menagerie, but I will definitely
make it to the next university
performance; after all if he has
time to make it, then I am sure
that I do. It is 6:30 p.m. now and
I have to say good-bye to my
professor before I leave for the
day. I usually leave before him,
and someday when I am professor, I will probably stay later
than my students.
Stephanie Loranger
A&S '97

Night of the
living, d'Ed

Trick-or-treating

was a lot
more fun when I was the
one knocking on the

doors. Now it's just one more
source of stress. Will the kids
like my treats? Are they going to
toilet-papermy Mod? Will they
beat up my neighbors? Will I be
the infamous miser they tell their
friends about for years to come?
It's really nice that my
roommates decided to sign us up
for the trick-or-treaters the RAs
brought to campus last week. It
would have been nicer had they
told me this, considering I'm the
only one around on Tuesday c venings until they all come home
to watch Wings .
The mood was poetic
it
was a foggy dusk on the witches'
Sabbath, and I sat under a solitary light reading Mary Shelley's
Frankenstein for yet another
class. Just as the monster appeared in the ship's cabin, there
was a knock at the door. The
electricity went out, and winds
suddenly swirled into a wolflike howl. Lightening sheared
branches from the Shoe Tree and
sent hundreds of sneakers hurtling to the ground. Raymond
McNally and Radu Florescu leapt
out of the storage closet in flaring black capes and false fangs,
a human head fell out of the oven
in the kitchen, and the walls
started to bleed Powerade.
Actually, I was justreading
quietly wljen the knocks came.
But that was the beginning of my.
persohal horror movie, as loot
bags were thrust into my face
and I heard that phrase on which
my fate rested: "trick-or-treat!"
"One moment, please."
I ran up the stairs and ransacked my room. My roommate's
CD collection stared me in the
face, but I quickly realized that
this was not an option. He's a big
Menudo fan. The next thing my
eyes set upon was my laundry
quarters. Next.
Time was a-wasting, so I
started to grab things,
roadtrip mixes, unsharpened #2 pencils left over from the GREs, a
BC-Pitt football ticket stub
(worth money someday?), my
favorite wool slippers, a bottle
of Bailey's, a book ofcontemporary German philosophical essays, a couple of dead
racquetballs, a degree-audit form
from 1993. Agora brochures, a
lava lamp with no bulb, and 14
maroon and gold pom-poms.
On the way back downstairs
I paused in front of the closet
and grabbed a few unopened
"Good Stuff: MALE" boxes from
the last time the RAs came door
to door. Then I opened the fridge
and snagged a few pats of butter
we "purchased" from the Lodge,
several tins of Vinny Testa's leftovers from Parent's Weekend,
and assorted Hood products
(milk or cottage cheese
they
look so much alike in our house).
Jello shots? Nope.
As I let these treasured
goodies fall with heavy thuds
into the kids' bags (they had put
them down by this point), I was
suddenly overcome by a wonderful feeling of generosity. I
mean, anyone can buy those industrial-sized sacks of candy
corn and Snickers under the
threat of trickery, blindly dumping tons of candy into the little
ones' eager hands to shut them
up once a year.
I'm what you might call a
philanthropist. I hope the "little
ones" see it that way, too.
?

?

?
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more negative experience, but it
is not fair to judge all the profes-

Ed Barnaby
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Davis questions ethics of international nursing
By Emily Tiberio
HEIGHTS STAFF

A refreshing approach was
taken at the 18th annual Rev.
Edward J. Gorman, SJ, Memorial Lectureon Humanistic Nursing held at Boston College last
week. Anne Davis, Ph.D..
F.A.A.N.. this year's speaker,
presented research and raised
questions on the topic of International Nursing Ethics, creating an open forum for thoughts
and ideas.
The annual lecture, which
focuses on pertinent issues
faced by those in
the fieldof nursing, extended
beyond national
boundaries this
year in an attempt to gain a
broader global

"Can ethics
and human
rights be saved
from cultural

perspective.

«fr «fr

«$»

«fr «fr

<$»

tional standard of ethics is difficult when considering the variety of cultural perspectives that
exist throughout the world.
"The individualism of the
West is seen as shallow in other
cultures," Davis said. "The selfreliance of Americans is at odds
with the collectivism of countries such as Asia, the Middle
East, and Latin America."
In an attempt to find answers to coping with these differences. Davis is currently lead-

By Stephen Greico
FOR THE HEIGHTS

As the sounds of Pomp and
Circumstance fade into the background, members of Boston
College's graduating class often
find themselves thrust back into
the "real world" without much
direction. This Monday at 7:00
p.m. the Office of University
Housing will hold the first part
of a three-part series of seminars
billed as a "Seniors' Guide to
Life After Boston College." The
programs will provide information and advice on how to make
the transition easier, said John
Denio, assistant director of hous-

ences concern-

human
ing
have
rights
arisen.
According to
The American
Nursing Association (ANA).
"The protection, promotion and
advancement of human rights is
a fundamental function of the
association." Davis went on to
say that respect for a person's
ethical principal is critical in international nursing.
However, ethnocentrism is
a formidable obstacle to reaching this goa 1 . "Many people hold
culturally biased opinions. They
judge others beliefs, and believe
their own culture to be superior." Davis said.

ing.
The first program, "Honest

Appraisal of the Art of Friend
Making," will give students advice on both keeping the friendships established at BC and creating new friendships outside of
the college setting. Scheduled to
take place Monday at 7 p.m., the

«fr «fr> «fc «fr> «fo «fr «fc «fc «fr «fr «fc «fr
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program will question whether
friendships are the result of hard
work or luck.
For those members of the
senior class still uncertain as to
their post-college career, a Tuesday presentation by members of
the young alumni association
will provide possible options.
Alumni in the fields of education, law, nursing, business will
be on hand to supply suggestions for making it in the real
world.
A graduate with a liberal
arts background will be speaking at the session, as well. "This
will show students that there are
jobs out there even if you don't
have a specific degree," Denio
said.
The final program entitled
"Benefits of BC and Beyond" is
a two-part seminar featuring a
memberof the BC Alumni Association speaking on how BC can
help students after graduation
and a representative from the
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Human Resources Office, who
will discuss items such as medical coverage and benefit packages.
"It will focus on giving students some insight into what they
should be looking for," Denio
said.
Each of the different events
will be held in the Cabaret Room
inside 70 St. Thomas More Hall
and Wednesday's seminar will
be followed by a make-yourown-sundae bar to stimulate interaction between students and
alumni.
"Although it is tailored for
the senior class, anyone is welcome to attend," Denio said.
"I just thin,k these programs
are worth looking at," Denio
continued. "Some people look at
May as being a long way off. It
really isn't though. If you wait
until the last minute to prepare
in any situation it is always a lot
tougher. It just seems better to
prepare now."

accessible during store hours only
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ing a study entitled "Cultural,
Plural and Ethical Decision Making." The study focuses on the
ethical dilemmas created by new
technology and medical advancements, both of which are
forcing people to make major
decisions concerning the type of
care they receive.
Davis said the approach
taken by the West puts the individual at the center of decision

How to survive life after BC

imperatives?"
?Anne Davis

Davis, an international scholar
on nursing ethics, shared her
years of world-wide experience
and presented her current research project to those in attendance.
Davis' lecture questioned
whether it is possible to attain an
international view on ethical
nursing that is both acceptable
and applicable in all cultures.
"Can ethics and human
rights be saved from cultural imperatives?" Davis asked,
urgingthe audience to reflect on
the implications of this question

«$»

who herself has studied and worked in the Middle
East. Europe, Africa, Asia, South
America, Australia and New
Zealand, questioned whether a
culture can truly be understood
by a person who has not experienced it.
"Development of a universal moral standard is difficult
due to problems in communication and meaning," Davis said.
From Davis's perspective,
the achievement of an internaDavis,

for international nursing.
Davis said she believed that
ethical viewsconcerning patient
care vary both internationally
and cross-culturally, raising
strong theoretical questions that
need to be addressed.
According to Davis the global village created by the electronic revolution has placed the
issue of international nursing in
the spotlight. Technological advances have provided access to a
variety of cultures from across
the globe. With this new wealth
Of readily available information.
the differences
between
the
West and other
cultures have
become apparent, and discussion of differ-
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Witch dispels mythical stereotypes
By Kelly Welch
HEIGHTS STAFF

"I don't believe in Halloween."
This unusual statement
came from a most ironic source
last Monday night: Laurie Cabot.
Cabot is the founder of the
Temple of Nine Wells in Salem,
MA. a community of witches.
Cabot said the ritual of Halloween is not practiced in witchcraft, but October 3 1 is the day
of the Wiccan (witch) new year.
"Now Halloween is totally
associated with death, dying, and
violence. It's pretty gruesome,"
Cabot said. "We practice the harvest and respect for our ancestors at that time."
UGBC's Lecture Series department sponsored Cabot's
visit, an attempt to dispel
society's misconceptions and
stereotypes about witches.
"The Oxford English Dictionary says that the Celtic definition of witches is 'the good
people.' Isn't that quite the opposite of today's dictionary?"
Cabot said.
"Witches have been around
a long time," she continued, telling the audience, "If you're
Celtic or have any Celtic blood
in you, you're witches."

Much ofCabot's speech focused on witchcraft's spiritual
and religious aspects.
"[Witchcraft] is a religion,"
she said. "It is a way of life and
a way of thinking."
There are two "rules" of
witchcraft, according to Cabot,
that encompass all rules of all
religions. The first rule, she said,
warns people to think good
thoughts because their thoughts
will come into being: "Do what

Thou art will, and it will harm
none."
Cabot called the second rule
ofwitchcraft "the threefold law."
It is a belief that everything
people do and think comes back
to them threefold.
Cabot stressed her belief in
the importance of spirituality in
everyone's lives.
"I don't mind if you have a
spiritual path," she said. "I mind
if you don't... If you don't, you

don't have a spirit." She said
people all need guidelines in life,
and seeking help from psychiatrists or priests is "perfectly legitimate."
At the conclusion of the lecture, Cabot fielded questions and
attempted to clear up any leftover misconceptions of witchcraft harbored by audience members. Witches use brooms, she
said jokingly, to hide their magic
wands, not to fly.

New book examines depression
CHESTNUT HILL, MA
An
estimated 11 million to 15 million Americans are said to be
suffering from clinical depression, according to Boston Col?

lege Sociology Professor David
Karp. While a great deal of research has been directed at trying to understand causes of depression, Karp said, "We have
not heard what

depression feels

like from theperspectiveof those
dealing with it."
In his new book, Speaking
ofSadness: Depression, Disconnection, and the Meanings ofIll-

ness, Karp captures the human
face of this widespread affliction. He illuminates his own experience and those of others,

drawing upon intimate inter-

views with 50 men and women
about their experiences with depression and its place in their
lives.The interviewsubjects, according to Karp, reveal what
depression feels like, what it

Ranging in age from their
early 20s to theirmid-60s, Karp's
interview subjects reflect on their
working lives and careeraspirations and share strategies for
overcoming paralyzing episodes
of hopelessness. They confide,

he said, about how depression
affects their relationships.
tached to taking antidepression
The research was undermedications, and what depressed taken solely to understand the
persons think ofthe battalion of phenomenology of living with
mental health experts employed depression by letting the sufferto help them.
ers speak for themselves, Karp
As a sociologist, Karp'said said. The book should not be
he feels uncomfortable with the construed as a guide for overprevailing medical view which coming depressioa.
treats depression nearly exclu"In a way, I wish I could
have written something more
sively as a biological or psychological disorder.
optimistic," Karp said.
means to receive an officialclinical diagnosis, the meanings at-
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The Inner-City Teaching
Corps is a two-year volunteer
service program of outstanding
recent college graduates who
energize inner-city parochial
schools in Chicago as classroom
teachers and leaders in extracurricular activities. Teaching experience or an education degree
are not required. An information
table will be set up on Wednesday, November 8, from 10 a.m.
to 3 p.m. during the Volunteer
Fair in Gasson Hall 100. An information session will take place
in Gasson 205 at 6 p.m.

Holiday cards to benefit Foundation for Children with AIDS
Holiday cards will be sold
in the McElroy lobby on November 6, 7, 9 and 10 to raise
money and awareness for the
Foundation for Children with
AIDS. The cards were made by
children inflicted with the disease. The sale is being organized
by PULSE students, UGBC and
Four The Children, a group that
raises awareness about issues
affecting children in our society
abuse, homelessness, poverty
and disease.
?

Author Jim Forest to lecture
on writer Thomas Merton
Jim Forest, author of a biography of poet and religious
writer Thomas Merton, will
present a lecture titled "Merton
in His Time" as part of the annual BC Humanities Series'
Lowell Lectures on Monday,
November" 13, at 8 p.m. The event
will take place in Gasson Hall,
room 100, and is free and open to
the public.

Neighborhood Center and
UGBC sponsor Service Days
The BC Neighborhood Center
and UGBC co-sponsored the second of four planned "Community Service Days" in the AllstonBrighton area on Saturday, November 4. Teams of approximately 10 students volunteered
at a number of different community sites, cleaning up parks,
planting flowers and shrubs,
painting and making an overall
effort to improve the community. Anyone interested in participating in future service days
should contact the Neighborhood
Center at 552-0445.
Former Army captain to speak
on issue of gays in the military

With...
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BC Briefs

REVIEW

James Kennedy, a former
U.S. Army captain and lawyer in
the Army's Judge Advocate General Corps, will present a lecture
about his experiences to the BC
community on Thursday. November 9, at 8 p.m. in Fulton
Hall, room 150. As an Army officer. Kennedy, who is gay. prosecuted and discharged gay. lesbian and bisexual soldiers. For
four years he hid his own sexual
orientation until he could no
longer stand the hypocrisy of his
actions. Kennedy is the author
of About Face: A Gay Officer's
Account of How He Stopped
Prosecuting Gays in the Army
and Slatted Fighting for Their
Rights. The lecture is sponsored
by LGBC, UGBC's Department
of Gay. Lesbian and Bisexual
Concerns, and the Committee on
Sexual Diversity and Personal
Community Development.
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LIQUIDATION SALE

50 % 90 % OFF
WOMEN'S FASHIONS
and ACCESSORIES
-

November 16-19
Thur-Fri: 10am- 9pm
Sat-Sun: 10am-7pm

Bay side Expo Center
200 Mt. Vernon Street
Admission $1. 00

Presented By Apparel Designer Zone, Inc.
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Boston Beer Company
Current Ratio: 1.17
Debt to Asset: 6.29%
ROA: 32.55%
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Wall Street Temp agencies offer students career opportunities
Watch
By Jessica Braun
HEIGHTS STAKE

BUSINESS EDITOR

A jury ruled that Dow Chemical has to pay $4.1 million to a
?

couple in a silicone breast-implant suit, the first verdict in
which Dow was the only defendant. (10/30)
?

Victor Pelson, AT&T's op-

erations chief and board mem-

ber, said he planned to retire
the end of the year. (10/30)

at

Sony plans to sell apart of its
operations to the public in or?

der to raise severalbillion dollars. The electronics and entertainment company would be
able to raise needed cash and
create a security needed to do
new deals. (10/30)
In Septemberpersonal income
rose 0.4 percent, but spending
only rose 0.2%. (10/31)
In the first half of 1995, foreign investors bought $76.4 billion ofU.S. Treasury debt.This
?

?

was only slightly less than the
record total for 1994. (10/31)

After a sharp decline in the
salesof heavytrucks. Cummins
Engine plans to cut about 2,000
jobs which is seven percent of
?

its staff. (10/31)
?"Novell may sell most of the
software lines it purchased

from.WordPerfect 16 months
ago. Novell would then not be
able to compete with Microsoft
irl several fields at once, and it
is expected to receive less than
half of what it paid for the
WordPerfect lines. (10/31)
AT&T has plans to offer
Internet access and voice-message services to 110,000 public and private schools for free.
?

(11/1)
Apple's share in the in the
global personal-computer market is up from 7.4 percent to 9
percent this quarter, (11/l)
An Indiana jury ruled that
?

?

Ford must pay-$62.4 million in
a case where two passengers
were injured when a Bronco II
rolled over. This award is the
largest one of its kind in history that involves a sport-utility vehicle. (11/1)
Both GM and Chrysler had a
2.8 percent decline in October
sales, which adds to concerns
about the slow state of the U.S.
light-vehicleauto sales. (11/2)
A TransportationDepartment
study found that a rise in low?

?

fare airlines led to $46 to $54
dollar savings on one-way

flights. (11/2)
A 1990 marketing plan for
R.J. Reynolds forCamel aimed
at a "single-minded focus" on
?

younger people age 18 to 20.
This countered a statement
made by the company that year
which said it targeted people
age 21 to 30. (11/2)
«

After increased competition

and falling passenger counts.
Carnival has discussed acquiring Kloster Cruise. (11/2)
?Hitachi plans to jump onto
U.S. personal computer market in spring of 1996 with a
line of notebooks. (11/3)
?A team was selected that will

run AT&T after the three way
break up. (11/3)

If seeking employment upon
graduation, students should not
overlook the vast opportunities
offered by a temp agency.
When hired by a temp
agency, an employee may explore various companies and
fields instead of relying on one
particular job. This is especially
beneficial

the protection and support it offers the employee. If an employee
is unhappy in a position, he or
she may leave the company at
any time. The worker is not under contract for a specific period, and this provides flexibil-

ity.
"If you don't like it you can

jobs, and my agency has managed to find me some excellent
jobs," said Bouchie. She has
worked for big name companies
including Braun Appliances and
The Addison Wesley Publishing
Company in Reading.
Companies that hire through
a temp agency are often looking
for permanent employees. Mark
Eldridge, branch manager of
New Boston Systems in Woburn.

to

college graduates new to the
work
force.

?

By Amanda Mayer
HEIGHTS ASST.

Boston College 1995 gradu-

ate Nicole Bouchie sought work
from a temp agency because of

Charles Cocce.
area manager of
ADIA Personnel Services in
Need ha m

ists in Boston, believes a temporary position turns permanent by
the employee's incentive to perform in any situation.
"You need someone who's
going to take the initiative and
not feel anything is beneath them.
You make out of a situation what
is presented to you. and if you're
not willing to make something
out of it, it's going to pass you
by," said Routhier.
Temp agencies do have disadvantages. An
employee could
lose his or her job
without any warning from the company. "You could
lose your job any
time, and the company does not
have to keep you
on. It kind of
works both ways.
They do not have to give you a
two week notice if they want to
lay you off," said Bouchie.
Temp agencies do not offer
benefits, and going from company to company requires the
employee to meet many people
in a short period of time. "Having to meet so many differentpeople so soon after you just get
oriented in one place is not.
good," said Bouchie.
The advantages of a temp
agency seem to outweigh the disadvantages. "You get so much
experience and so much exposure." said Bouchie.

"A temp agency allows you to go in and get a feel for
a company and decide whether or not the work is
what you want and the people and the whole bit."

highly recommends
temp
agencies. Students should
gain experience
with as many companies as possible to recognize the differences
among them, said Cocce.
"If you just grab that first
job and stay there for a year or
two and decide you don't like it.
you find another job. You work
there for two years. Four years
later you've only worked two
jobs. You haven't seen that many
companies. Companies can really vary out there. A temp
agency allows you to go in and
get a feel for a company and
decide whether or not the work
is what you want and the people
and the whole bit," said Cocce.

?Charles Cocce, manager of ADIA Personnel Services
of it right away. You can
call your agency that night, and
they can send someone in tomorrow. You are not responsible. You
do not work for that company.
You work for your agency.
You're working from a pool of
labor so you' re replaceable," said
Bouchie.
Temp agencies are also great
resume builders, especially if the
agency provides the worker with
experience at highly respected
get out

companies.
"Your resumg is lpaded,
especially if you work for an
agency that can find you great

calls this a 'try and buy." The
company can observe the
employee's performance during
the first weeks, and later the firm
has the option ofkeeping or laying off the worker without extras
costs.

"It does give them a chance
to make sure that the person
wants the job and make sure that

they're the right person for the
job," said Eldridge. A firm may
hire a potential employee for one
to six months before deciding if
the position will be permanent.
Thomas G. Routhier. owner
of Routhier Placement Special-

Co-ops equal less costs Finance questions answered
By Jessica Braun
HEIGHTS STAFF

The Harvest Market in
Allston offers a money-saving
alternative for those who enjoy
high quality natural foods.
This store is a communityowned cooperativesupermarket
specializing in natural foods according to Christopher Durkin,
member services coordinator. It
differs from other supermarkets
in that it is owned by and operated for the benefit of its members.
'Most of our shoppers are
members which means they either have an equity deposit in an
equity account that the co-op
uses, or they pay an annual membership fee, and for that they get
a discount on everything they
buy," said Durkin.
Members are either nonworking or working. A nonworking member saves two percent on all purchases while a
working member can save up to
20 percent. There are two levels
of working members, said
Durkin. Weekly workers perform
nine hours of service a month for
individual membership or 18
hours a month for a family membership. They receive a 20 percent discount off everything in
the store. Monthly workers perform three hours of service a
month for individual membership or five hours a month for
family membership. This group
saves ten percent.
Member work includes
leafleting. stocking shelves.

plowing the parking lot, being
on the board of directors or a coop committee, or offering one's
services as a lawyer.
"Basically any services or
work that the co-op needs done,
people can do as member work,"
said Durkin.
A cooperative supermarket
allows people to become involved in their community and
educates them in the supermarket industry, said Durkin. "It
helps us be more involved in the
community, and it helps the community be more involved in us."
This food co-op started in
the early '70s as a means for
people to purchase natural foods
which were not readily available. The co-op also gave people
more control over the quality of
food they consumed. It started
as a pre-order co-op where members filled out order sheets as to
what they wanted. Some of these
pre-order co-ops still exist today.
"Where there are no cooperative or natural food stores,
they still have pre-order co-ops.
but when you get big enough so
that you can open a store, that
benefits everyone,"said Durkin.
Members include people of
all ages. "We have teenage members, and we have members in
their '70s and '80s." said Durkin.
Durkin explained the greatest
advantage of co-op membership.
"It's the kind of thing where it's
all for one and one for all. The
more members we get. the less
expensive we can keep good,
high quality, natural foods."

By Stephanie Patafio
HEIGHTS EDITOR

With the holiday season
quickly approaching numerous
students will again ring in the
New Year with a huge credit card
debt. This yearly ritual can be
put to an end. and Ken Kurson,
editor of Green Personal Financefor the Unashamed .wants
to help.
"Money matters are important even though people may
think they are uncool. Dealing
with them gives you a lot more
freedom than avoiding them."
Kurson said. Kurson. now a
writer for the financial magazine Worth had run up a credit
card debt himself in college and
is looking to help keep other students from making the same mistakes he did.
Kurson feels that it is not
always the students' fault that
they are unsure of how to budget
their money. Kurson feels it is
rare that parents talk to theirchildren about budgeting and money
matters.

"No one knows how much
their father makes, their parents'
budgeting information or what
Ihey are investing in. It's secret
information, and it shouldn't be
so secretive." Kurson said. Due
to this Kurson feels that students
can benefit greatly from Green.
Advice Kurson gives to students about credit cards is not to

use them. If a student must
Kurson has some tips that can
save students some cash. If a
credit card has an annual fee.
Kurson recommends calling the
credit card's 1-800 number, explain that there are other cards
one could sign up for without an
annual fee. and ask if they would
waive the annual fee.
Other issues Kurson and the
Green staff have covered include student loans, compounding interest, and higher education Kurson's tip for students
with loan payments hanging over
their heads is to never miss payment deadlines.
Green can be beneficial to
anyone looking for sound financial advice. Kurson said. Anyone from the homeless to young
professionals can get information out of Green. Surprisingly.
Green has also attracted a lot of
female readers, who tend to shy
away from financial literature,
said Kurson. Kurson feels the
typical reader has to have "a
sense of humor" and "take financial matters seriously, but not
too seriously."
Since its start in May 1995
Green's audience has been growing faster then they can print out
copies, said John Packet, publisher of Green. "{Green] exploded right out of the gates."
said Kurson. For information
about Green call 1-800-477-2968.
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Future Careers in Focus Looking into futures, a basic guide
managers there [at the client's
firm] and our people here." he
continued. "They tell us 'We

By Mike Hofman
HEIGHTS EDITOR

More and more these days,
the cut-and-dried job descriptions of the past are falling away.
Out of this gray area has emerged
a new breed of consultants
people whose rendered service
is to make sure that companies
operate and expand as smoothly
?

as possible.

Consultant

"j

With the growth of new
technology in particular, companies need the best advice
mone> can buy. They turn to
firms such as Andersen Consulting, the powerhouse in the region, to find the answers they
need. The professionals they seek
are problem-solvers, deal-makers and down-sizers and companies across the country are providing are utilizing these resources of resources.
Paul Canalori. a 23-year-old

Boston College alumnus, works
at Computer Management Sciences. Inc.. in downtown Boston. Since graduation and a stint
at a high-tech firm, he has been
climbing the ladder of his rapidly expanding industry.
"The jobofaconsulting firm
is to win projects." Canalori said.
"We do work with bio-pharmaceutical companies, medical
equipment companies, insurance
and financial services firms and
banks. We look for Fortune 1000
clients exclusively."
Canalori started out as a recruiter, finding technical types
who could satisfy the needs of
the firms that were his clients.
After initially screening these
people, Canalori would bring
them to an account manager who
was in constant contact with the
client firms. He has since been
promoted to this level.
"My job is developing proposals on fixed-bid development
projects. I'm part of the team
that meets with a company's
managers and offers them a variety of options." Canalori said.
"The types of things we suggest
to them are different resources,
technical tools, development
methodologies and technical programming languages. Then we
let them know what people we
have and what the costs will be."
"I act as a liason between

want this system done
how
much more is this going to cost?'
My job is to help develop more
business within the accounts that
?

we currently maintain."

"Part of my job." Canalori
added, "is to interview people
well-suited for the particular
development proposal. I'm now
able to technically interview
people and know that they're
qualified enough to represent my
company. I'm essentially a roadblock for new hires."
In other words, Canalori has
developed enough technical expertise to determine whether or
not a prospective consultant has
a clue. Through this work, he has
developed not only consulting
experience per se but technical
knowledge and a feel for human
resources and organizational
structure. He has also seen new
avenues develop within the field.
"The best way we're finding people is on the internet." he
added. By having a web site.
Canalori's firm can find possible
consultants who are more likely
to be proficient in terms of computer systems.
Currently, Canalori makes
a base salary plus commission
on any work with an existing
client. He hopes to be promoted
within the next two years to territory manager, the next rung on
the ladder.
"As a territory manager I'll
be responsible for all consultants here who are allocated to
my client sites. I'll also be responsible for meeting numbers
financially," he said.
With the old-fashioned notion of the business world dying
off (bankers are never just bankers and lawyers are never just
lawyers any more) consulting
firms and corporate think tanks
are often growing businesses.
And, as an added bonus, the
managerial, communications and
organizational skills needed to
pursue a career in this field are
not necessarily exclusive to those

inCSOM.
Canalori. who was an English and Computer Science
double major at BC. is proof that
the consulting business has
plenty of room for people who
seek different, creative and challenging options when exploring
job opportunities.

The next Marketplace
Meeting will be on
Monday at 5:20 PM, in
McElroy 113.
Look for the stock
contest winner in next
week's issue.

tors, which account for much of
the activity on futures markets,

By Charlie Wang
HEIGHTS

STAFF

When most people hear the
word commodities (also known
as futures), they get images of a
bushel of wheat or a truckload
full of pigs. Although these
thoughts carry some accuracy to
them, they certainly do not do
justice to the volatile and
excitfutures markets can be seen
as a supermarket where the world
goes for its basic, essential necessities, such as oils, metals,
grains, and meat.
Before Starbucks brews a
pot of coffee, before a cotton
fiber is sewn into a J. Crew shirt,
before the Eagle's Nest puts any
bacon in a sandwich, you can bet
the coffee, cotton, and bacon
were traded on the futures market.
What function does the futures market serve? Futures markets help users of essential ingredients like coffee, cotton, and
bacon lock in prices today for a
delivery to be made at a future
date. Cereal companies like
Kelloggs lock in grain prices today for a delivery which may
occur a year from now. This prevents unexpected price changes
which may affect Kellogg's operations and costs. Farmers use
the commodities market to help
stabilize crop prices. Specula-

provide liquidity and are out to
profit from speculation in prices.
Do you ever wonder why the
evening news care to tell you the
price of gold went up $ I an ounce
and that silver prices increased
$.65? For most people, they feel
their own jewelry collection is
worth a little bit more today than
yesterday. But for futures traders, it could mean making or losing thousands of dollars. So how
does it all work?
Commodities are similar to
the stock market in the respect
that people invest in a long position (expecting prices to increase) or a short position (expecting prices to decrease).
Shares of companies are (Faded
on the stock market, while futures contracts of specific commodities (lumber, sugar, heating
oil. etc.) are traded on numerous
exchanges across the country.
A futures contract is
able contract to buy or sell a
commodity in the future at an
agreed price. Purchasing a Heating Oil contract gives you the
obligation to control that contract, meaning to benefit or lose
fromapriceincreaseofdecrea.se.
Should prices go up and you are
in a long position, you can trade
your contract for a price higher
than you originally paid for it.

thus yielding a profit. Different
exchanges trade different commodities. The Chicago Board of
Trade focuses on grains and agricultural products while the New
York Mercantile Exchange trade
mostly precious metals and oils.
Futures brokerages have desks
at these exchanges to process
buy and sell orders for their clients.

Why do prices move? A report of a soybean shortage in the
Midwest will obviously seem to
increase the price of a soybean
contract. However, a second report may state that there is an
ample supply of soybean in warehouses around the world, which
may neutralize the possible increase in price.
The underlying cause for
price movements can be attributed to the laws of supply and
demand. Due to the volumes of
information we are bombarded
with everyday, it is very diffi-

impossible to account for all the news and recult, or even

ports that affect prices. Often
times, prices move for reasons
which may seem unrelated to the
laws of supply and demand. That
is why speculating can be seen
more as an art than a science.

Look

for Part

II of this series in

next week's Heights to see how
to achieve $5000 in one day.

Stock of the Week
By Gregory Halstead
HEIGHTS

STAFF

As.writers of the stock of
the week, we've tried to cover
all typesof industries, from su-

perconductors to clothes to
tools.Now we-areboldly going
where no stock of the week has
gone before, that is the land of
initial public offerings. Affectionately known as an IPO,
these are new stock offerings of
companies thathave decided to
go public. Companies usually
go public with the intention of
raising more capital for their
business ventures.
Since we are venturing into
the unfamiliar land of IPOs, we
should use the familiar food
source for Boston College students. This staple food source
would obviously be beer. I can
tell you that my favorite beer in
the whole world is a bottled
Sam Adams (otherwise known
as a Sammie). Well, the company that makes Sam Adams is
going public at the end of this
month. Boston Beer Company
not only makes Sam Adams,
but also makes other common
beer such as Boston Ale, Boston Lightship. Triple Bock, and

Octoberfest.
What makes this IPO
unique is that individual investors like you and 1 have the
opportunity to purchase this
stock at the ground floor. This
means that we will be able to
purchase shares in the company
before it even goes out on the

floor of the exchange. This offering is giving common consumers the rare chance to buy
990,000 shares of an issue of 5.3
million shares. Each consumer
is limited to only one subscription, and must buy 33 shares for
$15, which is a total purchase of
$495. These stipulations may be
relatively strict, but the opportunity just simply fill out a form,
write one check for $495, and be;
able to legally bypass the brokers and their high commissions
is a phenomenal opportunity.
What makes this offering so
unique, is that most new stock
offerings are bought by large
institutional investors who buy
huge chunks of shares from underwriters. It is a very rare thing
when consumers get a chance to
buy these shares at the ground
floor. Boston Beer Company has
made this subscription possible
by placing postcards in Sam
Adams six-packs that can be sent
away for the subscription application. The oth,er way, to get the
subscription form is to call their
toll-free number, 1-800-495-

BREW. One of these

two avenues must be carried out soon,
because the offer expires on
November 16, and the subscriptions are filled on a first-come,
first-served basis. If you do some
quick math, there are only 30,000

subscriptions available, which
actually is not a lot.
Initial Public Offerings for
beer companies have been quite
successful in the recent past.
Redhook Ale Brewery Incorpo-

rated, which sells Redhook beer
and went public in August, rose
53% in the first day of trading
and is now selling at double of
what its IPO price was in August. Investors are expecting
Boston Beer Company to have
even a faster meteoric rise to
stardom than did Redhook.
Investors are expecting the
stock to be selling between $30
to $45 dollars by the end of the
year. This is a 100 to 200% rise
within one month.
Boston Beer as a limited
partnership has done phenomenally well, as can be seen by
their income statement. Sales
have been quickly rising over
the last three years, increasing
49% from the year 1993 to 1994.
More importantly, net income
rose almost 50% from the year
1993 to 1994.The net Income to
sales ratio has increased over
the last couple of years which
shows that Boston Beer Company is becoming more and

more profitable.
The money from this Offering will go straight back into
the operations of the club, to
make it more profitable, and a
better value for shareholders.
Boston Beer Company will be

sold on the NASDAQ Stock
Market under the ticker symbol
of SAMM. This investment
looks like such a sure thing that
even I have sunk into my mothfilled pocket to dish out the
money and become a shareholder of the company that
makes my little bit of heaven.

Fast Facts on SAMM: Investors must buy 33 shares at a total cost of
$495.00. To get a subscription call 1-800-495.8REW. The offer expires
on November 16 with a limited availibility of 30,000 subscriptions.
Expected selling price at the end of year one=s3o to $45.
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BC hats from COCKS to SLUGS
By Ryan Driscoll
FOR THE HEIGHTS

If every guy on campus had
to answer the question of what is
his most important possession in
the world, the answer would be

Guy's View
unanimous. His hat. At Boston
College, and every other university in the free world, every guy
has a favorite hat. It's the hat that
has been everywhere with you.
Through good and bad, it has
been that one constant. Sure, it
has been thrown in manure and
been the catcher's mitt for one
too many sick nights at a party,
but you put it back on every
time. In fact, it's these experiences that strengthen the love
between a hat and a guy.
You have seen guys argue
over the age and dirtiness of their
hats. They compare stories to go
with every rip, burn, or stain.
What is it that makes that bond

with a hat? Most guys explain it
is the events and the ordeals that
you go through with your hat
that results in the affection. In
turn, you feel lost without it. It
provides a sense of security. John
Luttati says his hat is a security
blanket. When all else fails, your
hat is always there for you."
Jon Richard. CSOM '99,
offers a common view with his
feelings on his hat. "It's a part of
me. I love my hat. I've been
through so much with my hat."
Every guy has a different
style of hat, whether it be the
traditional dirty, white "Game"
cap or something more outlandish. Either way, the sentiment is
the same. Mike Maurer calls his
hat "my baby". Dan Finkle,
CSOM '99 added, "I feel naked
without my hat."
The hat to guy relationship
begins as a fashion statement. A
certain chapeau is bought because it looks good or because,
as with most of us, it is too much
of a pain to brush your hair.
Mike Kelly said, while lift"

ing his hat off his head, "Well, I
don't want to show this bush
around."
Soon, the hat becomes more
than your everyday head covering. Greg Almeida, A&S '99
explains, "It seems to become
part of you. You put it on when
you wake up or when you go to
play sports, without thinking
about it. Soon, it could even come
to represent who you are as a
person."
Whatever the explanation,
the fact remains that guys have
their hats and will not ever let
them out of their sites. The
lengths one will go to retrieve a
cherished hat cannot be understood unless you have a special
hat of your own. For example,
after foolishly sticking my head
out of a moving car, I once jogged
two miles on local Route 495 to
find his hat safely on the side of
the highway.
I was almost killed, but, as
most guys will understand, it Is
my hat, and that's just another
day in its life.

GRAPHIC COMPOSED BY LAURA THOLEN

Finding these pictures was astoundingly simple, just look in your scrapbook.
By Kelly Day
FOR THE HEIGHTS

Hair: defined by Webster
dictionary as, "A threadlike
growth found on the head." At
BC, hair on the male's head is
hard to find. Are they all going

Girl's View
bald? No, it is merely masked by

the baseball hats they wear that
ensconces all. I never knew a

baseball hat could hide quite so
much. Until recently, I never
wore them, however they seem
to be one of the latest fashion
trends. Does a guy give his girlfriend his ring?
No, you're more likely to
find her wearing his old. tattered
baseball hat, one of his dearest

possessions.
Why do guys sport this look
so often? Is it because they are
having a bad hair day? More importantly, do girls like the looks

of men in baseball hats? The
majority of girls that I spoke

with thought the baseball hats on
guys were perfectly acceptable,
some thought that it was sexy
and others were indifferent.
Emiley Zalesky, A&S '99,
feels that hats are a personality
statement. "The way a guy wears
his hat reveals the type of person
he is. Abackwards hat conveys a
relaxed personality. Generally
speaking, guys that wear their
hats backwards are a lot more
fun to go out with."
The main complaint of girls
was that every guy at BC wears
a hat practically every day. Kelly
Robinson, A&S '99, commented,
"Hats make all guys look alike.
They hide everything unique
about the person. Everywhere
you go, it's a white hat. Khaki
pants and a t-shirt."
Lauren Karosen, SOE '99.
shared her opinion, "There is no
variety." Another negative comment about hats is when a guy
wears it, you can't see his face.
Some of the female students
simply did not care about the
homogeneous label attached to
BC guys and their hats. They

just find it sexy. One girl, who
prefers to remain anonymous,
slated "The dirtier the hat, the
sexier I find him." On the contrary, Kathleen Hart, A&S '99,
states, "I like clean hats." Sandi
Nagy, CSOM '99, commented.
"I like guys in hats. The majority
are fine, but I really like it if his
hair is a little bit longer, so he
doesn't look bald."
One unanimous assumption
made by girls is that hats are a
male status symbol. According
to Zalesky, the newly appointed
authority on hats, "It seems that
the dirtier the hats and the more
fringe that is flying off the edges,
the more respect guys earn from
their fellow males."
The majority of females
enjoyadmiring their male friends
decked out in hat garb. It seems
that it doesn't matter what the
high fashion runways are modeling this year, BC has its own
style and a baseball hat it a definite requirement. Just remember
guys, we wouldn't mind seeing
some of those luscious locks
every oftce in a while.
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Talking to mom isn't always peaches and cream.

P.

BREEN

BC phones home
By Tricia Campbell
HEIGHTS ASST. FEATURES EDITOR

It's Sunday night at 8 p.m.
You glance nervously at the
clock, knowing that you have no
choice. That time of the week
has arrived, that time in which
we are forced to take reckoning
of our lives and of the seven days
we have just lived through.
You know what time I'm
talking about: the time has arrived for the weekly phone call
to Mom and Dad. For BC students, whetherthey be seniors or
freshmen, this is an event which
is simultaneously cherished and
dreaded.
Some weeks, of course, one
of these emotions may win out
over the other. For example, if
you got an A on your history
midterm, were just elected president of the student body, and
were accepted into Phi Beta
Kappa, of course you'll be looking forward to telling the folks.
On the other hand, though, how
many of us really want to have to
say, "Well, Mom, I was written
up this weekend for puking all
over my RA, 1 woke up this morning in a room that wasn't mine.

and oh yeah, I'm flunking organic chemistry"?
Not many of us, that's for
sure. And if you do have to relate
such dismal tidings, you can be
sure that they won't end up in the
society pages ofyour hometown
newspaper.
Of course there are those
times when talking to one's parprobents is truly enjoyable
ably most times. But then again,
there are those times when you
really wish you didn't own a
telephone. There are at least four
types of calls that fit into this
?

category:

The evasive call. When
you've had the weekend from
hell (or when you've had entirely too much fun) you might
not know what to say when Mom
or Dad asks. "So, how was your
weekend? What did you do?"
Some of us can get away with the
old standby
"nothing." But
some parents demand more details. In that case, it's handy to
develop superior evasion skills.
For example, "Oh. a few of us
watched the football game," is a
good wholesome answer, and
?

See PARENTS, p. 16

Eating shrimp with
Forrest Gump at Nest
When the posters appeared weeks ago, we, the Eagle's Nest
junkies, were suddenly faced with a mystery. "Wednesday, October
25, is'Forrest Gump Day," they said. Was our beloved haven of tuna
and chicken salad being rudely transformed into a commercial
enterprise? Perish the thought! Certainly BC hadsolditself out in the
past, but the Nest? They would never take something so integral to
our beings away, never! And so, as the days wore on, and the
anticipation rose to a, scintillating climax on the proposed day. We
arrived at the Nest at precisely 10:55 am. that day, prophesying what
the special day would entail. One thought Shrimp Gumbo, another,
Shrimp Kebobs, yet another feared the entire structure of the Nest
would be transformed.
We feared the worst as the partitions opened and the theme
music startedto play. Yes, there was shrimp gumbo, and shrimp at the
salad bar, and chocolate candies with every sandwich and Black
Forest cake. And lo and behold, Forest was running his way to
nowhere on threeTV screens. As we slurped the unfamiliar soup, we'
Nest junkies were smiling and laughing as we watched Elvis shake
his Pelvis inMcElroy, laughing the whole time. We were thoroughly
entertained as the hours went by (as junkies anything less than three
hours in the Nest is unheard of).
And then, as the movie concluded, and the tears were falling
down our faces, we realized that we had failed to see the simplistic
vision of Forrest Gump, we had sold ourselves Out to the fancy soup
and chocolates and sacrificed our home only to be taken over by
greedy commercialism.Oh Eagle's Nest! Oh, Humanity!
?Laura Tholen, Heights Features Editor

The Wizard of McElroy?
Lions and tigers and bears, oh my! Chicken and turkey and ham.

SeeWHAT, p, 16
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Best
Bets
for the
Week:
Compiled by Heights Features editors
What: Big Audio Dynamite
Where: Paradise
When: Friday, November 10,
7p.m.
You know that song?that
catchy one, with the sample
from the Clash's "Should I
Stay or Should I Go". (No one

here can remember the name
of it). Ifyou can remember, or
if you can'tbut still like BAD,
catch them at Paradise this
week. Tickets are about $10.
Oh, and if you find out the
name of thatsong, let us know.
What: Sgt. Pepper's Lonely
Hearts Club Band
Where: Mama Kin's Playhouse, 36 Landsdowne St.
When: November 8-11, Bp.m.
We've all heard the rumors of a Beatles reunion next
year, but if you're skeptical or
if you just can't wait, check
out The Boston Rock Opera's
performance of this classic
concertl Tickets art $10 in advance, $12 at the door, available at MamaKin's box office
and Strawberries. Call 536-2100.
What: Umberto Eco reading

Where: Waterstone's Booksellers, Faneuil Hall
When: Monday, Nov. 6
Italian author Umberto
Eco, known for his intriguing,
complex novels The Name of
the Rose and Foucault's Pendulum, will give a reading from
his latest work, The Island of
the Day Before, which is supposedly his most accessible to
date. (Those who have read
the fascinating but headacheinducing Foucault 's Pendulum
will certainly hope so). It starts
at 7 p.m. and admission is free.
What: Ben Harper
Where: Mama Kin's
When: Saturday, November
11

Named by Rolling Stone

as one of the newest performers who is "on the edge" and
does his own thing, Ben Harper

distinguishes himselffrom the
pack with his acoustic slide
guitar and reggae rooted mu-

sic. His latest album is called
Fight For Your Mind.
What: Cliffs of Dooneen
Where: O'Connell House
When: Wednesday, November 8, Bp.m.

As part of the coffeehouse
O'Connell House
brings this acoustic band to
BC. They have opened for
Nirvana, Smashing Pumpkins
and Hoodoo Gurus. "Through
An Open Window," their hit
single made the Billboard
modern rock chart and received numerous spins on
series,

MTV.
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TV junkies come clean on addiction
By Brian Thomas
FOR THE

HEIGHTS

It is unusually strange to
find a college student with a lot
of free time. There are 160 hours
in a week (this figure is accurate
because I did the math with a
calculator). If you subtract the
weekend, a time that is dedicated solely to drinking (soda, of
course), recovering from a hangovercaused by the drinking, and
watching the BC football program go down the toilet, you are
left with 120 hours in your productive week. If you again subtract all the time you spend in
class, studying, eating, and sleeping you are left with a little over
20 minutes of free time to enjoy
yourself during the week.
Men and women typically
choose to spend their free time
differently. Men will opt to play
Sega or watch the Rocky saga
and Star Wars trilogy over and
over again in stereo sound on
their large screen TVs. While
women, on the other hand, will
watch cheesy '80s movies, like
Say Anything or Pretty in Pink.
and wish their boyfriends were
like the characters in movie, or
they sit in the Eagle's Nest and
check out anything that walks by
in a pair of pants.
But there is a time, at least
in my perception, when both
sexescan come together and have
a good time. The time may be
brief, a mere 3 1/2 hours in
length, but it is usually enjoyed
by all who partake in it. I am
referring to Monday nights from
8 to 9 p.m., Wednesday nights
from 8 to 9 p.m., and Thursday
nights from £!toB:3op.m. and 10
to 1 1 p.m. These should be easily recognized as the time slots
for television's hottest shows,
Beverly Hills 90210, Melrose
Place, Friends and ER.
These shows are not adored
by everyone in the country, but
they have a certain appeal that
tends to attract the young adult

population.This isprobably why
the students of BC love to watch
these shows week after week.

Usually students, both male and
female, will gather in large
groups, just to watch the shows
and have a good time together
with their friends.
These shows provide students with a time when they can
take a break from their hectic
lives and enjoy what has been
assembled for their viewing pleasure. While there are other shows
on TV. these four seem to draw
the most attention from the BC

population.
Melrose Place. First of all,
I would like to make it very clear
that I have very strong personal
objections against this show. My
dislike stems from my belief that
it is a tasteless rip-off of 90210,
the one and only young adult
drama. Karl Kemp, A&S '98,
agreedby saying. "Melrose Place
is the work of the devil." But for
the sake of the larger BC student
body, which for some strange
reason seems to enjoy this futile
attempt at television making, I
have chosen to include it in this
list of shows.
The appeal of Melrose Place
is unusual. Bernadette Kelly,
CSOM '98, said, "It is great for
procrastinating." Something I am
sure we can all relate to. Lynn
Desanti, CSOM '98, said, "It's
cheesy, but it is good for roommate bonding. We like to predict
what is going to happen next."
Melrose seems to have a
never ending story line. Its plot
twists rival, those of daytime
soaps in absurdity. Even though
I don't see the attraction to this
show, I guess it is possible that
someone would like that whole
Kimberly/Michael/Sydney
thing.
Friends. This is probably
the show that most of us can
relate to, since it is about hanging out with friends. Carrie
Sbrolla, A&S '98. commented,
"It is a good show to watch with
friends over a pizza." Adding
further to the appeal of the show
is the story line that has developed between Ross and Rachel.
The sexual tension that has
evolved between them in the past

year keeps many viewers coming back week after week. Sbrolla
also < dded. "We love to see what
is going to happen between the
two of them. We are always rooting for Ross, but the tension between them is great." If the story
line continues in the direction it
is going. Friends should have
many of us tuned in.
ER. NBC's realistic and often
bloody hospital drama has taken
prime time television to new levels. "It is more realistic than previous medical shows. You really
believe that it is a hospital, and
that appeals to many people,"
said Jyoti Mahapatra, A&S '98.
She commented further, "It reminds me why I am pre-med."
Her roommate Alyson Foley,
SOE '98, quickly added, "It reminds me why I am not premed." She was referring to the
graphic scenes that are common
place on ER. For some strange
reason, people like to see blood.
As gross as it may sound, people
watch the show for this, but they
also enjoy it for other reasons.
Doug Mehan, A&S '98,
said, "I watch ER. because of
Eriq La Salle (Dr. Benton). I've
followed him since I started using Soul Glo." Some of you may
laugh and others need an explanation (which for us movie fanatics would be the character La
Salle plays in the movie Coming
to America). All in all, people
watch ER because it is good television.
Beverly Hills 90210.
90210. the daddy mack of all
television, surpasses all other
shows by far. Students seem to
gather together to watch this
show the most and many people

can not wait for Wednesday

nights. Once the catchy opening
theme soul' begins. 90210 keeps
its audience's attention, like no
other show can, until the scenes
from the next week's episode are
shown.
The characters are probably
the main attraction of the show.
Don Piscatelli. A&S'9B and perhaps the show's biggest fan, said,
"I like to watch Brandon score
with various women. After all,
he made the bed three times."
With characters as enticing as
Brandon Walsh, Kelly Taylor,
and Ray Pruitt, why wouldn't
you watch the show? People also
watch the show in order to further their education. "My sole
purpose in watching 90210 is to
learn how a sensitive male of the
'90s should act," said Sto
Marques, A&S '98. So, as you
can see 90210 is educational and
entertaining. Which is why many
peoplewill be watching the show
this week to find out the fate of
Dylan McKay.
If you don't watch these
shows, then I would suggest that
you begin before anybody finds
out. The embarrassment that
would go along with that is too
horrifying for any person to deal
with. (After all don't you remember what all the other second graders did to you when the
found out you didn't watch the
"Smurfs"?) But if you already
do watch them, then you probably share similar sentiments
towards the shows. After all, we
live in a world of homework and
studying, and every once in a
while don't we all need a break.
not for a Kit-Kat, but for these
shows.

Oddest News Item

of the Week

This item appeared in an October issue of USA Today.

"Dan O'Connor, a Notre Damefan from Lodi, NJ, is suing the
Tattoo Shoppe in Carlstadt, NJ, fofmisspelling the words "Fighting
Irish" under a drawing of the university's leprechaun mascot he
received. The inscription read: 'Fighing Irish.' O'Connor's lawyer
said a laser procedure to remove the tattoo would cost about $700.
O'Connor, 22, is also seeking money for pain and suffering. "I just
can't live with,this," O'Connor said.

VIEW POINTS.

Opinions from students on current issues.
By Hideki Azuma

Do students expect too much from

the OCF?
Bill DeFranc,
GSOE
"Not really. Overall,
I think the facilities
are sufficient. They
try to keep up with
student demand. I
think it is easier if
you have your own
printer though."

Shawnna Sisca,
A&S '96
"No. The OCF
should be equipped
to handle as many
students as need to
use it. Not all students at BC can
afford their own
computer and the
OCF is their only
access to computers. The lines for
computers and
printouts are

absurd and very
inconvenient."
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Laundry room etiquette, underwear everywhere
By Tom Masterman
HEIGHTS STAFF

1 awoke the other day at ten
o'clock to the annoying wail of
my alarm clock. Groggy and unenthusiastic for the day ahead, I
made my way to the shower.
After showering 1 was faced with
the challenge of finding something to wear. I utilized the classic "look out the window at what
other people are wearing"
method for deciding the temperature. There I was, relying on the
decisions of people who were
likely to have gotten up and
dressed at eight o'clock in morning. Somehow I've never found
fault in this method, even though
the people I am depending on
have less of a clue what the temperature is when they get up.
There probably aren't even
peoplewalking outside their window at that hour for them to
observe. They probably use the
ol' "look at how much the trees
are swaying (wind=cold) and
how sunny it is (sun=heat)." Not
wise.
As I tried to pinpoint the
temperature, I made sure to consider the "you know it gets
warmer
as
the morning
progresses" factor. I observed
contrasting and conflicting garments
sweaters and coats, Tshirts, sweat pants, shorts
1
actually went so far as to stick
my head out the window. Even
though I intended to dress my
body and not my head, I somehow rationed that how my nose
felt for three seconds, a foot out
of my window, would help me
determine what I was going to
?

?

wear.

Digging through piles of.
dirty clothes, I realized I had
nothing clean to wear. But, it
was worse than that. These
clothes were more then just dirty.

HEIGHTS

STAFF PHOTO/MAIA MISURA

You too, may be wearing the same clothing for over 72 hours due to insufficient funds
also change a couple dollars for
They were at a stage of filth and funds. 1 find it funny that stustench that could not be covered dents who need to wash their J.
some quarters?" I could swear I
heard a record scratch in the disup by cologne, air freshener or Crew sweaters cannot come up
spray deodorant. Not even ten with six quarters.
tance. "What kinda place do you
minutes in the dryer with five
I went to Addies one
think this is? Quarters?" Heads
turned, I blushed. "You preppy
sheets of fabric softener could evening, and knowing that I
affect the repulsive state of my
needed rome quarters, I thought
punks think you can get everyclothes. There were marks and 1 might ask to change a dollar
thing served to you with a silver
stains I couldn't even identify. It or two. My roommates had no
spoon!" He handed me my meal
was so bad that I even had difficard and screamed, "Now you
change, either did my neighculty in deciphering the original bors down the hall. There wasn't
take your cappuccino and get the
color of some of my shirts. As I a change machine in the launhell out of here." I looked to my
picked up something that refellow classmates for support. A
dry room. I was out of options.
sembled a sweater, I though to When it was my turn to pay at
girl in a white cashmere sweater
myself, "Was this once blue? Or the register, I became extremely rolled her eyes at me and said,
was it white?" Suddenly a feeling nervous. Would 1 be the first
"Snob!" I ran from the line in
of dread overcame me. There was ever to ask for change? "Let's
tears. A school that serves
no way to avoid the inevitable. I see," said the gentleman at the cappuccino but has no change
had to do laundry.
machines in the laundry room?
register, "Whatta got there?Two
It's amazing how difficult a bottles of Evian water. AnyHuh?
seemingly simple process, such thing else?" 1 tried to stall while
Another problem lies in the
as doing laundry, can be. Maybe 1 mustered up some confidence. shortage of washers and dryers.
it's not the actual doing of the "Yeah," 1 said, "Can I have a
This unfortunately results in the
laundry that's the problem, but cappuccino with cream." He
tremendous pressure for one to
rather the many other obstacles smiled and replied, "Sure."
get one's laundry out of the mathat one has to face. First of all,
As he put the cover on my
chine as soon as one's time is up.
there's the problem of insufficient drink I mumbled, "Oh, can I
A typical difficult situation ?

You come a few minutes
late and you find your underwear thrown all over the place.
The first thing you notice are the
Eagles circling their machines,
guarding their nests. You want
to wait until no one is around
before you claim the laundry as
yours, but you also have an overwhelming desire to run over and
pick your unmentionables up off
the ground and shove them into
the dryer. You know everyone's
been starring at your clothes for
the last twenty minutes, analyzing your personality based on
your undies. You want to come
back later, but it's Sunday night,
and things will be busy for
awhile.
Just as the thought of returning at 3 a.m. enters your mind
you witness someone fondling
your possessions, as if the student thinks it's "finder's keepers" once one's laundry hits the
floor. You rush over to your
clothes. The perverted student
jumps back and screams in short
breaths, "Sorry! Sorry! Thought
they were mine!" As you meet
eyes with the various students,
you know they're thinking, "Aha... 1 see you they're yours."
You receive no pity. You feel
only shame as the others snicker
in the background. Hell, if your
going to be late you might as
well not come back at all. You
toss your clothes in the dryer,
drop in your precious quarters,
and run to your room. You feel
violated, disgusted at the actions
of your classmates.
However, deep inside, you
know it's a double standard. You
know the laundry room is a war
zone. You know that if you had
to do it, you'd toss someone
else's undies onto the filthy floor
in a second. You've failed this
time, but there will be other
battles.

Desk assistants: the bouncers of BC housing
By Jen Kavanaugh
HEIGHTS

EDITOR

It's the perfect work-study
job. Every September, returning students flock to Housing in
search of that elusive position
one that promises quality
homework time, social interaction, and, well, not much else
for an hourly wage
the desk
assistant job. In technical terms,
we're known as DAs (no, not
the Marcia Clark kind), and are
charged with a Very Important
Mission
to protect BC students from, uh, non-BC students
who are trying to infiltrate the
dorms.
Okay, so the job does not
present many challenges. We
check IDs, ring the door buzzer,
and make sure that general melees do not break out at the entrance
jobs which could reasonably be performed by trained
circus, animals. But seriously,
though, the position does entail
a number of hardships, which
we will gladly explore in this
space:
0
Accommodations: To
compensate for the perceived
ease of this employment. Housing has designed a foolproof
system to make sure that DAs
are physically "roughing it" for
all portions of their shifts. In
Edmonds, the DAs must sit at a
wooden desk in the middle of
the lobby. For those lucky
enough to work in Hillsides, a
spacious box (read: approximately two square feet) is provided for their convenience.
Temperatures range from a safari high of 90 degrees to the
?

?

?

?

Arctic blasts that accompany every opened door.
To compliment this Great

Outdoors atmosphere, some

en-

terprising students kindly supply
screeches of "eee-eee-eee" and
"whoop, whoop," through the intercom system, sounding remarkably like a cross between hyenas
and the wolves who trod those
tundras.
"Nourishment: As if Dining
Services were not sufficient, BC
also supports a vast network of
delivery services between students and every take-out establishment within a 10-mile radius
of campus.
On any given night in any
given dorm, enough food transactions are conducted to sustain
a third-world nation for about a
month. The pizza man from Papa
Gino's (lets call him "Bob") will
make several return trips in one
night. But despite this frequency,
deliverers and customers have yet
to hammer down a more efficient
means of communication. Consider a typical exchange that takes
place though the intercom:
Bob: Buzz. "Hello, your
pizza from Papa Gino's is downstairs."
Random Student: "Huh?"
Bob: "Your pizza, the one
that you ordered..."
Random Student: "What?"
Usually a conversation of
this sort will persist for another
10 minutes or so. until a more
sophisticated means of communication (i.e. the telephone) is
chosen. When the student-customer finally emerges, he or she
will often exchange accusations
with the delivery men to the tune

of"I called you six times, you
ungrateful little brat!" and "No,
you idiot, I waited two hours
for this food!" At this point the
desk assistant may or may not
choose to referee the situation.
"Security: Of course, the
primary responsibility of a desk
assistant involves checking student IDs. Depending on the particular students, this task comes
with varying degrees of difficulty. For the 10 people oncampus who actually have good ID
photos, the process of showing
their ID is a largely enjoyable
one. Others are less enthusiastic at the prospect of producing
their cards, and shuffle through
their bags grudgingly to find
them. When someone forgets
their ID. this announcement is

providing directions, finding lost
friends, and giving advice. Like
bartenders, desk assistants see
the world come and go, and
people expect that they have
gleaned some wisdom from
spending countless hours sitting
at the wooden desk.
Desk assistants may field
questions about numerous topics, ranging from possible
evening plans to dating dilemmas. But when they aren't busy
dispensing advice, they are
called upon to locate missing
friends. "Have you seen my
friend Mike?" a resident will ask.
"He's got brown hair, and he's

about this high (gesture supplied)
and he is wearing a maroon baseball cap and a plaid flannel shirt,
and a J. Crew pullover." (Nope,
no one here fits that description.)

Specific descriptions or
not, nothing is more touching
than seeing two friends reunite

after being separatedfor 10 minutes or more.

So there you have it: the
behind-the-scenes look at BC's
foolproof system to protect residents from the outside world.
Now if only they could find a
way to protect BC students from
themselves.

generally accompanied by a
sheepish grin and a "sorry."
But for others, the guilt of
being ID-less is apparently too
much to bear, compelling them
to explain their life story, along
with a play-by-play of their
cards" whereabouts: "Well, Ihad
my card for breakfast at the
Lodge, and then I took out books
from the library, so I must have
had it then, but then I went to
my boyfriend's apartment, and
we had a fight and I stormed out
so that's where it is
but
I'm not going back to get it, that
jerk." By the time the girl
reaches the mid-afternoon hours
of her story, the desk assistant
would most likely usher her
through the door and onto the
elevator.
"Lost and Found: Desk assistants are also expected to pernamely.
form other duties
?

?

?

An indispensable university job.
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Parents call at worst times
Continued from p. 13
your parents will never know
that it really means. "We tailgated for 12 hours and drank
ourselves into oblivion, and oh
yeah, we stood in a stadium for
awhile, but I don't remember

why."
Jim Gruber. CSOM '98,
agrees. "A good neutral diversion from things I don't want to
tell my parents about is sports.
That can kill hours."
The interminable call.
Carolyn Homer, A&S '98, says.
"I love calling my mom to tell
her what's going on in my life,
but hearing my four-year-old
siste" babble for 20 minutes
about, actually, I don't know
what she talks about. I can never
understand her. It's kind of irritating sometimes, no matter how
much I love her."
We've all had those times
when, no matter how well the
conversation is going, and no
matter how much you miss them,
your parents just won't shut up.
Your hints about roommates
waiting to go to dinner and impending midterms go unnoticed,
or else ignored, as your parents

proceed to put your entire extended family on the phone, even
your two-year-old sibling and
your fourth cousin once removed
who you've only met twice.
The drunken call. It's
Thursday night and you're sitting around with your roommates
watching Friends and playing
quarters. Suddenly you, in your
inhibitionless state, remember

something terribly funny/important that you simply have to tell
your parents, right now. You
wobble to the phone and dial,
and what follows is a supreme
test of your acting ability.
"Over the summer, I once
called my mother from a bar to
tell her I'd be home later than
planned." said one sophomore
girl. "She didn't even notice that
I had had a few. It's amazing how
well you can sober yourself up
when you really need to."
Of course, if your parents
do notice your odd behavior, it's
handy to have a few ready-made
excuses: "Oh, we're just in a
hyper mood tonight," and "It's a
major sugar rush," are two ofmy
favorites.
The crisis call. As the oldest and the only daughter of the

family, I' ye always been close to
my mother. Therefore, when I'm
really upset about something. I
call her for her advice and support. A trend that she's noticed is
thatal 1 my crises seem to happen
on Thursday nights, during the
most exciting scene in ER. She
also loves my little habit of calling her at work and having her
paged in her classroom to tell
her. say, that I had a fight with
my roommate.
I guess the bottom line is
that she misses me and is always
willing to listen, as long as it's
not during Thursday night television.
Most of the time, calling
one's parents is an activity to be
looked forward to. It's a link to
home when we're feeling lonely.
It's a chance to tell your parents
what's going on in your life and
find out what's going on in theirs.
It's a chance to get advice that
your roommates just can't give
you.
Just make sure that no one
yells. "Hey, you got your fake ID
ready? We're going bar crawling
in a few minutes!" While you're
on the phone, or else you' ye got
a lot of explaining to do.

If you can tear yourself away from Melrose
Place and 90210, come down to McElroy 113
and write us a story. Features meetings are
every Monday at 4:30. Ask for Laura, Amy, or
Tricia. Bring ideas for The Heights' most
exciting section!

What do Forrest, Grease
and Oz have in common?
Continued from p. 13
oh my! Anyone who ate in the McElroy Dining Hall Wednesday
October 25 night without noticing the unusual decor must have left
their observation skills in Kansas. It was hard to miss the forest
surrounding the entrance to the room as one walked in on the yellow
plastic road. If one somehow failed to detect all that, the giant cotton
tornado, complete with decapitated heads of the tin man and the lion,
and the ruby slippers should have tipped them off. For the hopelessly
clueless, the reason for the special cuisine that night was the Dining
Service' portrayal of"The Wizard Of Oz," thus the numerous
televisions scattered all around the room, all playing the movie. As
corny as the decor was, the food was different, and most will admit,
better. The victuals included large slices of turkey and ham, carved
right in front of the customer. Though one has to wonder where in
the movie a man with an enormous knife was portr&yed, no one can
complain about the generous portions he served up. A special treat
which suppressed the clicking of the heels and cries of "There's no
place like home" was a table covered with various sweets, ranging
from lollipops to cupcakes to candied apples. The highlight of the
evening, though, had to be the check-out line. Who can resist a smirk
at the grown manager dressed as the tin man?
?Kristen Turick, for The Heights

Greased Lightening strolls into Lower
A sky blue '57 Chevy drives onto your table carrying a grilled
cheese and crinkle-cut french fries. Are you dreaming? Is your
imagination working overtime? Well, if you were eating dinner at
the Lower Dining Facility then you probably were not hallucinating.
The themes of the popular movies' "Grease" and "American Graffiti" were brought alive last week in the dining hall for the benefit of
Boston College students.
These two movies deal with the life and times of teenagers
growing up in the fifties. To enhance this time warp motif, a section
of the room was turned into a black and white checked dance floor.
A DJ stood by to provide the musical entertainment and the dining
hall workers even wore poodle skirts and saddle shoes.
The different food choices, like grilled cheese, hot dogs, and
baked beans, as well as an ice cream sundae bar, were certainly
welcome changes to the usually monotonous dinner menu.
Students thought the event was going to be a humorous break
from the stress of midterms, but when they saw the massive confusion and endless lines, their hopes were dashed. Amy Kissane SOE
"98 said, "1 was mad that'the line for the icecream sundaes stretched
as far back as the wall and that there wasn't enough room in the
backseat of my '57 Chevy for french fries AND a grilled cheese!"
?

[ October Special
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Catherine B. Johnson, for The Heights
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Good beer. Better food. Best Prices.
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Kitchen Hours:
Monday-Sunday

From 11am to 12am
Saturday & Sunday Brunch
Served 11am to 3pm
Daily Lunch Specials Include
Soup and Sandwich Prices
from $2.95 to $7.95

May 30 July 14,1996
-
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of International Programs

Summer

Programs

Abroad

Office

Deft. AP
119 Euclid Avenue
Syracuse, NY 13244-4170
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1-800-251-9674
DIPASUM@SUADMIN.SYR.EDU

Eagles Deli
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356 Chestnut Hill Aye.
Across from the B.C. bus stop
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Cleveland Circle
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THE FAMOUS
GODZILLA BURGER!
ONE POUND OF HAMBURGER!!
COMES WITH 4 SLICES OF CHEESE, LETTUCE,
TOMATO, AND A TON OF FRIES!.'

BC PARTY NIGHT!!
160Z BUD LT BOTTLES FOR $2.50

BC'S #l BAND
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I

LIVE!!
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MARYHOUSE!! |

Fly into your eagles nestfor a
cozy nights sleep at the
Holiday Inn Boston -Dedham.
Present this coupn at check-in and receive
$10.00 per night off of the best rate
available. To make reservations contact
the hotel directly or toll free at
(1-800-holiday)

$10
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(PhOnel

107 R UNION ST.
Q^ A
(BEHIND BAYBANK)
NEWTON CENTRE LggoU
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ONLY 1 MILE DOWN
beacon street?
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Boston-Dedham
55 Ariadne Road, Dedham, MA 02026
(617-329-1000), Exit 15Aoff of Rt9s
Not valid with any promotional offers or groups
bookings. One coupon per room. Only original j
coupons accepted. No cash value. Valid through 3/ |
31/96.Track Market Code 3-BCA

Just 10 miles from Campus
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Memories of Holocaust haunt survivor Weitz
tions. "I had always liked

HEIGHTS PHOTO STAFF7RISHA HESS

Sonia Schreiber Weitz spoke about her experiences during the
Holocaust in a lecture last week.

to

and in the ghetto I found
that writing helped me cope a
little better with the horrors
around me."
Between March 1943 and
1948, Weitz spent time in Nazi
concentration camps: Plaszow,
Auschwitz. Bergen-Belsen,
Venusberg. Mauthausen, and
several displaced person camps.
Among the five camps, "the mere
memories ofAuschwitz conjures
up images of darkness, burning,
death, and destruction."
Weitz's nightmare finally
came to an end in May 1945.
Weitz recalled May 5, when
American army tanks entered
Mauthausen, and the prisoners
themselves opened the gates to
the camp and let the Americans
in. "1 especially remember the
expression on the face of one
African-American soldier when
he saw me." Today, Weitz's
write,

memory of tfiis man is commemorated in her poem. My
\
Bltck Messiah.
Three years after the gates
of Mauthausen had been opened
by its inmate's. May 4, 1948,
Weitz, along with her sister,
Blanca and brother-in-law,
Norbert. arrived in New York.
Today. Weitz is involved in Facing History, a teacher training
and curriculum organization program that provides services to
help teachers and students confront issues of racism, antiSemitism and intolerance in
..

-

Continued from p. 4

20th-century history.
The founder of the Holocaust Center of the North Shore
Jewish Foundation. Weitz presently resides in Peabody. MA. In
recent years, Weitz has been active in Holocaust education and
Jewish-Christian relations.
Through the Facing History program, she participates in teacher
training workshops and serves
as an active member of the

Speakers' Bureau.
"A tragedy of such overwhelming dimension creates an
uncommon opportunity to explore, to question, to challenge,
and hopefully to learn," Weitz
says in the preface to I Promised
I Would Tell. She said she believes survivors have an obligation to warn others, because she
knows that under the right conditions, "It can happen anywhere
to any people"
"Reliving the horrors was
difficult, but the reactions of my
audiences confirmed the Tightness of what I was doing," Weitz
said. "I found that people cared,
and their letters often encouraged me to explore my own feelings."
Sponsors of Weitz's visit
included the Emerging Leaders
Program, the Office of the Dean
for Student Development
(ODSD), UGBC Lecture Series,
and the Jewish Students Association.

Are you nosy? Maybe you have
a nose for news. Come for the
News meeting at 5:30
Monday at McElroy 113

Post-Graduate
Volunteer Fair
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FREE DELIVERY

Sun.-Thurs. 'til Midnight
Fri.& Sat.'til 4am
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Mention this Ad and Get a FREE Item
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...and more!!!
Co-Sponsored by the University Chaplaincy and the Career
Center at Boston College. For more info, contact Paula
Norbert, Chaplaincy Office, Gasson 317, 552-3170.

Pick a Place Under the Sun
?

EUROPE

?

ASIA
AFRICA

?

NEW ZEALAND

?

CENTRAL AMERICA

Internships

?

M~"iere's
*
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Language Programs

Traveling Seminars
Grants Available
Division of International Programs Abroad
Summer Programs Office, 119 Euclid Avenue
Syracuse, NY 13244-4170

1-800-251-9674 ? dipasum@suadmin.syr.edu

Each Way

.

favorite destiSave on airfare to your
7
no advance purchase,
ly stay required. Flights fill
ill now.

»ur
agent or

AIRLINES

Fares slightly higher Nov, 22, 24.25 and 26; Dec. 22. 1995 through Jan 2. 1996 (except Christmas Day) and on Trenton and Greensboro flights from 1 1 noon Friday through
12 noon Monday. Does not include $3 Passenger Facility Charge out of Boston, Jacksonville, and West Palm. All fares are non-refundable,but may be exchanged for a $25
fee for use within one year. Fares and schedules are subject co change. Flights do not operate on Tuesday. No Florida flights southbound Monday and northbound Wednesday.
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JOHN HANCOCK
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FINANCIAL SERVICES

CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES

STUDENTS / FACIJITY / ADMINISTR ATION

HELP ADVANCE THE GERRY ADAMS PEACE INITIATIVE

JOIN IRISH NORTHERN AID

Financial Needs Analysis
Business and Estate Asset Reviews
Are you interested in:
Financial Planning?
Retirement Planning ?
Estate Planning?
Management planning ?
Then John Hancock invites you to an
information session on career opportunities
a one hour presentation about our career
path, highly structured training
program and more!
Wednesday, November 8,1995
O'Neill Library, Room 253
At 7:00 p.m.
To reserve your seat call:
(61 7) 843-9304
ext. 145
Or fax your resume to:
KRISTA L. WOLFE
(617)843-9732

pressed people of Ireland. Demonstrate your support for

Hi

throtfji

0 Family assistance for over 600 political prisoners
!An Cumaitn Cabhracb in Dublin and Irish Green Cross
ft* Belfast
l|
0 Increased American awareness of obscene British policies

Yes, I want to help end the unlawful, immoral and unjust British
occupation of Northeast Ireland.
Enclosed is my annual student membership fee of $20.00
Regular membership fee $40.00
Name
Address:
City
State
Zip

-

Do you want to start an IN AC Unit at your school? YES D NO
Mail to: National Membership
Irish Northern Aid Committee
363 Seventh Avenue, Suite 405
New York, NY 10001
Tele. 212-736-1916 Fax. 212-279-1916

Equal Opportunity Employer
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This week in Sports:
Miami preview, p. 23
Winter sports previews,
p. 24
Ice Hockey update, p. 25
A. Buckley feature, p. 26
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YAWN... sleeper turns into near nightmare
Temple comes up short in bid
for second BIG EAST win
By Matt Gelb
HEIGHTS

ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

The not-even-remotelyclose-to-sell-out crowd of
around 53 (no more than 3000)
fans who showed up in hopes of
catching a glimpse of Temple's
second win of the year, and second BIG EAST Conference victory ever almost went home
happy, as a potential game winning 44 yard field goal fell short
and wide right, allowing the
Eagles to escape with a 10-9 victory. By avoiding a disastrous
fourth loss in a row, BC kept its
rather slim post-season chances
alive, needing to win their last
three games (Miami, at Syracuse,
at Rutgers), with their fate then
falling into the hands of the Alliance.

"It's a win. That's all that
counts," chimed BC's quarterback Mark Hartsell. "Regardless
of how you win
if we win by
40 or if we win by one, it's a
win."
"I guess we put up enough
points to win and that's all that
really counts," added running
back Omari Walker.
The mayhem began late in
the fourth quarter with the Eagles
leading by one. BC got the ball
back with 1:57 left at the Temple
26 yard line following a botched
?

fake punt which surprised no one
but Shalom Tolefree.After three
straight running plays up the
middle which produced nine
yards, Head Coach Dan Henning
decided to go for it on fourth and
one from the 17 yard line.
"The chance of an arrant
a block, a bad snap or
play
something like that would be far
down the line [if you don't kick
the field goal]. We felt like we
could make it on fourth and one
and that would be the end of the
game. The object was to get the
first, and we didn't," explained
?

Henning.
True freshman Jamall
Anderson was stuffed at the line
of scrimmage, and the Owls took
over with 44 seconds left. Temple
quarterback Henry Burris started
out with an incompletion. but
came back on second down with
a 43 yard bomb down the left
sideline to Van Johnson, who
made a spectacular alley-oop
catch and then fell out of bounds
at the Eagle 40, breathing life
back into the hapless Owls. After another incompletion, Burris
came back on second and
dumped the ball over the middle
to tailback Eugene Culbreath,
who proceeded to gain 14 yards
before scurrying out of bounds.

Receiver/kick returner Kenyatta Watson is carried off the field by trainers after suffering a
severe hip injury during the team's 10-9 victory. Watson's future status is uncertain.

Dream season ends as Eagles fall to Rutgers

HEIGHTS PHOTO EDITOR / KEVIN P. BREEN

Robin Rozycki and the BC women's field hockey team suffered a very disappointing 2-1 loss to
Rutgers University in the BIG EAST Conference Tournament on Saturday at Alumni Stadium.

By Leanne Smith
HEIGHTS STAFF

No matter how many times
they have tasted the sweetness
of victory the tears of defeat still
ache in the heart of an athlete.
After the two preliminary BIG
EAST Championship games it
was apparent who was feeling
the euphoriaof winning and who
was feeling the utter disappointment of a loss as the Eagles were

upset by Rutgers 2-1 in OT
These teams knew each
other well. Rutgers was the team
who ended BC's winning streak
short by beating the Eagles 2-0
last Saturday. Most of the Boston College players felt that this
loss was because they did not
play well and that the Rutgers'
players had more incentive to
win because the victory gave
Rutgers a chance to play in the
tournament.

Hence it was obvious that

each team
to win the
wanted to
longed in

had their own reason
BIG EAST. Rutgers
prove that they bethis tournament and
that their win against BC was
not a fluke. As for Boston
College's field hockey squad,
they wanted to prove that their
incredibleseason was not a fluke.
In the first half, Rutgers
showed their intensity and that
they were here to play. As the
bali rolled down to BC's end
Alexia Siglin made her usual stop

and was about to slam the ball
out of BC territory, until a
Rutgers player came out of no
where and blocked the ball back
towards BC's goal.
This foreshadowed the fact
that it was not going to be as easy
to beat Rutgers as most of the
Eagles thought. Rutgers played
very aggressive defense as they
wisely used their sticks to intercept many BC passes.
Rutgers' defensive aggressiveness was coupled with their
lack of control offensively as
most of their free hits were going well off the ground, at least
three feet in the air. The intensity
of both teams was obvious as the
field was seemingly becoming
more of a battle ground than a
playing field.
It seemed dangerous but the
players kept waging their war
until won of the most valuable
Eagles was shot down. With
18:20 left in the half, Big East's
high scorer Andrea Durko was
hit in the wrist by one of Rutgers
high shots.
Since Durko is an integral
part of BC's offensive line everyone on BC's sideline sat silently while she knelt over in
pain on the field. Being the
fighter she is, she got back up
and resumed playing.
It was apparent that Durko
was not down for the count when
she got hit because only minutes
later as she was leading the rush
down the field. This set up a
penalty corner for Boston College. However, Siglin's corner
went well over the goal.

When Rutgers regained possession, it was clear that they
still had not learned that field
hockey is meant to be played on
the ground and not in the air
because with 7:41 minutes left
in the half Rutgers injured another Eagle, this time a lot more
seriously. Rachel Mott got hit in
the ear and was carried off the
field by EMT's. Even though
RU's hunger got a little out of
control, when they focused their
intensity they played well, illustrated by the 0-0 tic at the half.
BC's intensity was obvious
early in the second half, as Siglin
sent a rocket past Jhe RU goalie
that was deflected by the stick of
a Rutgers player at the last instant. The increased emotion
translated to a goal minutes later
when Andy.Durko fiddled the
ball around the defenders luring
the goalie out and then passed
the ball to Erin McLaughlin who
scored the first goal of the game
with 8:05 remaining. Despite a
raucous crowd supporting the
Eagles, Rutgers tied the game
with only 3:53 left on the clock.
In overtime, which was
scheduled to be two 15 minute
periods, Rutgers cut the extra
period and the Eagles' season
very short. Only three minutes
had passed when Rutgers ruthlessly took the game away from
the past champions.
Rutgers joined in a huddle
jumping up and down happily
while BC fell silent, forced to
watch the sweetness of victory
while feeling the agony of defeat.
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Gotta keep 'em motivated
JOHN T. NASH
What a difference a year
makes.
Exactly one year ago, the
Boston College football team
was 5-2-1 and coming off a 34-21 victory over the Louisville
Cardinals in a game that was
televised nationally by ESPN.
The team had confidence.
They were on a six game unbeaten streak after having lost
their first two games of the season.

HEIGHTS STAFF PHOTO

/

SWIRAN K. PURI

Anthony Buckley (see feature, p. 26) and the rest of the men's
soccer team won the BIG EAST regular season title.

Eagles on top in BIG EAST
The Boston College men's soccer team enjoyed a very successful week, defeating Providence 3-0 on Wednesday and playing
Rutgers to a 1-1 tic on Saturday. The tic improved their reccord to 8-1 -1, giving them the BIG EAST regular season tide. Against Rutgers,
Keiron O'Brien scored the team's only goal, white goalie Marc Bala
turned away eight shots from the Scarlet Knights.
In Wednesday's victory over the Friars, sophomore Anthony
Buckley (see feature, p. 26) tallied his fourth consecutive game
winning goal, and was joined by fellow goal-scorers Paul Keegan
and Paul Johnston. Keegan's goal was the 31st ofhis career, which
ties him with Charlie

Mlndchuk ('72) and JustinCeecarelli('93) as

BC's all-time leading goal-scorers.
The Eagles new head into the BIG EAST Tournament as the top
seed, and will play Bth seeded UConn on Friday.

Eagles in the NFL
FoTmer BC Eagle Mike Mamula, the seventh overall pick in last
year's NFL Draft and now a member of the Philadelphia Eagles, has
now officially entered the worldof advertising as well. Mamula was
featured on FOX Network's "Under the Helmet" marketing campaign, giving a "Stay in School" message to young NFL fans.
Elsewhere in the league, the Detroit Lions- Stephen Boyd was
awarded the TacoBell "Crunch Zone" Hit of the week for the pop he
put on a member of the Arizona Cardinals while playing special
teams in September.
Also, former Eagle signal caller Glenn Foley finally got a
chance at the helm of the New York Jets during Sunday's game
against the Patriots. Foley threw for over 120 yards, 99 of which
came on a 14 play touchdown drive that he engineered. Unfortunately, Foley later suffered a severe shoulder injury which will end
his season and may require surgery.

Volleyball finishes season
The Boston College women's volleyball team enjoyed a 2-1
week to end their season with an overall record of 11-22 overall, and
a BIG EAST Conference mark of 1-8. The week began with a 15-9,15-12,15-5 victory at Brown on Wednesday, where Amy Laurence
had 12 kills and 13 digs to help her team.
The Eagles then earned their only BIG EAST victory of the
year, knocking of Rutgers 15-5,15-13,14-16,16-14. Deanna Herman
had 18 kills and 10 digs in that contest.
Their final action of the regular season was a loss at the hands
of the Seton Hall Pirates as the Eagles fell 8-15, 14-16, 11-15.
Despite the loss, herman tallied 11 kills and 12 digs.

Athletes of the Week
Chris Georgules Cross Country
Leah Larson Fencing
COME TO THE SPORTS
MEETING MONDAY AT 4:30 AND
HEAR REALLY NEAT STORIES
ABOUT SOUTH BEND AND
PHILLY'S SOUTH ST. GRILL.
-

-
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Mark Hartsell had confidence. He completed 16 of 27
for 207 yards and a touchdown
at Louisville, and was emerging
as a bona fide team leader. He
would go on to complete over
61 % of his passes of the season,
accumulating 1864 yards and 13
touchdowns.
The defense had confidence.
They were holding opponents to
267 yards per game, and received
inspiring performances from Eric
Shorter, Stephen Boyd and Mike
Mamula. On November 12 of
last year, the Eagles held mighty
Syracuse to only 157 total yards
in the 31-0 shutout at Alumni
Stadium.
Fast forward to the grim realities of the present. The Eagles
survived a major scare from perennial BIG EAST doormat
Temple on Saturday. That's right,
I said Temple
the school
whose sole reason for being in
the conference at all was so the
rest of the BIG EAST could have
someone to play on their homecoming weekends.
The offensive effectiveness
that has become a staple of BC
football over the past few years
is seemingly nowhere to be
found. The Eagles netted only
235 yards on Saturday, and only
59 of those came through the air
as Hartsell completed 8 of 19
passes.
The defense wasn't much
better, as they were unable to
shut the door on the lowly Owls,
and gave up an average of 4.5
yards per play.
A week after an intense 20-10 loss to the 12th ranked Fighting Irish of Notre Dame, the
Eagles returned to their annoy?

ing habit of playing to the level
of theiropponents,and when that
opponent is Temple, one has to
wonder what we've done to displease the gods of college football because Rockne, Gipp and
Hayes would certainly be rolling over in their collective
graves.
The problem lies in the
team's motivation, and the blame
can be placed firmly on the shoulders of Head Coach Dan
Henning, who continues to reaffirm the notion that the best place
for him is on the NFL sidelines,
wearing the headset of an offensive coordinator.
It seems as though the 53
year-old Henning may have
trouble relating to the 18-22 yearold players that comprise this
team. Prior to taking over for
Tom Coughlin last season,
Henning's most recent college
experience was 20 years earlier,

when he was the coach for the
quarterbacks and receivers at
Florida State.
He spent the next two decades in the professional ranks,
and during that time a vast majority of his current BC squad
was born and grew up all across
America. While he was helping
to develop Bob Griese, Joe
Namath and Doug Williams,
guys like Mark Hartsell, Omari
Walker and Tim Morabito were
developing potty-training skills.
After toiling in the NFL for
two decades, Henning found
himself back on campus and in
the environment of major college football, and forced to deal
with a group of young men with
whom he had absolutely nothing
in common. How could he even
be expected to relate to them?
How could he be expected
to understand the fact that the
primary difference between professional and college players,
despite the obvious talent level,
is the source of motivation. Pro
players are certainly internally
motivated, for the opportunity
to compete with the best of the
best on a weekly basis while
earning millions of dollars is
enough to make them play hard
every week.
College players, meanwhile, have too much going on

in their lives to be expected to be
self-motivated every week.
When they are constantly dealing with academics and their
social lives on top of football,
they certainly need to receive
some motivation from others.
Last season that motivation
came from a talented group of
seniors, namely Stephen Boyd,
Pete Mitchell, Eric Shorter and
Mike Mamula, who allowed their
teammates to feed off of their
own considerable intensity. The
team on both sides of the ball
had a confidence and a swagger
that made BC faithful proud.
Not so this season. No players besides OT pete Kendall have
stepped into the leading roles to
help motivate their teammates,
so the burden falls on the coaching staff, and it seems as though
its just not coming from them
either.
This is entirely obvious in
the fact that the Eagles consistently play at the level of their
opponents. There was no motivation in the games against West
Virginia, Army and Temple,
while everyone was very motivated to take the field in South
Bend last week. The reason?
Come on, it was the Fighting
Irish, for God's sake. Just the
thought of them makes any BC
fan's blood boil. Imagine if you
had the opportunity to suit up
and actually hit them?
So Henning is unable to
make these guys play as hard as
they should. And that's a big
problem when it almost brings
about a loss to Temple. It's something that should be dealt with,
and soon.
But now there are three big
games left, and maybe the team
will realize that there is still a
chance of winning the BIG EAST
title and showing the Bowl Alliance what a joke it really is.
Maybe they'll be motivated to
play against Miami, Syracuse
and Rutgers. Maybe they'll come
out fired up and perform at a
level like they did in South Bend.
Maybe they won't.
Either way. Coach Henning
will have had little to do with it.

John T.

Nash, CSOM '96, is The
Heights Sports Editor.

STUDENTS:
MEN'S BASKETBALL
VS. MARATHON OIL
WED. 7p.m. AT CONTE
MEN'S ICE HOCKEY
VS. NORTHEASTERN
SAT. 7 p.m. AT CONTE
REMEMBER:
SEASON TICKETS FOR
BOTH BASKETBALL AND
HOCKEY ARE STILL AVAILABLE. STOP BY THE TICKET
OFFICE TO GET YOURS.
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Game #9: Boston College 10, Temple 9

Eagles escape Philly with victory over Owls
From TEMPLE, p. 21
With no timeouts remaining, Temple Head Coach Ron
Dickerson chose to kick the field
goal on first down with nine seconds left. The Owls' Zane
Michalski, who had already
missed two three-pointers of the
day, was pulled in order that true
freshman Dave Nicholl could
attempt his first collegiate field
goal. No pressure, Dave. No
pressure at all.
While Dave began to pray
for his effort, the Eagles began
to pray for a miss.
The kick, which hung up in
the wind for what seemed an
eternity, started out with what
appeared to be enough velocity,
but fell to the ground short and
to the right and the Eagles were
granted a sort of immunity. As
the Boston College Radio
Network's color man Peter
Cronan mentioned, if the goal
posts were where they used to
be, the outcome would have been
a bit different.
The Eagles stormed out of
the gates, rolling 80 yards on 15
plays and taking a quick 7-0 lead
on a five yard touchdown sweep
from Omari Walker. Walker
keyed the drive, taking the ball
from quarterback Mark Hartsell
12 times for a total of 71 yards.
He finished the game with 114
yards on 28 carries.
"Last year we were pretty
successful at putting together a
lot of drives like that and hopefully with three games left we
can come together and start moving the ball with some regularity," Walker explained. "I got
popped on that drive. I got really
dizzy and I just felt like everything was in slow motion after
that drive. It took me a while to
get all my marbles back together."
Anderson, who also had a
carry during BC's initial drive,
amassed an impressive 69 yards
on 17 carries in his first colle-

giate appearance. The 59" back
from Tampa showed what
Hartsell referred to as a Barry
Sanders-type of running, a fresh
look for the Eagles, who may be
without senior Justice Smith for
the rest of the season.
"We felt like since Justice is
out we need to have three backs
who are going to play these three
games the way they ought to be
played. We can't go into the game
and all of the sudden put Jamall

squad."

end Scott Dragos, keying the
eventual game-winning attack.
That was not the last of the
scoring, however, as the Owls
pinned the Eagles at their own
one early in the fourth. After a
procedure penalty gave BC field
position similar to that of Ohio
State in the Kickoff Classic and
a one yard run from Omari, both
Alshermond Singleton and Jackson were credited with dropping
Walker in the end zone for a
safety and a 10-9 deficit.
But that's all that .the Owls
could muster, as the defense did
their joball day containing Burris
and the rest of the Temple offense. Eric Storz had two sacks,
Nick Gianacakos had one, while
John Coleman added another.
Coleman saw a lot of action as
senior Tim Morabito was moved
to end to fill in for Stalin Colinet
while John Coleman filled in at
nose guard.
Daryl Porter also played
well for the Eagles, with three
key pass break ups, all of which
appeared to be completions (one
for a touchdown); however,
Burris underestimated Porter's
stellar closing speed. Porter was
also involved in what may have
been the most crucial defensive
play of the game. With a little
less than nine minutes left to
play, the Owls were driving and
ready to take the lead. On third
and six from the BC 18, Burris
was flushed from the pocket and
took offfor the first down. After
10 yards and a sure first and
HEIGHTS ASSOC. PHOTO EDIOTR / SHAWN T. MEAD
goal, Matt Haff stripped the ball
BC kicker Dan McGuire celebrates after his successful 47
from Burris, with Porter recovyard game-winning field goal in the third quarter.
ering the resulting fumble.
The Eagles will certainly
on the field without having any fake, and proceeded to take the
work," H enn in g commented. "I
ball into the end zone himself to have to find some offensive contalked with Jamall about it and
tic the score at 7-7.
sistency if they are to compete
we were in agreement. He will
After the Owls missed a with the likes of Miami and Syradefinitely be in the mix from field goal in both the first and cuse. If the defense can stay
now on
He is going to be a
third quarters, the Eagles came healthy, the Eagles may just have
definite factor for us in the next
back with an impressive 47 yard enough time to catch that small
three ball games."
three pointer of their own from window-of-bowl opportunity
Anderson added, "Up to last
Dan McGuire. The scoring drive which is quickly disappearing.
week I really had no intentions
covered 46 yards on ten plays,
"Our team's a team that's
ofplaying [this year]. Sometimes
with 24 yards from Anderson and not very effective executing the
I didn't even make the travel a nice play action pass to tight passing game. The other area
On BC's next possession,
Temple cornerback Allan Jackson blocked Jason Malecki's punt
on a straight rush from the right
side of the Owls' line. Nobody
touched Jackson, whose second
block of the year gave Bill
Cosby's alma mater possession
on the BC 13. Following a three
yard run from Culbreath on first
down, Burris dropped back to
pass, rolled right, gave a pump

?

that's a concern out there
we
had two third and ones and one
fourth and one where we got out
executed at the line of scrimmage. We made them early, but
we didn't make them late,"
Henning concluded. "You have
to make another part of the offense go before you can run as
much as we are attempting to run
right now and have it be effective the whole game long."
Hartsell added, "It's like a
loss. We have to put this behind
us. We have three games left and
20 days to play. As bad as the
season's gone, if we win the
games it'll put us in position to
finish high in the BIG EAST,
even higher than last year."
?

Nine games into the season,
the defensive line was still jumping offsides. You'd think that the
first time would teach a lesson to
watch the ball or the third time
would be the charm, however,
although a few were declined,
the Eagles jumped five times.
What's the explanationfor this?
"The offensive coordinator
for Temple used to be a graduate
assistannfor us at Florida State
27 years ago. He has something
going because last year we had
six [offsides calls]. We drilled it
during the week, we talked to
them before the game, we talked
to them on the sideline, and yet
he still gets us offsides. There's
something going on with that
count that's got us. We have to
do some research and find out
what the hell is going on,"
Henning explained.
Injury update: "Kenyatta
has a serious injury. He's in the
kind of pain that would reflect
that the muscles in the hip torn
awayfrom the bone, which is the
way the doctor described it. It's
not just a pull," Henning described.
Also, Gianacakos was
"dinged in the head" and Storz
was forced out with a "swollen
knee."

Eagles face Hurricane warning as Miami visits
By Jason Browning
HEIGHTS

STAFF

December.

Despite these occurrences,
this game is still big if for no

other reason that it has been 11
The Boston College footyears since Doug Flutie found
ball team will face a major test
Gerard Phelan through the rain
this Saturday in themidst of their
in Miami for BC's last recorded
climb back to respectability
win against the Hurricanes. Miwhen the Miami Hurricanes reami had a few problems in the
turn to Chestnut Hill for the first
first half last week with Baylor,
time since September of 1993.
but came on strong for a 35-14
The Miami-BC rivalry has
win. The Eagle offense will have
cooled off the past few years due
to put up more than the 10 points
to a number of different factors.
that they scored against Temple
First, BC has found other importo have a chance to beat the Hurtant games on their schedule,
ricanes. It will definitely be a
most notably with that school
formidable challenge for BC to
from northern Indiana.
come away with a victory.
Second, the status of each
Miami entered this year with
team makes the game appear less
a new coach in Butch Davis.
anticipated. BC is 3-6 after their "Davis was an assistant under
victory against Temple, while Jimmy Johnson at Miami for five
Miami is 5-3, which is a far cry seasons in the 1980s, and he folfrom their glory days of the early lowed Johnson to Dallas Cow19905. Perhaps this is why ESPN boys, where he was defensive
stated last week that it would not coordinator for the Cowboys'
1994 Super Bowl championship
carry the BC-Miami game.
Miami's current record has team. Highly analytical and prealso stripped the team of some of pared like many of Johnson's
the swagger and arrogance that prodigies, Davis doesn't make
has symbolized the Hurricanes
many mistakes in terms of unin the past. Finally, Miami adderstanding situations or having
ministrators are set to meet with his team ready to play.
NCAA officials this week for a
Davis' main strength the
hearing concerning reported inpast few games has been the runfractions. Miami has supposedly
ning of tailback Danyell
already pled guilty to six out of Ferguson. Ferguson had a big
10 violations, but it is yet to be game against Baylor, accumudetermined whether any of the lating almost 150 yards and three
infractions are serious enough to
touchdowns. He has solid supwarrant heavy disciplinary acport in the fullback duo of Trent
tion, which would be assessed in
Jones and Tony Gaitor. Handing

off to the backs will be either
sophomoreRyan Clement or the
Luther Cambell-supported fifth
year senior Ryan Collins. The
two battled it out last spring for
the coveted starting spot, with
»Collins holding the slight lead.
This was a good thing, because
Miami's number one fan, 2 Live
Crew's Luther Cambell, threatened to reveal Hurricane rules
violations to the NCAA if Collins
didn't start. And we thought BC
had quarterback problems!
Few BC fans can forget the
pass rushing clinic that Mike
Mamula put on during last years
game as former Miami QB Frank
Costa spent most of the night on
the ground. The Hurricane offensive line has not improved
much this year as they lost two
seniors to graduation. Center
K.C. Jones was a first team All
BIG EAST performer last year,
but there isn't much behind him
with only fifth year seniors Alan
Symonette and Ricky Perry providing experience. This could be
a golden opportunity for Tim
Morabito and Co. to ring up a
few sacks in the stat book. BC
has had difficulty pressuring the
quarterback this year, but this is
an offensive line that they can

gain some momentum against.
Defensively Davis enjoys
blitzing the opposing quarterback from various positions at
different times. He has the players to pull this off, starting with
MQmi's versatile defensive line.

Even with the graduation of
Warran Sapp, the Hurricanes return junior sack specialist Kenny
Holmes as well as 1994 BIG
EAST rookie of the year Kenard
Lang. These two ends are supportedfrom the middle by junior
Marvin Davis and freshman Jason McCullough.
Joining the front seven is a
strong linebacking core led by
All-America candidate Ray
Lewis. Lewis set the Miami
school record last year for tackles, despite being trailed closely
in that category by junior linebacker James Burgess. Juniors
Twan Russell and Antonio Coley,
and sophomore Marlin Barnes
provide additional strength. This
group is quick and experienced,
which does not bode well for
BC. The Eagle offense will have
to be on top of their games to
move the ball effectively.
The Hurricane secondary
has lost three starters to the NFL,
which makes the coverage in that
area somewhat shaky. Junior
Carlos Jones was an All BIG
EAST selection last year, while
junior Earl Little notched three
picks in '94. The rest of the unit
is inexperienced though with
seven players battling for the two
remaining spots.
This gives the Eagles a
chance to move the ball through
the air. Even though the offense
didn't have a good game against
Temple, there have been good
signs in the past few weeks. Mark

Hartsell has been throwing the
ball with authority and seems to
have regained some confidence.
One of the big reasons for
this has been the increased playing time of receiver Steve
Everson. Everson if you recall,
had a huge game against Virginia Tech, but for some unknown reason was hardly given
any playing time since then until
the Notre Dame game two weeks
ago. His consistency gives the
Eagles a big boost in this stretch
run. The Eagles still have a concern at running back, with Justice Smith questionable. True
freshman Jamall Anderson and
Mike Cloud will backup Omari
Walker as they did rather effectively against Temple, with
Anderson running for almost 70
yards.
Miami is the second of these
must win games for BC to finish
the season with a .500 record.
The Hurricanes are a much better team than the Temple Owls,
which means the Eagles will have
to play a whole lot better to earn
a victory.
If one judges by the Notre
Dame contest, then it appears
that the Eagles have turned the
corner. But if one judges by the
Temple game, the Eagles are still
missing something.
It's another one of these
things that makes this year's team
difficult to figure. Let's hope the
puzzle is solved against the Hurricanes.
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Winter Sports Previews
Youthful Eagles skate into promising season
By Drew Gallagher
HEIGHTS STAFF

If you followed the Boston
College Women's Ice Hockey
team last year, it might be a good

rwOMEN'S ICE

HOCKEY^

idea to pick up this season's roster. With nine seniors from last
year's squad gone, the key word
for this season is "transition."
This isn't to say that coach
Tom O'Malley's team won't be
competitive this year. In fact,
they are primed to build off of
last year's 15-10-1 record and
have the tools to do it.
Graduation left a gaping
hole in the BC offense. Last
year's seniors accounted for 102
goals and 207 points, providing
the top three scorers on the team.
However, now that they have experience behind them. BC's returning forwards are definitely
capable of putting the biscuit in
the basket.
BC's top returning scorer is
junior Laura Traynhim. The
speedy winger had nine goals
and 24 assists last season for 33
points. She will be flanked by
sophomore Amy Chase who had
17 points as a freshman last sea-

Beckie Duvall, Ryan
MacLeod, and Meredith Stella
should also provide offensive
power.
At the blue line, the Eagles
are led by co-captain Tobin
Dominick. Last year Dominick
led all BC defenders in scoring,
as well as providing quality defense. She will also engineer the
Eagle power-play at the point
this season. Junior Liz Dawson,
known for her puckhandling
skills, will also protect the BC
defensive zone.
The netminders for BC this
season will be senior co-captain
Kristin Gray andjuniorClaudine
Pietrucha. Gray saw most of the
time last season, logging 758
minutes on the ice. However.
Pietrucha put up good numbers
last season and should be in contention for the starting job.Last
season the two combined for a
3.57 goals-against-ave'rage and
five shutouts.
Although BC was hurt by
the departure of the senior class,
they are being replaced by what
may be an even better recruiting
class this year. Of the seven
freshmen on the squad, five
captained their high school teams
and three were invited to the
Olympic camp. Don't be surson.

HEIGHTS

The Boston College women's hockey team, shown here in action
on last year's 15-10-1 record.
tive for the team this year. They
prised to see some first year players make names for themselves are striving to improve last years
record, especially in the ECAC,
this season.
The outlook remains posiwhere they went 4-9-1. With the
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last season, looks to improve

evenly balanced blend of experienced players and talented
freshmen, this season should
prove to be quite a success.

Inglese's Eagles look to continue improvement
By Peter Gerken
HEIGHTS STAFF

Last year's campaign for the
women's basketball squad was a
tough one. In 27 games the
Eagles only came out on top in
six.buttherecord did not tell the
whole story. The team was young
last year, and they had to deal
with many injuries. That was a

Blue Star Report.
Leading the Eagles onto the
hardwood this season is third
year Head Coach Cathy Inglese.

rWOMEN'S

BASKETBALLJ

Inglese believes the team has
been practicing very well in the
preseason. "This year we have to
take a big step forward. Last year

HEIGHTS PHOTO EDITOR / KEVfN P. BREEN

Junior Holly Porter, who scored 16 points per game last year,
is one of the cornerstones of the women's basketball team.
year ago, and there is a lot more we took a step back. So far we
optimism going into this season. are very competitive in practice
First of all the Eagles are
and the team chemistry is better

healthy. The only question mark
is how sophomore Aimee
McGuire will recover from her
knee injury suffered last December. This year's squad is very
promising and consists of a mixture of veteran players and a very
talented freshman class. In fact,
this year's freshman class was
ranked ninth in the nation by

than last year. The players are a
lot closer and they want their
hard work to pay off this season."
Inglese is joined on the sideline by three new assistant
coaches. One of the new coaches
is Kerry Curran. Curran was an
outstanding players for Boston
College. Graduating in 1994

from the Heights, Curran left the
program as the second all-time
leading scorer. She spent last year
playing basketball in Bavaria.
Germany. Also joining Inglese
and Curran is Sue Johnson, who
had been an assistant at Princeton
University for six years. Rounding out the coaching squad is
Cheryl Aaron, who spent the last
three seasons as an assistant
coach for the Fordham Rams in
New York City.
Leading the Eagles on the
court this season will be their
two captains, Holly Porter and
Teri McCormick. Porter was the
leading scorer for the Eagles last
season, scoring nearly 16 points
a game. That was her second
straight season leading the
Eagles in scoring. Inglese is very
impressed by Porter's play.
"Porter's ability to shoot, drive,
and rebound make her a threat to
opposing defenders. She is on
track to becoming one of the
best players in BC history and is
expected to make a tremendous
impact on the BIG EAST Conference.
McCormick gives her best
effort when she's on the court.
Inglese said, "Teri leads the team
by using her hard work ethic as
an example for other players to
look at." Last year, McCormick
started the year coming off the
bench and finished the season as
one as the Eagles most dependable players. Her strengths include passing and her strong
physical play. Coach Inglese
looks for McCormick, Porter,
and her seniors to lead this team.
Inglese would not speculate
on a starting lineup at this point.
Besides McCormick and Porter,
the other key players this season
will be seniorCecileeCampbell,

junior Toya Squair, sophomores
Aimee McGuire, Kirn Beezer,
Kinzer Cohen, and freshman
Paula Basco.
The backcourt this year will
be led by the sophomore duo of
Beezer and McGuire. Aimee
McGuire will handle the point
guard duties. The Eagles need a
legitimate point guard because

last seasonone of the major problems was ball handling. When
McGuire went down with the
knee injury, not only was she the
team point guard, but she was
also the Eagles second leading
scorer.

Kirn Beezer will be at the
number two guard. Last year she
was forced to pick up the point
guard duties due to the injuries.
She averaged seven points a
game using her speed and
athleticism. Beezer also had 15
three-point field goals last season. Also seeing time in the
backcourt will be Toya Squair.
Jennifer Passonno, Audrey
Bowersox, and freshman
Amanda West. Last season, West
averaged nearly 20 points a game
at Upper St. Clair High School.
Also Amy O'Brien, another
freshman, looks to help the ball
club. Last year O'Brien earned
Boston Globe All-Star honors.
She made this year's team as a
walk-on.
When the Eagles are near
the basket they will look to get
the ball to, either Campbell or
Porter. Campbell was the Eagles
fourth leading scorer averaging
seven points a game. She also
averaged six rebounds a game.
Cohen will also play a vital role
in the Eagle frontcourt. Cohen
started twenty games for the
Eagles last season. Angela
Crowder will also see time for
the Eagles.
The Eagles are speculated
to have one of the best freshman
classes in the country. Three reasons why are Paula Basco.
Whitney Steele, and Allison
Booth. Basco is the best out of
the five incoming freshman.
Coach Inglese sees her as an
immediate impact player. Do not
be surprised to see her playing a
lot or even becoming a starter
this season. Last season at
Farmingdale High School she
averaged 18 points and 12 rebounds a game. She is not just an
offensive machine. Last year she
averaged four blocks a game. In
high school she was a three-time
Street & Smith All-American

honorable mention. This past
summer Basco participated in the
U.S. Olympic Festival and her
team won a gold medal. She will
be a great addition to the squad.
Allison Booth and Whitney
Steele are also outstanding players in theirown right. Both players are six-four and will help the
Eagles on the boards and blocking shots. Booth last year was
selected .as Gatorade's Maine
Player of the Year. Steele is a
good shooter and has a strong
scoring ability. Last year she
averaged 21 points a game.
Steelealso averaged 17rebounds
and six blocked shots a game.
When the Eagles have the
ball this year, look for them to
run a little. Coach Inglese wants
to be a fast break team, but also
wants to be able to have a half
court offense. As for defense,
the Eagles will probably play
man to man, with some zone
defense now and then.
The Eagles this season are
still going to be rebuilding. They
have the tools to do some damage in the BIG EAST, but not
enough to dominate the conference. Look for Porter to get better this season due to having a
stronger team behind her.
McGuire and Beezer will start
the year as the backcourt for the
Eagles and they will be making
headlines of their own. It's important for the Eagles to have a
solid backcourt, because of last
year's ball handling problems.
This year's team has more
talent and more depth. They will
be exciting to watch with their
running offense. It will also be
interesting to see how Inglese's
talented recruiting class adapts
to college competition. Look for
the team to improve as the season goes on and the players get
more experience.

The women's basketball
team will make history November 26 when they become one of
the first college teams to play

(also Ohio State, UCLA, and
Vanderbilt) in the Fleet Center/
New Garden in the Reebok Clas-

sic.
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Providence 4, Boston College 3
Eagles defeated by Providence in home opener
By Dave Booher
HEIGHTS

STAFF

It was like the plot to a good
movie. Action, suspense, the
good guy takes a beating early
on, but changes and dedicates
himself to overcoming the bad
guy. The good guys: the Boston
College men's hockey team. The
bad guys: the Friars of Providence College. Unfortunately the
game ended like The Empire
Strikes Back
despite heroic
efforts, the dark side still triumphed. PC won 4-3, avenging
their shootout loss to the Eagles
the night before.
The first period started out
excitingly for Eagle fans. Young
speedsters Jamie O'Leary and
Marty Reasoner came out flying
and dazzled the crowd with speed
and creativity to get some good
chances. Friar netminder Dan
Dennis (The Menace) had to react quickly early to keep BC off
the board. Reasoner, the Eagle's
leading goal scorer with four
goals in the previous four games,
uncharacteristically missed the
goal with his first few shots.
But, as quickly as the BC
offense started, the defense
started just as slowly. A defense
that bragged the return of five
starters from last year seemed
lost in theirown rink. Numerous
times Friar forwards were left
unmarked in the BC zone. Providence capitalized at the 14:00
mark on the power play. With
senior
defenseman
Greg
Callahan in the box, PC scored
when Travis Dillabough, parked
in front of BC goaltender Greg
Taylor, knocked in a David Green
pass from the left face-off circle.
Thirteen seconds later Eagle
captain Don Chase was sentenced to two minutes, and PC
had the man advantage. As the
Friars worked the puck at the
blueline, Reasoner stole the puck
and darted up the ice. Dennis
tensed in the net at the sight of
Reasoner in flight but was relieved as Marty's shot sailed wide
to the left of the net.
Providence was handed a 2-0 lead on a "fluke goal," as called
by BC's Peter Masters. The puck
began rolling behind the Eagle
net. Taylor came out of the crease
to play the puck. The puck took
a weird hop off the boards and
bounced to PC's Mike (Darth)
?

Mader, who threw it into the
empty net.
The BC offense pressed with

chances by Don Chase, and the
line of Reasoner, Tom Ashe and
Ryan Mittleman all turned away
by the Friars and Dennis. Jamie
O'Leary displayed a side of himself seen very rarely last year as
he began taking the body and
checking fiercely. The Friars
tookadvantageofO'Leary's 160
pound. 5' 10" frame laying him
out with a tremendous hit.
O'Leary left the period and
played sparingly the rest of the
game.
The Providence lead increased at the 7:10 mark when

with the Friars on Friday.
Head Coach Jerry York admitted the team didn't play their
best in the first period. "Wedidn't
play that smart in the first period. We didn't want the game to
get away from us. We have to
start playing more 60 minute
games and not worry about saving ourselves at all."
The second period began
slowly as both teams battled to
set up a scoring chance. Reasoner
once again fired a shot, just a bit
outside of the PC net. Fourth
line center, senior Cliffy McHale
played effectively taking the
body well.
The Friars went up 4-1 at

announce, "We will win this
game, if I have to do it by myself."

With 3:15 remaining in the
period. Chase delivered a check
to a Providence forward. The
puck drifted to Dave Hymovitz
who redirected it to Peter Masters. Masters spotted Chase circling in front of the net and delivered the puck, which Donny
flipped over a fallen Dennis.
Eleven seconds later. Chase
picked up a puck bouncing in
front of the net and cut the Friar
lead to 4-3.
Chase commented, "I had
that one shift where I had the two
goals. I think my doing that could
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During Saturday's 4-3 loss to Providence, Toby Harris (#l9), Greg Calahan (#22), David
Hymovitz and goaltender Greg Taylor team up to defend against PC's Dennis Burke.
Russ Guzor launched the puck
11:55 on a slapshot by Trevor
give a spark to almost any team."
Hanson, the game's number one
The 2.621 fans jumped to
past Taylor when he was left
star, which seemed to surprise
alone in front to receive the crosstheir feet and applauded as they
did when David Gordon chipped
ing pass from Trevor Hanson.
Taylor and sneak in between his
The Eagle defense seemed
that fairly dramatic kick through
right pad and the post. The weak
to gain composure and thwarted
the uprights against a certain
goal allowed by Taylor led him
numerous PC chances. The ofto step up his play for the period,
overrated Catholic mid-western
fense pressed and the crowd
stopping numerous Friarchances
school. The BC team reacted as
could sense.it was a matter of created by PC's consistent pracGreg Taylor stopped a great Friar
time before BC would get on the
tice of keeping a man on the BC chance seconds later.
board. That first goal came with blue line to wait for a long lead
A Providence powerplay was
1:23 remaining. Sophomore pass to cause a break away.
fruitless as the BC penalty killdefenseman Ken Hemenway
York commented on the ers tightened up and rejected all
notched his team-leading third cherry picking of the Friars.
possible scoring chances.
The Eagles noticed the noise
power play goal assisted by Ashe "They tried to stretch it out on
and Joe Harney when his shot us, and it can be a bit frustrating. indeed, as Chase explained, "The
from the point sailed to the left They have a good club."
fans were great. That's exactly
of Dennis.
With five minutes left in the
what we need every game. We
The period ended with a 3- period, as fans began thinking
showed tonight that we're an
-1 deficit, not insurmountable
they were seeing one of last
exciting team to watch, and we'll
considering BC had trailed after year's boring, actionless affairs, need all the help we can get."
the first period in their win over co-captain Don Chase tied the
The third period started with
Notre Dame and in their 3-3 tic team to his back and seemed to
the BC crowd and team feeling

the momentum of Chase's late

period flurry. Thoughts of over-

time, or the shootout round
danced in the heads of all those
pulling for the Eagles. The Friars defense stepped up in the
first half of the third period, allowing only one good chance for
BC. Hymovitz fought through
two defenseman in front of the
net. He was unable to get a shot
off, but the puck slid to Chase,
parked in front of the net. His
turnaround shot was denied by
Dennis, who had served as a
Menace to the Eagles for most of
the period.
With 8:04 remaining in the
game, freshman defenseman
Brendan Buckley fired a slapper
from the blueline which barely
skimmed the crossbar and sailed
over the glass. At 6:05, Chase
carried the puck from his own
zone deep into the corner. He
dished the puck to Hymovitz,
who was denied by Dennis. Despite heavy pressure, the Eagles
were unable to score and with
one minute they were forced to
pull the goalie. The PC defense
buckled down, preventing BC
from clearing theirown zone. As
the final buzzer sounded,
Hymovitz, never one to quit,
launched a half-ice shot, while
Chase attempted to tip the puck,
which drifted into the pad of
Dennis for the Friar victory.
After the game. Coach Jerry
York was not distraught by the
loss. "I thought we kind of put
ourselves in a hole, going down
4-1 so early. We had some good
chances when we were at 4-3.
We managed to keep them at
four goals. They did a good job
at protecting the lead.
Chase was slightly more
optimistic concerning the loss.
"There're just no excuses. We
have got to win these one-goal
games. If we connect on a few of
our chances, it is a totally different game. We didn't allow any
goals in the third period, just
like last night. I think we're in
such good shape. We will start
putting teams away in the third

period."
The Eagles will get their
chance to "put away" the Huskies of Northeastern this weekend in a home-and-home series.
BC plays at Conte Forum Friday
night and travels to Matthews
Arena to face NEon Saturday
night.

Chase keys late rally, gives hope for season
By Alan Pisano
HEIGHTS STAFF

The Boston College Hockey
team lost 4-3 to a strong Providence College team Saturday
night. The game featured a good
effort by the Eagles, who nearly
recovered from a 4-1 second period deficit. Leading BC's effort
was senior co-captain Don
Chase, who added two goals, and
was picked as BC's star of the
game. Chase's second and third
goals of the season were not
enough lo give the Eagles a victory, bur his effort kept the game
close. More and more this season the Eagles will be looking to
Chase for goal production, and
an all out effort, both of which
he gave to his team last night.
Chase first tried to put the
Eagles on the board in the first
period, after BC had already
fallen behind 2-0. With about 9
minutes left, the senior center
showed why he is so dangerous
when he gets the puck in the

offensive zone. He picked up the
puck at the blue line, and proceeded to weave his way through
two Providence defenders before
putting a strong backhand on
Friar goalie Dan Dennis. The shot
was taken from about five feet
out, and nearly made.it through
the goalie's legs.
The Eagles finally did get
on the board late in the first on a
slapshot from the point by sophomore Ken Hemenway. The
Eagles had a man advantage, 4
on 3, when Chase made a great
play to the right of the net to
keep the puck in Providence's
end. Seconds later. Hemenway
scored, to make the score 3-1. in
favor of the Friars.
Providence extended their
lead lo 4-1 in the second, before
Chase netted his 42nd and 43rd
career goals towards the end of
the period. With 3:11 left, left
wing Peter Masters made a great
pass in the Providence zone to
send Chase in alone on Dennis.
Don faked a shot, and shifted to

his backhand before beating
Dennis with a quick shot over
his right shoulder.
Only 11 seconds later, BC's
other
co-captain, David
Hymovitz, was battling for the
puck behind the net before passing it to Chase. The Providence
goalie was confused as to where
the puck was, and before he could
find it, Don had blasted a shot
into the net from right out in
front. Both Chase and Hymovitz
helped to kill a Providence
powerplay at the end of the second period, and BC headed to
the lockerroom down 4-3.
The BC offense again relied
on the hard work of #23 in the
third period. The Eagles managed to land only 5 shots on
Dennis, and two were by Chase.
With 9:40 gone in the third. Don
nearly tied the game. Hymovitz
fired a shot from the slot, and
Chase was in position for the

rebound. The puck came out to
Chase, but with a defender on
him, he fired an off-balance, turn

around wrist shot into Dennis'
left leg. It was the Eagles best
scoring chance in the third, and
Don admitted that "he thought
that one was going in."
As the game progresed, Don
Chase seemed determined to win
the game for Boston College.
With about five minutes left,
Chase carried the puck over the
blue line and made a nice behind
the back pass to Hymovitz while
taking out two Providence defenders. The right wing had a
shot from point-blank range, but
couldn't put the puck past Dennis.
The Eagles' top line of
Hymovitz, Masters and Chase
put much needed pressure on the
Providence defense all game.
Production and hard work from
this line will be crucial to the
Eagles' success this year. Chase
put in an excellent effort the entire game, even in the final seconds. On the game's final shot, a
slapshot by Hemenway right in
front of the open BC goal with 4

seconds left. Chase was at the
blue line and redirectedthe puck
in a final effort to get the puck
past the Providence goalie. The
attempt failed, however, and BC
lost 4-3.
The hardwork and leadership of Don Chase will be a large
factor in helping the Eagles improve on their 11-22-2 record
and eighth place Hockey East
finish a year ago. Don Chase
will be relied upon this year to
lead the team and to score goals.
"I like knowing that", he
said. "I just want to go out there
and do all I can." He also added
that he is one of "many leaders
on this team that the underclassmen can look up to."
Head Coach Jerry York admits that "Chase is a tremendous
player. He is a leader, and he'll
score a lot of goals."
Don Chase lived up to these
expectations last night, and you
can expect he will do all he can
to help his team for the remainder of the season.
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Season of positives ends in disappointment
By

Carrie Sbrolla
iiiii.ins si Ml

With their fourth consecutive winning season under its
belt,
the Boston College

SOCCEIt^
women's soccer team can look
back at their 1995 season with
pride. The team concluded its
season with a record of nine wins,
seven losses, and two tied games.
The nine victories included several impressive ones, such as de-

feating national powerhouse
Dartmouth on October I 1 and
winning the title in the Harvard
Tournament in September.
Women's soccer head coach
Terez Biancardi was pleased with
her team's performance this season. "We had a very successful
season, our fourth winning in a
row." Biancardi states. "We had
three real highlights this year,
which were winning the Harvard
Tournament in September, defeating Dartmouth, and finishing off the season with a 6-0 road
win over Loyola of Chicago."
On a more disappointing
note, however, the soccer team
failed to qualify for the BIG
EAST Championship Tournament. "We didn't make the BIG
EAST Tournament, which is recommented
ally too bad,
Biancardi. "But it wasn't because
we were lacking as a team. The
"

BIG EAST is a very competitive
conference. It contains three of
the top 20 teams in the nation.
We were also a competitive team
and had the opportunities, but
had difficulty coming through
with some of the wins."
Though the season had its
disappointments. Biancardi was
very pleased with the performances of her individual players, especially that of junior forward April Parker. "April had an
outstanding season. She led our
team in scoring and was named
one of the top 20 scorers in the
BIG EAST."
Biancardi also had individual praise for several of her
other players. "Our goalkeeper,
sophomore Valeric Daniel, did
an excellent job in the net this
year. Our three captains. Jessica
David. Allison David, and Kara
Nance were also big contributors to the team." Biancardi also
mentioned that senior mid fielder
Melissa Wolf played consistently
well, along with Junior
midfielder Jennifer Kelley, and
freshmen Leigh Cofran and Kiera
McKeon.
Although the 1995 season
is just recently behind her and
the women's soccer team,
Biancardi is already able to look
ahead to the 1996 season with
great optimism.
The team will face the loss
of four seniors, but has a consistently strong group of players
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Junior forward April Parker

was one of many bright spots on the BC women's soccer team, as
she led the team in scoring and was one of the top 20 scorers in the BIG EAST conference.

returning, including leading
scorer April Parker and goalkeeper Valeric Daniel.
"I think we'll be a very competitive team next year," said

Biancardi. "We have an excellent core of players returning. It
was disappointing not to make
the BIG EAST Tournament this
year, but I feel confident that

we'll make it next year. We'll
have to work even harder than
we did this year, and gaining
more experience will make .us
better."

Buckley downplays personal goals for team
By Andrew Donovan
?

FOR THE

HEIGHTS

The Boston College soccer
team is having its best season in
years. After two tough losses to
American University and Virginia to start the season, the team
has come back to win 10 of their
last 13 and tied against Harvard.
It has clinched at least a tic for
the BIG EAST championship,
and with a winover Rutgers Saturday, it will win the BIG EAST.
The team's success is due
largely in part to sophomore
midfielder Anthony Buckley. In
15 games. Buckley has seven
goals on 57 shots and eight assists. After being hurt for most
of the season last year with an
ankle injury and posting only
two goals andTio assists, this is a
marked improvement for the
player from Cork. Ireland.
"I'm enjoying this season
much more than last year, obviously because I'm healthy. Being hurt put a damper on last
season. I feel a big improvement
. I'm really glad the team's doing much better," the lanky
sophomore says. Buckley has
more points
than senior
midfielder and captain Paul
Keegan. his close friend.
It was initially Keegan who
lured Anthony over to the United.
States to play soccer. "I was playing soccer with Paul and Keiron
O'Brien, and I asked them to
have Ed [Kelly, BC's head coach]
take a look at me. He did and
then asked me to play for him
here at BC," says Buckley.
The rest is history, so to
speak, to the BC soccer team
who, of course, welcomed the
addition of another Irish player
to the squad. "I knew that Paul
had an impact on the team [BIG
EAST Rookie of the Year] his
first year in the states, I was
hoping that I could do the same,"
Buckley says.
Buckley did make a small
impact despite his injury. The
two goals he scored were both
game winners against Villanova
and Providence. The latter goal,
which was the only goal in that
game, secured BC a spot in the

some major differences between
Irish and U.S. soccer. Primarily.

BIG EAST tournament.
This year in the last three
BC wins, Buckley has scored the

back over in Ireland. His other
option would be to work over
here in the States. "Right now,
my goal is to win the BIG EAST
and then do well in the confer-

he thinks that the referees here
blow the whistle too much. "In
Ireland, the referees seem to just
let you play," Buckley said.
"Over here they are constantly
blowing the whistle on something. It gives the game less fluidity.
"Also, over here in the
states, skillful players shine
more. In Ireland if a guy is a
good player, he is knocked on
his butt all the time, and he
doesn't get many chances to
score. Over here, though, no one
touches the stars, allowing them
to shine."
Buckley says that he now
enjoys life at BC after not liking
it for the first six months. "It
takes a lot of getting used to," he
says. This summer he stayed in
Boston to take classes and work
He describes any amount of publicity that he receives as "too
much," explaining that he
doesn't pay attention to such
hype.
Buckley's plans after college include possibly playing

winning goal. Against Villanova.
Buckley took a pass from
O'Brien in overtime and put it in
the net to win the game. The
other two goals came on penalty
kicks in home wins against Providence and West Virginia.
He had another game-winning goal against Seton Hall at
about the midpoint of the season. "That is my favorite memory
of this season, Buckley says,"the
last minute goal against Seton
Hall. That was really what the
team and I needed at the time."
Needless to say, Buckley has
helped the team the most this
season. "The team this year is
much more enthusiastic," the
sophomore said. "Last year at
this time guys were looking forward to the end of the season.
Now guys don't want it to end."
Buckley began playing soccer in the "under-eight" age
group in Ireland. This is where
all soccer players get their start,
and Buckley is no different. After crossing the pond, he has seen

ence tournament. We've already
shown that we can play with good
teams like Virginia. It's up to us
to finish up this season strong."

Buckley explains.

Get carded

and save.

WRITERS WANTED
Boston's Newest Entertainment Magazine
seeks writers/artists
Sports *Music *Politics *Fashion
Great chance to appear in print
Contact: Bill Kelly -Boston Chronicle
6 Marin St. Newport, RI 02840-2711
(401)847-5617
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Come to any Timberland® store from now until
May 31,1996 and show us your student ID. We'll not only
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Allen seeks comic identity in Mighty Aphrodite
By PAT RILEY
Heights Staff
MIGHTYAPHRODITE: Written
and Directed by Woody Allen,
starring Woody Allen, Mira
Sorvino, Helen Bonham Carter,
and F. Murray Abraham.

WithJßobin Hood: Men in
Tights. Mcl Brooks announced
to the world that he is no longer
a funny man. This was most glaringly the case during the Men in
Tights chorus-line scene, a humorless attempt at deep forest
spandex folderol.
Woody Allen, in his new
Mighty Aphrodite includes a
similar Greek chorus
led by
character actor F. Murray
Abraham
that narrates the
story, advises the main character
("Please Lenny, don't be a
schmuck" is one of its better
lines), and makes choral references to New York and lawyers.
Hmmm. Call it "cute"
as an
old couple did on their way out
of the theater. Or call it mostly
tired filler. But rest easy, fans:
what can be said about Mcl
Brooks can not yet be said about
Woody Allen. And it probably
never will be.
As long as Woody keeps
making movies which star himself as that witty neurotic with a
pained New York accent, there
will always be something to
laugh at in his films. This time

of Woody's films that involve a
marriage is the husband-wife
fallout. So Lenny and Amanda
begin to driftapart. She is wooed
by a sleazy art gallery type
the role usually played by Alan
Alda
and Lenny decides to
track down Max's birth mom.
It's when he finds her that the
film loses its way (though where
it was headed is unclear too).
Mira Sorvino (Barcelona)
is Muppet-like as Linda the birth
mother, a porn actress/hooker.
Sorvino brings to the part a high
voice and a cheery blank stare.
(Woody the Director was apparently startled when the method
actress kept this persona between
takes.) She comes off as quite
unreal and fully clashes with the
serious tone set by Bonham
Carter. The combination of
Woody and Mira lacks the chemistry of, say, a Woody and Mia.
Woody the Writer recognizes
this. Instead of falling in love
with her, Lenny, ala Jimmy
Stewart in Vertigo, tries to
straighten out her life.
Some lightly poignant moments ensue, and there's a nice
allusion to Antonioni'sZrti>mA:i>
Point, but Mighty Aphrodite
never quite recovers from what
is basically an identity crisis. It's
neither a raucous early-Woody
Allen comedy, nor does it mix in
insightful philosophy, as he is
often wont to do. Instead, it's
?

?

,

?

?

?

Woody Allen (right) explores comic possibilities with Michael Rapaport (left) in a scene from
Mighty Aphrodite, Allen's first comedy since his critically acclaimed Bullets over Broadway.
he plays Lenny Weinrib, "a devoted Upper East-sider." who's
married to Amanda (played by
Helena Bonham Carter in a rare

non-period piece role).
It's his on-screen presence
in this film that gives it the oneup over his Oscar-winning film
of a year ago. Bullets Over
Broadway. But like the gags in

Bullets few of the one-liners in
Aphrodite truly hit you in the
gut. Worn out lines like "Mommy
says what we do and I have control over the channel changer"
fall into the humor territory of
the comic strip "Adam".
The film is funniest when
Woody, seemingly enjoying life
post-Mia, includes a few pokes
,

adoption. Amanda wants to
adopt, Lenny's against it, citing
"pride of ownership" and the
possibility of getting "a bad
at

seed" as his main issues. (A New
York adoption agency is protesting the film's treatment of adoption.) But Lenny relents and they
soon bring home Max.
Characteristic of almost all

just cute.

Interactive murder mystery a hit at O'Connell
By JENNIFER BECKER
Heights Staff
A night of international intrigue and murderous mayhem
awaited those who thronged to
see Death, Spies, and Videotape:
The Curse of Akhenaten. This
riotous production, set in the
waning days of the Cold War,
transformed O'Connell House
into a playground for double
agents, assassins and bumbling
fools, all of whom were eager to
tell half-truths to their avid listeners.

The murder mystery, which
kicked off the new season for the
Committee for Creative Enactments, deals with the greed and
duplicity which abounds at the
London Museum of Natural History as a result of a coveted acquisition. The entire guest list
lusts to possess the fabled statue
of the foot of Akhenaten, which
is said to contain occult powers.
As a result of their conflicting
claims, the ambassadors and field
researchers, who have gathered
on a fateful night in 1982. are
soon embroiled in a fight to wrest
the artifact away from its current
owner. As accusations of thievery fly and secret alliances are
being made, the tension erupts
into violence when one doctor is
abruptly poisoned. The race to
find the killer and to guess his or
her motive for doing the deed is
carried out simultaneously by the
performers as well as by the audience.
The plot of this play was as
convoluted as the Minotaur's
labyrinth, which made solving
the murder that much more fun
for the bewildered spectators.

After each formal scene, the actors withdrew into separate
rooms in the "museum" to chat
with and impart inside information to the groups of viewers
who clamored to unravel the
mystery. The banter of the actors
amongst themselves, as well as
their repartee with the audience
was equally boisterous. However, beyond the witty zingers
exchanged by the various slatesmen and doctors of history, one
may detect the subtlety of the
production. The brilliance of the
play's construction lies in the
sheer impossibility of their being in all rooms at once. By not
entering a given room, the spectators risked missing a vital key
in solving the murder of the idealistic Dr. Sasaki.
The play doubled as a
sendup of those spy movies, such
as those of the James Bond series, which many remember
mainly for their exotic locales
and eccentric characters, rather
than for their-believable story
lines. Among those vying for the
right to fly the statue back home
to their respective countries are
an American Senator, an indignant Egyptian minister, the Russian ambassador and his devious
wife, a host of archaeological
experts who each claim they discovered the foot, as 'veil as a
host of museum curators who
each desire to house the statue in
their own countries.
The CCE entirely succeeded
at making the audience feel as if

they were actually attending a
museum soiree
O'Connell
House was adorned with the flags
of different nations, while finger
foods were served by obliging

waiters (each with his or her own
opinion of the poisoner's identity). Also, the various rooms of
the building contained such bizarre specimens as "the first guitar pick" and a statue entitled
"Man with Pants." Aside from
the main personages of the script,
the rooms were populated by
designated"rumormongers" who
idly gossiped about everyone.
The place was also infested with
the zealous bodyguards who authoritatively herded the viewers
in their anxiety to protect their
political bosses. The cast itself
was supremely adept at speak-

ing in different accents, from the
rapid-fire Spanish of one of the
museum curators, to the
Senator's lazy drawl which was
reminiscent of that of the
Kennedy clan, and did an admirable job of casting a sense of
international glamour to the
night's happenings. Most notable
among the fantastic performers

were
Kristin Schneider and Ryan
Howe, as the pair of famous Soviets, who nearly brought the
house down with their final impassioned kiss. While Mike
Biggan, in the role of the odd

benefactor of the British museum, garnered the most guffaws
with his endless supply of high
spirits and remarkable comic

timing.
Prior to the grand "unmasking" of the killer, the audience
filled out ballots containing their
various conjectures on the name
and motive of the killer. The intuitive spectator who correctly
determined the identity of the
poisoner received a prize for his
efforts. However, the entire audience was rewarded, simply by
taking in the energetic performance of this theater troupe.

?
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Brett Sterenson (left) and Seph McKenna (right) discuss the fate of a prized artifact in Death,
and Videotape, an interactive murder mystery held in O'Connell House last weekend.
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Kirn Deal breeds disappointment with Amps
The Amps PACER (4AD/Elektra)
Following up on their platinum-selling release Last Splash: the Breeders return with... wait, this isn't the Breeders.
Actually, it's Kirn Deal, formerly of the
Breeders, with her new band. The Amps.
Returning from a two-year hiatus. Kirn
Deal is apparently trying to forget her
past and move into the future. With their
debut album. Pacer, the Amps forge ahead
on the same path as the Breeders but fail
to blaze their own trail on the way.
Getting back into the swing of things,
Kirn Deal and her new band, The Amps,
release Pacer. Featuring Deal on lead
guitar and vocals. Luis Lerma on bass.
Nathan Farley on guitar and Jim
MacPherson (also of the Breeders) on
drums, the Amps are basically Kirn Deal's
answer to all the nagging questions about
the future of the Breeders.
After their smash album Las! Splash,
the Breeders found themselves in a midst
of uncertainty regarding their future as a
band. With hertwin sister. Kelley. coping
with a heroin addiction. Kirn Deal decided to record a solo album while the
band sorted out its problems. However,
when Kelley checked into a rehabilitation clinic. Kirn's small-scale side project
escalated into the formation of a new
band and a major debut.
In Pacer, the Amps capitalize on
Deal's song writing talents as well as her
dynamic vocals. "Hoverin" is a definite
highlight on the album, with Deal mixing
in a few references to her sister's drug
addiction. The title track "Pacer" is also a
decent tune. However, despite the fantastic chemistry between MacPherson and
Deal, the album fails to grab the attention
of the listener. While listening to this
record. While some songs, such as "Full
on Idle"and"I am Decided." show sparks
of life, the majority of the tracks are
spiritless and dull.
Whetherthe Amps will remain Deal's
permanent home is unknown. Perhaps
because of the name association, many
Breeders fans will be disappointed by
this album. Anticipating a forceful return
of Kirn DeaJ. one can't help but expect
anything less than what she has done in
the past. Unfortunately, Pacer does not
provide sufficiently in this area. However, with Kirn Deal at the helm, anything
she sings is destined to sound somewhat
compelling. It's just too bad that her sister and the rest of the Breeders couldn't
join her on this one.
Jorge Ribas

risk-free as the coveted 8:30 Thursday
night NBC time slot. Nate Dogg,
Michel'le, Big Pimpin, Snoop Dogg and
a host of other guest rappers are all over
this album. Easily the best tracks are the
ones with outside influences. Snoop fans
will be tided over by such bumpin' tracks
as "Smooth," "A Doggz Day Afternoon,"
and "New York, New York," in which
Snoop shows he can regulate the Warren
G funk, as well. Michel'le and Nate Dogg
save "Let's Play House."
Despite some good tracks with outside influence, Tha Dogg Pound themselves bring little to the mix. Neither
Kurupt or Dat Nigga Daz have distinctive
enough voices to carry a tune. Their best
efforts are on "Dogg Pound Gangstaz"
and assisting Snoop on "Smooth." The
rest of the tracks sound just like a neutered Snoop, left confused and chasing
his tail. The background effects and bass
lines sound the same, but that's just it.
Tha Dogg Pound are just that, background,
and nothing more. I would recommend
serious Snoop and Death Row fans pick
this one up. But I would only recommend
the musical equivalent of "wait for video"
attention be given to Dogg Food. Try
shopping at BMG or Columbia before
Tower or Newbury Comics.

**

?

***l/ 2 John Hiatt Walk On (Capitol
Records)
On Walk On John Hiatt bears his
heart and soul, in touch with the land void
of traffic and skyscrapers. For all the
urban jungles out there, there are a million silent small towns that Hiatt calls
,

?

John King

**l/ 2 Def Leppard, VAULT: DEF
LEPPARD'S GREATEST HITS 1980-

They're baaack: Just when you thought it was safe to go to the music store,
Def Leppard resurrects itself with Vault, their greatest hits album.
home. His gritty yet hearty voice accompanies a good blend of blues, folk and
country. Hiatt's reputation as a strong
songwriter follows him once again on
this latest release of well-crafted songs
that paints the portrait of rural America.
Hiatt gets a little help from
superfriends Bonnie Raitt and Heartbreaker keyboardist Benmont Tench, but
it is his backing band that deserves the
highest acclamation. David Immergliick's
assortment of slide, pedal and steel guitars as well as some great mandolin-work
accompanies Hiatt's own strong guitar
skills. This is best exhibited on the upcoming single. "Cry Love," with bloodspilling lyrics and music that makes you
want to get into a car and speed down the
nearest highway.
That long empty road keeps rolling
with "Walk On"and "I Can't Wait" where
Hiatt spills the agony of a lovesick roadster far from his girl. The haunted river
also gets its due on"The River Knows
Your Name" and "Native Son" which
finds you "on a Huck Finn raft like a
runaway slave."
Although the concept of the wanderer is undoubtedly concise on Walk On
. the aimlessness gets to be a bit much on

tunes such

as "Dust Down A Country

Road" and "Your Love Is My Rest."
Southern scenery is no original theme for
Hiatt. His 1988 release Slow Turning
rolled down much of the same route.
However, Hiatt feels no embarrassment
in sticking to his roots. He's perfectly
content to "run on radio silence and letting the record speak" as he tells us on
"Shredding The Document." In this age
that keeps shoving the often intangible
edge of alternative towards the mainstream, traveling down Hiatt's old road
goes down like a soulful syrup.
Evan Moorehead
?

**Tha Dogg Pound DOGG FOOD
The Monsters. Funky Bunch. Pips.
News, and Miracles don't make platinum
albums. They didn't give Johnny's show
to Ed. So when I picked up my copy of
Tha Dogg Pound's Dogg Food I didn't
expect much. What could Snoopy's sidekicks be. besides a Woodstock without
the positive musical denotative?
But Death Row Records and producer Dr. Dre played it safe with this
album. Dogg Food is loaded with enough
Death Row talent to make this album as

The Bostonians hit the Cafe

-1995
You have to feel sorry for Def

Leppard. They are bunched together with
the hard rock/metal or "hair" bands of the
'80s that the country forgot about during
the nationwide march to Seattle in the
'90s. They were once revered and now
rebuked by hard rock radio stations. They
have gone from a household name to
being criticized by Beavis and Butthead.
When one hears the name of the band, the
lyrics of "Pour Some Sugar on Me," the
band's overtly sexual hit. usually come to
mind: "I'm hot, sticky sweet, from my
head, to my feet."
"Pour Some Sugar on Me" is indeed
the first track on the CD Vault, the greatest hits compilation from the band's sixalbum history, although the selected tracks
are from a very limited area of the band's
work. Most notably from Pxromania (the
#2 selling album of 1983) and 1987's
Hysteria, which sold 13 million copies,
put a Def Leppard t-shirt on the chests of
half the junior high-school students in
America and had "Pour some sugar on
me" played on the radio ad nauseam.
The band is at its best when it is
wailing about sex and/or the rock n' roll
lifestyle. Although these songs might be
incredibly slow for metal (you might think
the batteries in your walkman are low at
some points), they are still enjoyable,
harkening back to the days when rock
musicians were happy, glamorous, and
wild. The unpretentious fun of these
tracks, which include "Rock of Ages,"
"Photograph," and "Armageddon It," is
hampered by the utter banality of the
album's ballads. There are six such love
songs on the compilation album, including the new "hit" "When Love and Hate
Collide."
The sand paper voice of lead vocalist
Joe Elliot is far better suited to belt out
the chorus' of songs like "Animal" than
to sing a eappella on over sappy works
such as "Two Steps Behind" (which was
appropriately featured on the Last Action
Hero motion picture soundtrack).
The frequency and monotony of
these over-sentimental tracks ultimately
defeat the album's goal to boost nostalgia
for mainstream metal and interest in Def
'

Leppard.
?

John Nugent

Ratings Key
*****
****
***
**
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The Bostonians, BC's oldest a cappella group, was the latest visitor to McElroy's Thursday night at the Cafe.
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Patrick Swayze creates magic in Three Wishes
By CHRISTY APPLEBY
Heights Staff
THREE WISHES: A new film starring
Patrick Swayze, Mary Elizabeth
Masjrantonio, Joseph Maz.ello and Seth
Mumy.
Three Wishes is a hopeful, magical
film that stretches the limits of belief, but
also inspires a sense of wonder. Recently,
several films about magic and mystery
have been released, such as Powder, but
this film is definitely a unique entity of its
own. Three Wishes probes the values of
the 19505, and at the same time relies on
a belief in the reality of make-believe.
Three Wishes begins in the present
day and is retold when the central character, Tom (Joseph Mazello), as an adult,
nearly runs over a dog. The story quickly
reverts back to Tom's childhood hometown in 1955 California. The basic
premise is that a contemporary widowed
mother (Mary Elizabeth Mastrantonio) is
struggling to conform to 1950s ideologies while raising her two sons. Tom (Joseph Mazello) and Gunny (Seth Mumy).
Patrick Swayze's mysterious character.
Jack McCloud, enters into their lives when
Mastrantonio's character, Jeanne, hits him
and his dog with her station wagon. She
decides to take the unusual vagrant and
genie pooch into her home, and he. of
course, changes their lives.
Jeanne's life appears to be falling
apart at the seams. Her husband was killed
in the Korean War. Gunny keeps complaining about stomach problems, and
her other son, Tom. cannot quite fit in
with the other kids because of his fatherless status. Jack appears to be the perfect
solution to their problems. However, Jack
does not exactly fit info the community's
standards of the ideal man. His nonconformist attitude only further exacerbates
the community when he sunbathes nude
in Jeanne's backyard. Young Tom wants

Jack to fulfill the missing role of a fatherfigure in his life, and Gunny is mystified
by the incantation of the genie from the
dog. Three wishes are given to each of the
characters from the genie in thanks for
the kindness that they show he and Jack.
Director Martha Coolidge (Rambling
Rose) creates a group of characters who
are unwilling and unable to sacrifice their
individuality to the collective mold of
1950s standards. Rambling Rose attacked
a similar theme of what happens when an
unconventional character suddenly enters their lives. Her feminist ideals are
represented on the fringes of the film, so
the audience knows that the characters
each seem to be out-of-place in their own
generation. It is as if '90s characters suddenly found themselves transported into
the past without any real understanding
about the people and places around them,
but with a desperate desire to find their
own place within that society. Each of the
family members is, in his or her own way,
searching for a place within the society at
large and struggling to find it.
The cast adds a sense of the wonder
and amazement that progresses throughout the story. Swayze effectively portrays
Jack McCloud, allowing a suspension of
belief that is necessary for the character
to be understood. Mastrantonio's struggle
seems heart-wrenching and understandable because Mastrantonio wonderfully
weaves a character that is a blend of
strength and weakness. She desires to be
more and to experience more than the
limits of the suburban nightmare that she
lives within will allow. The chemistry
between Swayze and Mastrantonio is fantastic, although neverreally explored too
much. However, the film does not always
resort to the mush tactics. There's a bit of
comic relief especially a hilarious scene
in which Swayze and the Little League
baseball players meditate and chant "Om"
before a crowd ofparents and a befuddled
opposing team.

Mary Elizabeth Mastrantonio (left) and Patrick Swayze (right) attempt to find
happiness in Three Wishes, a romantic tear-jerker set in the 19505.
The two child-actors, Mazello and
Mumy, are both sweet, innocent, and hopeful. Mazello, particularly, has such an
expressive face that, unlike some child
actors, he truly seems believable as the
confused, lonely Tom, and Mumy as

Gunny is quite simply adorable.
Three Wishes
is unquestioningly
and unflinchingly a sappy, tear-jerker film.
It offers a sense of hope for the future and
belief in finding the route to making
dreams come true.

Cold Blooded a lukewarm Tarantino imitation
By KEVIN FLECK
Heights Staff
COLD BLOODED: An off-beat gangster
starring Jason Priestly, Kimberly
Williams and Peter Riegert.

film

An independent comedy about the
experiences of two hit men. Sound familiar? Unfortunately for Cold Blooded, a
new film written and directed by M.
Wallace Wolodarsky, Pulp Fiction al-

ready explored this premise, and did a
much better job with it. While Cold
Blooded is not a bad film, the freshness
of the unique style and flavor of the hit
Quentin Tarantino film makes it difficult
to see this movie as anything more than
wanna-be Pulp .
The plot centers around Cosmo (Jason Priestly,) a slow-witted guy who is
forced to become a hit man by his boss.
Gordon. He is teamed with Steve (Peter
Riegert), a veteran in the field who teaches

Video Pick

him about the fine art of killing for hire.
We watch as the two develop a mentorstudent type relationship, and as Cosmo
learns to deal with the idea of being a
hired assassin. Along the way Co mo
falls in love with his yoga instructor (Kimberly Williams) and eventually must
choose between his love for her and his
career. The conclusion is all too predictable.
The main problem with the movie is
Priestly himself. He is supposed to be a

of the Week

Sandra Bullock lights up the screen in the romantic comedy While You Were Sleeping. A
transit fare collector, Bullock's character falls in love with the brother of a man she saves
from the railroad tracks. While You Were Sleeping also marks the first time Bill Pullman
(left)actually gets the girl in a movie.

young man struggling with the idea of
being a hired killer, but the only real
struggle evident on-screen is Priestly trying to act. He shuffles across the screen
like he has never been in front of the
camera before and utters his lines in monotone as if he's reading them straight out of
the script. At one point in the movie,
Steve turns to Cosmo, and says. "You're
in a real good mood," and you have to
wonder how he could tell, as there is no
discernible difference in Priestly when he
is supposedly happy, confused, or depressed. While this stoic character may
be beneficial to real-life hit men, on the
screen it doesn't come across as anything
more than really bad acting. He has no
real chemistry with Reigert or Williams,
and their relationships come across as
very flat and unbelievable. Unfortunately,
the plot revolves around these two relationships, so the whole movie suffers from
Priestly's inability to make us believe his
character.
What saves this movie from being a
disaster is the great work done by the
supporting cast, particularly Riegert as
Steve, Cosmos mentor. He comes across
as a natural in the role and reminds the
audience that this film is supposed to be
funny. This is helped by the fact that he
has all the best lines in the film, but it is
obvious that he is really having fun with
his part. Williams is pleasant as Jasmine,
a spacey yoga instructor. Jeaneane
Garofalo is great as Honey, Cosmos
friend and hooker. Had her part been
bigger than a few cameo appearances, she
would steal the movie out from under
Priestly, no question.
Had it not been released sosoon after
the huge smash Pulp Fiction and with an
actor who displays as little personality on
screen as Jason Priestly, Cold Blooded
might have seemed to be a better movie.
As it stands, it is difficult not to speculate
whether or not Wolodarsky peeked at
Tarantino's script when writing this one,
as some of the scenes feel like direct ripoffs from the other film.
Cold Blooded tries to offer a funny
and energetic look at the lives of hit men,
but it only succeeds in reminding the
viewer that Pulp Fiction is available for
video rental now.
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Hunter takes humorous trip Home for the Holidays
By RACHEL COHEN
Heights Staff

HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS:

A new

film about the holiday season directed by

Jodie Foster. StarringHolly Hunter, RobBancroft, Dylan
McDermott, Geraldine Chaplin, Steve
Guttenberg, Claire Danes, Cynthia
Stevenson, Charles Durning.
ert Downey Jr., Anne

Worried about going home for
Thanksgiving? Is it the time of year when
you sit down with the family and try to
have a normal turkey dinner, only you
realize how dysfunctional your family is
and wonder why you never realized this
before? Well, meet the Larsons in Home
For The Holidays, and your family may
seem normal.
Home For The Holidays, Jodie
Foster's newest creation, is a comical
parody on the blessed time of returning
home to the folks. The film also throws in
some sobriety and depressing aspects.
This mixture of emotions makes the film
sentimental and charming.
The holiday focuses on Claudia
Larson, a recently unemployed art restorer, played by Holly Hunter. Claudia is
a single mom with a heavy load. Among
other things weighing on her mind, is the
fact that her 16 year old daughter (Claire
Danes) has just dropped a bombshell: she
plans to have sex with her boyfriend. The
superb cast is presented when Claudia
finally makes it home to mom and dad.
played by Anne Bancroft and Charles
Durning. Here, she is joined by her wacky.
gay brother Tommy (Downey), his charming friend Leo (McDermott), her anal
sister (Stevenson) with equally stuck-up
husband (Guttenberg), and her senile,
crazy aunt (Chaplin). These characters,
together, create a new twist on the holiday season.
While at home, deep secrets are revealed and it is clear just how dysfunctional the family is when thrown together.
Claudia's aunt blurts out during, dinner
her secret love for her sister's husband,

Turkey humor: Robert Downey Jr.(second from left) and company endure family mishaps and headaches in Home for
the Holidays, a new Thanksgiving comedy directed by Jodie Foster.
Claudia's sister and her husband convey
just how much they dislike the family,
and family members delve into Tommy's
love life and life style.
The film, based on a short story by
Chris Radant. is broken into chapters.
Each chapter represents a different problem and a different aspect of the holiday.
This structure allows the movie to jump
from problem to problem, spanning the
entire holiday season, without chopping
up the movie.
The acting is superb. Hunter is delightful in another Oscar-worthy performance. She fits perfectly into her charac-

ter and is simultaneously witty, distraught,

confused and honest. Robert Downey Jr.
adds the little spurts of comic relief and
light-heartiness that keeps the film from
becoming to gloomy and depressing.
Charles Durning and Anne Bancroft also
work well with their characters. Durning
is fit for the role as the accepting father
who will always find joy in the past, but
does not exclude the positive of the
present. Bancroft is equally talented as
the mother who is meddlesome and annoying, yet has a heart of gold.
Foster's directing is on the rise. She
has come a long way since her debut,

Crawford takes a loss in Fair Game
By LAMBROS KATSOUFIS
Heights Staff
FAIR GAME: A newfilm starring William
Baldwin and Cindy Crawford. Directed
by Andrew Sipes.
Reminiscent of the fast-paced action
sequences in Speed. Fair Game provides
an hour and a half of fantastic violence.
However, the colorless characters and
poor performances detract even more from
an already unattractive plot.
Kate McQueen (Cindy Crawford) is
a civil law attorney handling a divorce
settlement case for the wife of a powerful
criminal. After a near miss attempt at
being killed without knowing why, Kate
is thrust into the hands of a dashing detec-

tive, Max Kirkpatrick (William Baldwin).
Max, who has just been conveniently
dumped by his girlfriend, makes an interrogation that leads nowhere and lets Kate
go free. At this point, both Kate and Max
are oblivious to the fact that the earlier
shooting was not just another incident of
random violence in the streets of Miami.
However, after another attempt to
kill her is narrowly escaped, Max begins
to realize what he's dealing with. As it
seems, the powerful criminal that Kate is
prosecuting is associated with an elite
team of retired members of the KGB.
Headed by Kazac (Steven Berkoff) their
mission is to prevent Kate from obtaining
a ship, the Tortuga, which is their secret
base for criminal activities. Professional,
armed to the teeth and equipped with

Cuff 'em and Stuff 'em: William Baldwin and Cindy Crawford explorea different
kind of action sequence in the less-than-thriller Fair Game.

unbelievably powerful technology, the
team gives chase to Max and Kate.

While this action movie is virtually a
non-stop display of stunts and explosions,
Fair Game utterly fails to perk any interest in the plot or acting in the entire
course of 90 minutes. From the beginning. Max and Kate are constantly on the
run in an attempt to evade this incredible
killing team. But every time the team
catches up with their targets, mistakes are
made and Kate is spared because of their
incompetence. Furthermore, the lack of
realism is appalling. An army of machine
guns and military weapons spray death
every which w *y and Max counterattacks
and survives with a single handgun.
While the gunfire and bloodshed
keeps the audience alert. Cindy's debut
acting performance puts everyone to sleep.
Crawford's sweet tone of voice is unchanged through scenes of bliss, anger
and terror. She also takes part in an expected love scene without giving any hint
of attraction to her hero. Of course, the
camera takes advantage of Crawford's
sensuous body, which is most likely not
that of a body double, every chance it
gets. Unfortunately, this super model is
anything but in her first film.
Fair Game relies solely on action
scenes and attractive actors, as opposed
to clever dialogue and direction, in order
to captivate its audience. Successful action movies build the conflict by creating
suspense and anticipation of the
protagonist's and antagonist's next moves.
In Fair Game, Max and Kate have no idea
what's happening to them and are perceived as powerless. Furthermore, Kazac
is portrayed as a one-sided villain whose
only concern is his greed. By depicting a
conflict with such simple-minded characters, the action lacks the intensity and
depth that excites an audience. As a result, the climactic scene of the movie is
completely ridiculous and dull and is uselessly accompanied by another irrelevant
explosion. A creative description of the
characters at play is more entertaining
than the violence in the movies that already bores everyone.

Little Man Tate. She does not let the film
get predictable orfall into holiday stereotypes. Unfortunately, the film seems to
drag at moments. Some deep discussions
and traveling time last way too long. But
overall. Foster did a commendable job.
Home For The Holidays is solid
mixture of embarrassment with pain, and
comedy with seriousness. If you have
moved out of home for good and dread
returning for the holidays, you will easily
identify with this film. A faster paced
sequence would have been more effective, but the acting and scenarios keep the
film on a very respectable level.
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for Murder deserves an "E" for effort

Frederick Knott's Dial M
Murder, directed by senior
Mary Stroiney, shared many of
the flaws I saw in The Glass
Menagerie. Having said that, I
enjoyed some of the performances and found the old-fashioned thriller to be engaging and
entertaining. The play was less
cerebral than Menagerie, which

for

allowed it to be fun despite some
problems with pacing.
A classic British parlor
drama, the play is set in a London flat where a not-so-happily
married couple quickly demonstrates to the audience their
knack for deceit. The wife,
Margot (Mary Hubbell), has
drinks with Max (Matt Mosher),
a writer of radio and TV mysteries, with whom she had an affair
a year ago. It is clear that Max

and Margot want to be together.
but she is trapped in a marriage
with Tony (Eddie Scannell), a
former tennis player who is as
aloofand reserved as a line judge.
Tony also has a secret, albeit a
far more sinister one: he has contracted to pay a college acquaintance to murder Margot. He
scripts "the perfect murder" so
that he can be free of her (he
knows of the affair) and enjoy
her personal fortune.

Copycat an original thriller
By LAMBROS KATSOUFIS
Heights Staff

COPYCAT: A newfilm starring
Sigourney Weaver, Holly Hunter
and Harry Connick Jr., and directed by Jon Amiel.
Just in timefor Halloween,
Copycat is a fast paced thriller
about a different kind of serial
killer. The acclaimed cast, plot,
and direction all fit nicely for an
entertaining night of scares and
screams.
Helen (Sigourney Weaver)
is a professor and authority on

the criminal minds of serialkillers. In fact, it is her knowledge

and power that attracts the notorious Daryll Lee Cullen (Harry
Connick, Jr.), who attempts to
murder her. For months after
Cullen's unsuccessful attempt,
Helen is housebound, retired and
suffering from agoraphobia, the

fear of open, areas. Unfortunately, she is forced to confront
her past, as a string of new murders require her expertise.
A persuasive lieutenant,

Mary Jane (Holly Hunter) is assigned to the case that seems to
be going nowhere, given the
department's inexperience with
serial killers. However, once
Helen inspects the photographs
of the victims, she immediately
uncovers the killer's pattern. As
she sees it, the killer is meticulously performing the exact murders of other serialkillers. Upon
the news of the discovery, the
media coins the nickname the
Copycat killer. The intensity of
the investigation compounds as

ade veloping connectionbetween
the killer and Helen unfolds.
- The plot in Copycat defies
the usual serial killer thriller

conflicts. For the first time in a
long time, the audience is not
teased with the necessity of
knowing whodunit.The mystery
in Copycat is the revealing ofthe
serial killer's exact, or rather
painstaking, scheme. While the
plot is intricate and complex
enough alone to attract full attention, the thought of a person
who appears to be a composite
of thetnost gruesomekillers ever

rolled into one, is also very
alarming. Furthermore, as
Helen's expertise gives the detectives one huge clue after an-

other, the audience's expecta-

tions for a confrontation con-

tinuously rise. But as each expectation is met with thekiller's
ingenuity and stumping, the conflict is greatly enhanced instead.
With both Helen and the killer
being- deadly contenders to be
reckoned with' the ending is an
explosiveand expected success.

Without relying on gruesome violence orgraphic scenes,
Copycat is able to stir viewers
with excellent direction.The director, Jon Amiel, frequently uses
the traditional "through the eyes
?of the villain" camera perspective but taken to a higher degree.

Not only does a majority of the
plot focus on the actions of the
serial killer, but also on his motivation, capacity and frame of
mind..
With above average perfor-

mances, a fruitful plot and a cre-

ative perspectiveof a serialkiller,
Copycat is a definite hit.

The play takes a dramatic

turn when Margot kills the man
who was supposed to kill her.

Ever calculating, Tony frames
Margot by making the murder
seem pre-meditated. She is sentenced to death, and he almost
escapes, until a curious Inspector Hubbard (Todd Morse) looks
a bit closer at the case.
Hubbell and Morse
fine
actors who more or less carried
1994's As You Like It
again
displayed their poise and charm
on stage. Morse was superb as
the Inspector (wonderfully ironic
casting if you've met Morse
pen?); he provided the play with
its only perfect and totally believable performance, combining a wry sense of humor with
the appropriate dose of narrative
authority. Only when he explained the intricate murder plot
did I get a firm grasp of who had
done what.
Hubbell also excelled, although the casting and performances of Scannell and Mosher
seemed to trouble her a bit. Together, the three created a love
triangle that seemed a bit contrived. Scannell and Mosher.
both underclassmen, didn't develop the required amount of
chemistry with Hubbell. a junior. One wondered why she didn't
just dump them both and run off
with Morse's Inspector. I don't
mean to suggest that the performances of Scannell and Mosher
were not accomplished
they
simply didn't mesh well with
Hubbell's. Her charisma and
maturity completely overshadowed them.
In terms of the production
values. Murder was more lacking than most Robsham perfor?

?

?

mances. The set design was decent, but the elegance of Margot
and Tony in terms of dress contrastedwith the tacky ' 70s flower
paintings on the walls. The lighting design was a major problem

the night I saw the play, especially when the actors would turn
the lights on and off only to have
the actual lighting hesitate noticeably. At one point, too, the
actors started moving about before a fade-out had been completed. Perhaps if the fade-outs
were not so labored the actors
would not have been confused
and the audience would not have
noticed the obvious gaffe.
The costume design was
perhaps the strongest of these
components, relying on a device
employed in Alfred Hitchcock's
1954 film version of the play.
Margot wears beautiful, colorful clothes with her hair down in
the first act ? as her character is
somewhat carefree. As the play
progresses (and Margot's plight
becomes more desperate) she
changes into a plain brown dress,
wearing her hair pulled back.
This symbolizes how bare her
emotions are after this psychological ordeal. As an added touch,
the men also wore emotion-coordinated costumes. Good Max
wore a white dinner jacket while
Bad Tony wore a black tuxedo.
Get it?
The Bonn Studio presentation of Dial MforMurderc\ear\y
had a good dose of thinking put
into it. Unfortunately, several
elements of the play were uneven relative to each other, making it difficult for the audience
to make the dramatic leap. I guess
you could say that M should get
an "E" for effort. Get it?

Interested in becoming an
R.A. in 1996-1997?
an
attend

to find out more:

Wednesday, November 1
Roncalli Hall
Main Lounge
7:00 p.m.

:

\
:
?

Thursday, November 2
Edmond's Hall
Main Lounge
7:00 p.m.

Sunday, November 12 in Cushing Auditorium at 9:00 p.m.
Monday, November 6
Walsh Hall
Bth Floor Lounge
7:00 p.m.

j
\
?

:

Thursday, November 7
70 St. Thomas More Drive
6th Floor Lounge
7:00 p.m.

Applications can be obtained in the Office of University Housing, Rubenstein Hall.
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Lowney's comments spark senate discord
Continued from p. 1
the vote to adjourn. Lowney
made repeated reference to a section of the constitution that he
said gave him the powers of the
Senate Chairperson at that point.
McKenna said he did not recall
yielding the Chair to Lowney.
Despite Lowney's objections, the meeting did adjourn
and members of E&L met with
McKenna and The Heights to
discuss the evening's events.
"Tim is really, really upset
with what's going on," said E&L
member John Craven. A&S '96,
indicating that Lowney's concerns are generally agreed upon
by the rest of E&L. Craven indicated further, however, that the
committee decided to approach
the concerns in different ways.

"This is our committee, and
we're supposed to deal with these
issues. You purposely blew
through at least three people to
do this. We should have some
input when you say it." Craven
continued.
"I just had to adjourn a senate meeting. This is totally unacceptable," McKenna said before
suggesting that E&L might reconsider Lowney's position.
"That's not to say I don't
recognize the amazing amount
of work you've put in," McKenna
told Lowney, "but nothing like
this should ever, ever have hap-

pened."
Lowney defended himself
by reasserting a position he had
taken earlier in the evening.
"There are a lot of senators
who don't care about what's go-

WorldTeadk is looking for people
who have a mind to travel.
-Kf!
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ing on," he
treme

said, adding that exmeasures should be taken.

"I haven't been going to
meetings because it seems whatever we say in those meetings is
disregarded, and you just go out
on yourown," Faletra said. "You
just totally went over what the
majority wanted to do." Faletra
said E&L had agreed that he and
Sager would meet with Lyons to
"work through [the grievances]
in a friendly manner."
Lowney said he had been
speaking to the senate as an individual and not in his capacity as
E&L Chair.
"I apologize if it seems like
it was in your name." Lowney
said to the committee. "This was
not an E&L decision. I meant to
speak on my own. The reason
why I didn't tell anybody what
I'm doing is because they would
stop me. I'm trying to fix a problem that I see and that I know is
a problem... I really feel in my
heart that this is important
enough to do what I did."
Most E&L members seemed
particularly upset that Lowney
had intimated that a move to
impeach Lyons may be initiated.
"We're not going to move
to impeach him. At this junction
listing grievances won't do us
any good. I think we have to
move on as a committee and address other issues," Craven said.
Lyons was reached for comment after last night's meeting.
"It seems like the senate
isn't being as productive as it
could be because there are a few
people who seems to be diverging them from a productive
path," Lyons said. "His
[Lowney's] suggestions don't

seem to be making a lot of sense."
"I think it would be more
productive to have more com-

appearing in The Heights and
paid for by the UGBC Cabinet's
Communications Department.

mittees between the cabinet and
the senate." Lyons continued. "I
said it in front of the entire senate and they weren't interested."
Lyons said he recognizes the
need for management manuals
but faces some unusual challenges in trying to produce one.
"The management manual
is supposed to be given from the
old president to the new president," Lyons said. "In the past
few years the previous presidents
haven't put together a management manual, so we're faced with
the challenge of in many ways
starting from scratch to develop
policies and structures and
plans... We've resolved a lot of
the problems that they've had in
the past, and we're very excited
and pleased with everything
that's going on in the executive
branch, and I don't quite understand what the senate is concerned about... We're working
on a management manual."
Told of the senate discussion about the possibility of his
impeachment. Lyons replied,
"It's not worthy of comment."
A Lyons veto during the
previous Monday's senate conflict may have sparked some of
last night's strife.
Lyons vetoed the "Communicator Bill," sponsored by Senate Finance Committee Chair
Chris Stephen, A&S '96, which
mandated that the Senate "have
the right to publicize Senate
events and vacancies in its offices in the UGBC Communicator. "The Communicator" is a
weekly UGBC advertisement

There had been some discussion earlier in the semester as
to whether the senate should have
to pay for their own advertising
or whether, like the various cabinet departments, the Communications Department should assume the cost for them.
The bill stipulated that
senate's ads must fill at least
one-eighth of a page and their
headlines must be in at least fourteen point type. It also stipulated
that "non-compliance with this
policy shall result in an immediate Senate vote to freeze the
Executive Communications Department budget, to be lifted only
when compliance with this
policy has begun."
In a letter addressed to the
senate to explain his veto, Lyons
said, "The constitutional responsibility of 'publicizing the activities of the Undergraduate
Government,' is an important
role. The communications department has never officially
denied use of the Communicator. However, this bill limits their
ability to be creative and determine the types of publicity the
department will coordinate for
the Undergraduate Government... It is not the role of the
Senate to determine how posters, advertisements, or publicity
are designed."
The Senate, in turn, voted
Monday to override Lyons' veto
by a vote of 17-5-1. Lyons, however, has already sent it to the
UGBC Judiciary with a complaint questioning its constitutionality under the constitution.

HEY SENIORS!
GOT ANY GREAT PICTURES
OF YOU AND YOUR BUDS?
WANT TO SEE EM IN THE YEARBOOK?
HERE'S WHAT TO DO;
*get your best pics (No more than 3 per person)
*make sure your name, address, phone #
are on the hack of every picture
*put in envelope and drop off at McElroy 103

WE WILL BE ACCEPTING PICTURES
FROM NOVEMBER 1 NOVEMBER 20
-

all pictures with name and address will
be returned during senior week
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Cultural diversity needed for nursing ethics
Continued from p. 8

Americans, Hispanic Americans
and Caucasian Americans. The
goal of the study, Davis said, is
to examine the way patients from
different cultures approach the

making. "There is open disclosure, straight forward discussion
and emphasis on the individual,"
Davis said. Will this model of
clinical ethical decision making,
often seen as universal, be appropriate for other non-Western
cultures? Davis said that her
studies have shown this to be
unlikely.
Davis's most recent research
involves the study of patients
with terminal cancer. The participants come from all cultural
and ethnic backgrounds, including African Americans, Chinese

same problem.
In the context of this study,
Davis and her team have spoken
to all involved with the care of

these patients, including the patients themselves, theirfamilies,
doctors nurses and other health
care professionals. The results
have shown strong diversity in
ethical views.
According to Davis, health
professionals traditionally take
the Western perspective, believ-

ing that the provision of information is necessary to facilitate
good decision making by the
patient. The right to know plays
an important role in the viewpoint of the West.
In strong contrast, autonomy was less important to
patients and their families from
non-Western backgrounds.
"Many families view quality oflife as more important than
the right to know," Davis said.
Unlike the West's approach
of individualism, in the Chinese
and Hispanic patients studied,
the entire extended family was
involved in decision making and

care of the patient. Davis said.

Many of the family members
interviewed, believed distress
was an unavoidable result of
knowledge. They felt obliged to
avoid unnecessary suffering and
to protect the patient from knowing the truth about their condition.
It is this clear divergence of
opinion concerning what is right
and wrong when considering the
care of a patient. Davis explained, that keeps people of different cultures from coming to
an understanding of one another,
and hence an agreement on ethical standards.

Davis currently see a paradox within her preliminary findings. "Advanced Western medicine is sought and utilized to
solve complex medical problems
by a variety of cultures, but when
it comes to dealing with the patients, many cultures abandoned
western methods for traditional
customs." she said.
Davis admitted that she
lacks answers to solving the
problem of cultural relativism.
"Cultural diversity in not
always recognized or appreciated," said Davis. "People must
adapt and make allowances before we can progress."

LGBC backed by English and fPhotography Meeting|
at 5:30 in McElroy 113j
Germanic Studies departments
Attention Future
J&fcSoftware
Developers!
Continued from p. 1

mediately if possible.
While not all departments
have been as outspoken as English and Germanic Studies.
Resler said he believes that his
opinions are not in the minority,
and that positive constructive
criticism of Monan's statement
can help improve the situation.
If Monan's decision is not
reversed, President-elect William Leahy, SJ, will be left "with
a dead cat on his doorstep,"
Resler said, since the community will expect him to deal with
LGBC before most other issues.
In order to increase dialogue
between the community and
Monan, Resler and several other

Michael Resler, chairperson
of the Germanic Studies department, said it is imperative that
LGBC gain as much support as
possible from the BC community. His department voted 3 to 1
to adopt a policy ofsupport similar to the one instated by the

English department.

"Father Monan has a huge
reserve of good will, despite what
many of us feel is a poor decision. I personally feel that he
could reverse his decision and
not appear to be weak." Resler
also said he believed Monan's
decision should be reversed im-

I

members of the Board of Chairs
have organized with the mission
to issue personal declarations of
departmental heads supporting
LGBC. Although the group has
not made any official statements
to date, its members already include Donald Dietrich, chairperson of theology; John Steczynski,
chairperson of fine arts; and
Kevin Newmark, chairperson of
Romance languages.
These faculty members all
agreed that open discussions of
the Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual
Community can only expand our
campus into a higher level of
intellectual understanding and
national recognition.

Happy Birthday,
KLrissy arid Lisa
?the CLF

Natural Intelligence has full-time, salaried openingsfor participants
in our success-oriented Developer Apprentice Program.
At Natural Intelligence, Inc., join an
exciting, creative environment...
Established in 1987, Natural Intelligence is one of the
leading providers of custom applications and clientserver database solutions for the Macintosh. In
addition to using 4GL tools and SQL databases.
Natural IntelligenceDeveloper Apprentices explore and
employ a wide range of leading-edge technologies,

Java? Programming Language.
Start as an Apprentice...
Natural Intelligence offers a six month paid program of
education and experience to prepare you for a career as
a Software Developer. The Developer Apprentice
Program trains participants in many aspects of custom
software developmentfor the Macintosh. Requirements
include Macintosh expertise and a foundation in
programming.
including Sun's

...become a Developer
Successful participants in the Developer Apprentice
Program have a clear path lo a full-time career asa
software developer at Natural Intelligence. Software
Developers' responsibilities include many facets of
software development and project management.
Come to the O'Neil Library, Rm. 253
Tuesday, November 14, from 5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.
to attend an information session with

O

HI Natural Intelligence
Natural lniellirjer.ee.Inc 7ZS Concwa Avenue.CamW-dge, WAG2UE.
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http://www.natural.com/
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Division of International Programs Abroad
Summer Programs Office
Dept. AP
119 Euclid Avenue
Syracuse, NY 13244-4170
1-800-251-9674
E-mail: DlPASUM@suadmin.syr.edu
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Extravaganza celebrates African music, culture
Continued from p. 1

Mesembe also gave a slide

into the forest, his "attractive

parts" begin to fall off, and it
becomes apparent that the "attractive man" is just a skull who
had borrowed all his "attractive"
parts. The crying woman is led
out of the forest by a hunter. Her
parents tell her that next time
she should listen them, and they
tell her to marry the hunter. She
does and has many attractive and
"intelligent children."

presentation on the cities of Africa. She began in Lesotho and
conducted a tourthrough Uganda
and Kenya. She showed some of
the major cities in each region.
Mesembe graduated from
Makerere
in
University
Kampala, Uganda and received
her Ph.D. in African Literature
from the University of Wisconsin, Madison.
Students at the "African
Extravaganza" were also enter-

Peace

Continued from p. 5

Justice
A question aboutfaith?
A question about peace
A question about justice?
Come join students and faculty asking
these questions for the sake of just
living in a just society
For more information:
about the minor in
Faith, Peace, and Justice Studies
Contact: Matthew Mullane, Director
Gasson 109
ex. 3886

85 Harvard Aye.
ah
a/i a
sf r fSg%W
Allston,
MA f#..
7M 2071

Jh

the power to reverse his decision," said a student in attendance.
While it is true that Monan
could reverse his decision, Paul
Lewis of the English department
said, "Recognition is something
that comes from many places,
not just one." Lewis also encouraged various departments to
continue the trend of departmen-

©Manage

Your Own
Team of Your Favorite
Eagles & Other Big
East Players

BC HOOP FANS!!!
College Basketball Fantasy Leagues
Big East, Big Ten, & More...
?
?
.

Realistic Head to Head Format
Start a League With Your Friends
Ask About Student Discounts
For Free Info: 1-800-511-7300
Press Box Statistical Systems, Inc.

Great Food-Great Beers
Live Bands
5 Nights A Week
Open Daily
ll:00am-2:00arh

"The Home of Allston's Best Pint of Guiness"
*

Bass*CiderJack*Harpoon I.P.A.&Oktoberfest*Pete's*Sam's*BlackDog*

Schedule

S

Monday Night Football Madness
10 c. wings all night long
Diatom Aceous

Earth

STremont

-

Never Any Cover*
Full Food Menu Served 11:00-10:00*
*Check Out Cheap Daily Specials*
*

[\u25a0fJM
mfgfgilH
Also call us for the student
discounts on domestic
flights. Tax not included.
Some
restrictions apply.

who dictates what is acceptable
in American society, said one
student, concluding that the same
can be asked of Boston College.
"Fr. Monan does not define what
Boston College is. That is for us
to decide," the student said.
"What will the student body
do to help this cause?" asked
another student. "This is a dynamic situation that is not over,
for this decision is not final, and
the discussion must go on."

London
Paris
Frankfurt
Rome
Madrid

$295

Tel AVIV.

657

San Jose

451

470
476
510
517
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http://www.sta.travel.comW

We have the best selection of Apartments, Condos, and
Houses. We have the BEST DEALS FOR YOU.
Nobody can beat us!!! Looking for a sublet or trying
to sublet, call us...We are proud of serving the
students, Faculty and Staff of
Boston College for eight years

1/2 MONTH FEE ONLY
WE ARE CONVENIENTLY
LOCATED IN
CLEVELAND CIRCLE

T $50"off Ts"Month"Rent7 "!

10 c. Wings all day-All football
games available on our Satellite Dish!!
Big Screen TV. Donegal Cords

*

tal recognition for LGBC.
"The University has the responsibility to treat all students
equally, which it has failed to do
on three separate occasions," said
Ryan Brady, SOE '96, referring
to LGBC's three attempts for
recognition. "Diverse opinions
are welcome on campus, but
healthy public discourse is
needed."
While discussing the ills of
homophobia, the question arises,

Secure your housing needs for
September/96, NOW!!!

Ale Night

Hollow Statues

R9HMJ

Africa, said Ibrahim Sagna,
CSOM '96, president of PATU.
"The primary goal of the
night and our club is to introduce
Africa to the Boston College student. It is our responsibility to
give a clear image of Africa to
students on campus," Sagna said.
"We wanted to bring a diverse
body of students to see what Africa is all about. Through food,
music and dance spectacle and
storytelling we hope to achieve a
maximum of it."

City Real Estate
Boston College
Rental Specialist

Two Famous

HJWjjjnfl

told audience.
Two girls, Jewel E. Cash
and Jen Stokes, six years old,and
nine years old, charmed the audience by dancing to the rhythm
of ihe drums. Audience members gave the two girls dollar
bills for their performance.
Audience members were
then invited to join the dancers
on the dance floor.
PATU is a new club who's
primary goal is to make Boston
College students more aware of

LGBC recognition examined

Faith

*

tamed by the dance troupe of
Fatou Ndiaye, which performed
traditional West African dances.
The dancers pulsed to the traditional African Lamba and the
Econocon. A percussion section,
led by Papa Foley, provided the
rhythm section for the dancers.
The talking drum was also
demonstrated to the audience by
one of the percussion members.
The talking drum was the instrument that connected African
empires, the percussion member

i

One Per Apartment Present i
on Ist Visit with
j
j

L

12/31/?s_ J
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2 full baths, parking, brand new wall-towall. Awesome unit, awesome location.
$.1000 AT HOME REALTY- 738-1820.
5 BEDS. .Beautiful building on Collision Rd.
Modern eat-in kitchen, working fireplace,
porch, lots of space, renovated, shows great..
$2200 AT HOME REALTY- 738-1820.
5 BEDS, . .2 level house on Chiswick Rd.
Elegant, ultra contemporary, new gourmet
kitchen. 2 full baths, parkins, truly gorgeous!,
$3300 AT HOME REALTY- 738-1820.
5 BEDS. .Exclusive luxury townhouse on
Cummings Rd. 3 baths, washer and dryer,
working fireplaces, yard, alarm, wow! $2550.
AT HOME REALTY- 738-1820.
5 BEDS. . .Foster St.. walk to class! Cheapest
five bedroom available. Large house, plenty of
parking, a steal at $1350. AT HOME REALTY-738-1820.
4 BEDS. . The nicest and largest four beds
available are at 1705-171 1 Comm, Aye, and
we've got 'em! Gorgeous. Won't last long. .
,$2OOO-52200, AT HOME REALTY- 738-1820.
4 BEDS. . .Ultramodern contemporary house!
Alarm, parking, laundry, 2 baths, more. .
$2200. AT HOME REALTY- 738-1820.
4 BEDS. . Orkney Rd,, behind Cityside. Giiiantic and renovated. 2 baths. 2 available. .

4 BEDS, .Exclusive! Large and cheap! Great
layout, modem, near South St.. 3 available. .
51400 AT HOME REALTY- 738-1820.
4 BEDS. .Exclusive! Brand new and huge!
1680 Comm. Aye., awesome BC building,
$1900-52050. AT HOME REALTY- 738-1820.
4BEDS...Strathmore Rd., in ClevelandCircle.
sunny, clean, large, parking, walk to Mary
Anns, ..$2lOO. AT HOME~REALTY- 738-1820.
4 BEDS. . .Exclusive! 1653-1657 Comm,
Aye,, ttreat BC buildings, modem and huge!
On shuttle., .$ 1900-$2300. AT HOME REALTY- 738-1820.
4 BEDS. . -Tons more! Cleveland Circle.
Cummings.Chansky's.all along Comm. Aye.
Call! AT HOME REALTY- 738-1820.
3 BEDS. . .Hundreds available! Sutherland,
Orkney. Foster. Gerald, Town Estates,
Cummings, Egremont. Colliston. South, up
and down Comm. Aye. . .Call! AT HOME
REALTY-738-1820.
2 BEDS, .. I BED.. .STUDIOS.. Too many
to list. Call! AT HOME REALTY- 738-1820.
HUNDREDS MORE! ALL SIZES!
WHOLE HOUSES.. .APARTMENTS IN
HOUSES. .LARGE APARTMENTS IN

apt.

,

.
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THE HEIGHTS

(617)969-4156.

Child Care Needed. Tuesday, Thursday,Fndayafternoonsandoccasionalevenings. Looking for loving, mature individual with child
care experience and references. No smoking.
Newton Corner area. Call 969-0270 (morning
or evening)and ask for Chris.
Baby-sitter wanted tor Newton farm ly w/ 11
y.o. girl and 6 y.o. boy. For weekend eves, and
occ. weekday eve. Own car preferred. 527-1019.
Live-in or Live-out: I am looking tor a responsible, caring and energetic person to care
for my two children after school. Their ages
are 12 years and 5 years. Light housekeeping
as well. Please call and leave a message at 325-4487.

MACINTOSHCOMPUTERfor sale Com
plete system includingprinter only $499. Call
Chris at 1-800-665-4392 ext. 9545.

$1750 weeklypossiblemailingourcirculars.
No experience required. Begin now. For info,

call 301-306-1207.

i
'
? '
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NO GIMMICKS- EXTRA INCOME
NOW! Envelope Stuffing- S6OO-SBOO every
week. Free Details: SASE to International
Inc.. 19515 Tom Ball Parkway. Suite 185,
Houston, Texas 77070.
EARN $2,500 & FREE TRIPS- SPRING
BREAK! Student Holidays, the nation's leader
in spring break vacations, seeking enthusiastic, highly motivated students and organizations to promote and sell our ALL-INCLUSIVE CANCUN TRIPS! CALL NOW 1-800-360-TRIP!
Wanted!!! Individuals. Student Organizations
to PromoIeSPRING BREAK Earn MONEY
and FREE TRIPS CALL INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS. http://www.icpt.com. I-800-327-6013
Restaurant Help- Graduate and Undergrade
Students. Bartenders, Servers. Cooks, Assistant Kitchen manager. Full / part-time. Days
and nights- Ground Round Restaurant. Fresh
Pond Circle. Cambridge. (617) 492-4656.
Apply in person anytime.
EARN FREE TRIPS & CASHTT
-BREAKAWAY TOURS is looking for motivated students, organizations & clubs to promole Spring Break & New Year's Tours to
Mexico. Florida, Montreal. Quebec City &
Vermont! Leader in student tours for the past
12 years. BEST commission! Call 1-800-465-4257. MEMBER OF THE 888.
Volunteer in Africa, Latin America. One
year posts in environment, health, journalism.
community development, human rights, democratization, youth, scientific & social research. Call 202-625-7402.
Money for College or Vocational School
simply could not be easier. You sign fully
prepared (Laser printed) award letters; stuff
into fullypreparedenvelopes(stamps included)
and mail. Freerecorded message gives details.
1-800-684-8253, Ext. 7453.
RESORTJOBS- Earn to $12/hr. + tips. Tropical & Mountain destinations nationwide. 1-206-632-0150 ext. R50382.
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENTEarn up to $25-$45/hour teaching basic conversational English in Japan, Taiwan, or S.
Korea, No teaching background or Asian languages required. For info, call: (206) 632-1146 ext. J50382.
Nationwide Companies need men/women
to assemble products at home. Earn $252 to
$620 weekly.Experience Unnecessary. Start
Immediately.Call 1-520-764-2324.Ext. 4368.

.

52400. AT HOME REALTY-

.

(800>95-BREAK!

SEPTEMBER '96 APARTMENTS and
HOUSES... -ready to be seen and secured
TODAY! All the BEST BC LOCATIONS.
LARGEST SELECTION of GREAT
BC PLACES. .CALL TODAY for the
most PROFESSIONAL and RELIABLE
SERVICE in town. AT HOME REALTY
IS BC's #1 SOURCE FOR GREAT OFFCAMPUS APARTMENTS and HOUSES.
. .738-1820.. .Read about our great listings
below!
13-14 BEDS. . .Comm. Aye. at Chiswick.
Elegant Victorian mansion! Two eat-in kitchens, four full baths, laundry in the house!
Parking, yard. 57995. ATHOMEREALTY-738-1820.
12 BEDS. . .Gigantic house at Comm. Aye.
and Chestnut Hill Aye. 3 baths. 2 kitchens,
parking, high ceilings, lots of detail, huge
rooms! . , 55400. AT HOME REALTY-738-1820.
11 BEDS. The heart of Cleveland Circle!
Large, renovated, 2 huge, modern kitchens, 2
baths, full basement. Great BC location!. .
$5400 AT HOME REALTY- 738-1820.
11 BEDS. , Rent all 3 floors of this great
building near South St. 3 kitchens. 3 baths,
balconies, tons of space, walk to BC,. .$4200.
AT HOME REALTY- 738-1820.
10 BEDS. Crosby Rd. Great house with 2
eat-in kitchens. 3 full baths, yard. 2 driveways
means tons of parking. Best location.. .$4990.
AT HOME REALTY- 738-1820.
9 BEDS. .Chiswick Rd, Awesome, ultra
modem 3 level house, 2 fully applianced gourmet kitchens. 4 full baths, 6 Parking, steps to
the shuttle.. .$5700. AT HOME REALTY-738-1820.
8 BEDS. . .GorgeoL , gigantic, 100% new 2
level apartment in house. Steps to Comm.
Aye..drivewayand garage, parking,bigenough
for 10!. ..$4OOO. AT HOME REALTY- 738-1820.
8 BEDS. . Strathmore Road at Cleveland
Circle. 2 large renovated kitchens, huge bedrooms. 3 baths, parking insideand out, porches,
$4200. AT HOME REALTY- 738-1820.
7 BEDS, .The best house pn Algonquin Rd.
and we've got it! 2 modern kitchens. 4 baths,
lots of parking, yard, campus at your doorstep!. . .$4540. AT HOME REALTY- 738-1820.
7 BEDS. . .Comm. Aye. mansion! 2 full baths,
modern eat-in kitchen, washerand dryer, porch,
yard, gigantic rooms, on the shuttle.. .$4OOO.
AT HOME REALTY- 738-1820.
6BEDS. . .Leamington Rd.,3 level townhouse,
3 full baths, 2 modem kitchens, parking, ultra
cool huge loft, exposed brick, fireplace. .
$4000. AT HOME REALTY- 738-1820.
6BEDS. . .Wallingford Rd, totally renovated!
3 floors, 4 parking, ultra modern townhouse.
All new. on the BC shuttle. . .$3850. AT
HOME REALTY- 738-1820.
6 BEDS. . .Extra large apartment in Cleveland
Circle.. Huge eat-in kitchen, dishwasher and
disposal. One of the finest BC locations!. .
$2900. AT HOME REALTY- 738-1820.
5 BEDS. . .Completely new Strathmore Rd.
.

***FREE TRIPS & CASH!*** Find out
how hundreds of students are already earning
FREE TRIPS and LOTS OF CASH with
America's #1 Spring Break company! Sell
only 15 trips and travel free! Choose Cancun,
Bahamas, Mazatlan, or Florida! CALL NOW!
TAKE A BREAK- STUDENT TRAVEL.

.

After-School Child Care: T-Th 2-6 P.M.
Coolidge Comer. Brookhne, Near BC trains
on Green Line. For delightful5 year-old. Nonsmoker only. References required. 739-9185.
Sitter needed lor occasional weeknights and
some weekends. Car necessary. W. Newton
Square. 3 kids 11, 8 2. 964-495 I.
Mother's Helper Needed. Flexible hoursdays or nights. Baby-sitter also needed in
Newton for 3 children-4 yrs., 2 yrs., 5 months.
Experience and references required. Nonsmoker. I mile from T.Ca11244-8483,8 A.M.-8P.M.
Sitter needed- for occasional week/weekend
evenings. Great 2 year old boy- walking distance from BC. $7.00/ hr. Call 730-5858.
Baby-sitter wanted tor occas. day hours and
a few evenings out, 3 children. Walking distance from McElroy. Call Amy 964-1783.
Child Care Needed: Fun-loving 3 year old
boy needs afternoon company. Two / Three
afternoons from 1-4:30. Must be available
winter/ spring & have car! 332-7413.
BABY-SIITERS NEEDED! Energy and
flexibility are key! Boys ages 5. 3 and I need
care on as-needed basis. Car preferred but not
required. $8/hr. Call Abby in Newton at 244-3215.
Wanted baby-sitter to care for newborn and
5 year old girl in Newton home. Academic
schedule. Start now as mother's helper until
maternity leave is over. Return after winter
break. Thursdays 9:00-4:00. 57.00/ hr. Call
Lisa at 965-6769.
Live-out caregiver wanted tor cuddly2 yearoldboy.TWF7:4s-6:ls,Jan. I toJune I.SB+/
hr. We are easy to work with, great location in
Newton. 965-6424.
Live-in Position, January to June 19*tbNice family in Newton Comer, near BC and
Law School, offers room and board in exchange for 18 hours / week of child care (2
girls, 9 & 12) & light chores. Fixed hours:
Monday, Wednesday, Thursday 7 A.M. to
8:30 A.M.; others, flexible with some Saturday nights. Qualifications: responsible, good
with children, excellent recommendations.

.

BUILDINGS!

738-1821).
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THE WORLD IS A STAGE

WHAT ARE YOU GONNA DO ABOUT IT?

Paramount Park's national talent

search is on, and we're looking for
instrumentalists, technicians, variety
acts, and costume character performers |
for the exciting 1996showseason at
Paramount's Kings Dominion. 8
1996 will feature Hanna-Barbera
MTV style
productions, plus an all new ice
revue and StarTrek^aliens!
,

For more information write, call or e-mail:
PARAMOUNT'S KINGS DOMINION
16000Theme Park Way
Doswell,VA 23047
(804)876-5142
or
PARAMOUNT PARKS DESIGN & ENTERTAINMENT
Audition Hotline (704)559-4609 Parapa'rx@Aol.Com
TM &
©

1995 Paramount Parks Inc.
®

fc©

ParamountPictures. All rights reserved.

Living Off-Campus Next Year? Don't Panic!

1 SNEAK PRE VIEW I
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OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING FAIR \
FEATURING APARTMENTS AND HOUSES
BY OWNERS NOT AGENTS

%L

Thursday, November 9th
11:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Cabaret Room, 70 St. Thomas More Drive
.
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Refreshments Served
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Sneak Preview of hundreds of apartments that will be available
for Sept. '56. This exclusive "OtJNER'S" only Housing Fair will
provide students the opportunity to look at, discuss with, and
even rent from owners who do not charge a finder's fee (1/2-1
month rent)
No pressure to rent-just a chance to become
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informed consumers.

2nd HOUSING FAIR WITH OWNERS AND AGENTS WILL OCCUR IN JANUARY
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LARGE GROUPS. Call loday. 738-1820.
We'll come pick you up. AT HOME REALTY- 738-1820. BC's APARTMENT
HEADQUARTERS. 738-1820- BC's
APARTMENT HEADQUARTERS. 738-182- AT HOME REALTY. 738-1820- AT
HOME REALTY RENTS GREAT
PLACES. 738-1820.
HOUSES FOR RENT- Great off-campus
BC houses available for Sept. '96. 4- 12 bedrtxnns! Don't lose out.. last year the biggest
and best houses were gone by November. Call
today and be first in line for the best BC
houses. 738-1820. Great selection. . . ereat
serv ice... the REAL great places! AT HOME
REALTY. We specialize in larse groups. AT
HOME REALTY. 738-1820."
ATTENTION SOPHOMORES!!! SEPTEMBER 1996 HOUSES, APARTMENTS.
AND CONDOMINIUMS. ARE AVAILABLE NOW TO BE SEEN AND PREVIEWED! GREAT PLACES REALTY
HAS MANY GREAT PLACES FOR ALL
OF YOUR OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING
NEEDS!! GREAT PLACES HAS THE
MOST LISTINGS AND THE BEST
EXCLUSIVES! GREAT PLACES REALTY RENTSGREATHOUSES.GREAT
APARTMENTS. AND GREAT CONDOMINIUMS! CALL US NOW FOR BEST
AND FIRST SELECTION OF SEPTEMBER 19% LISTINGS. GREAT PLACES
REALTY RENTS GREAT PLACES!!!!!

FREE

FREE

TWELVE BED- Great value for the dollar!
Walk to Chansky's from this 12-bed. 3 kitchens. 3 living rooms. 3 bathrooms, porches.
plenty of parking, sreat location. $400+ per
person. GREAT PLACES REALTY
RENTS GREAT PLACES? GREAT
PLACES REALTY- 964-8900.
TWELVE BED- MIT wouldcertainlylove to
call this house a frat. but it is in BC territory.
Huge rooms, two kitchens, bathrooms galore,
washer/dryer, parking, and shuttle right there
make this house a great place. $415+ per
person. GREAT PLACESRENTSGREAT
PLACES- GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900.
TEN BED- EXCLUSIVE!! One of the best
houses off-campus! Completely renovated,
two brand new kitchens, 3 baths, two fireplaces, loft, hardwood floors, washer/diyer,
parkins. $440-$475 each. Good tenants only!
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES- GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900.
TEN BED- EXCLUSIVE!! Great house located near Bluestone Bistro- walk to BC shuttle
and T. Great condition- available for good
tenants. Two new kitchens. 4 bathrooms. 2
living rooms, hardwood floors and carpet,
parkin". $435+ each, GREAT PLACES
RENTS GREAT PLACES- GREAT
PLACES REALTY- 964-8900.
NINE BED- Located near Chansky's in a two
family brownstone in quiet neighborhood.
-

-

FREE

FREE

FREE

Hardwood floors, 2 modem baths, 2 modem
kitchens, Jacuzzis, parking. $400-$450 each.

GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES- GREAT PLACES REALTY-964-8900.
NINE BED- Great location near Cityside- lots
of bedrooms, hardwood floors, large ultra
modem eat-in-kitchens,dw/disp.,Cityside living in the Circle! $385+ each. GREAT
PLACES RENTS GREAT PLACESGREAT PLACES REALTY- 964-8900.
EIGHT BED- Walk to BC. Big apartments in
a 2 family house. El cheapo per person. $350
each. With this deal of a house there will be
plenty of $$$ left over for the meal plan!!
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES- GREAT PLACES REALTY-964-8900.
EIGHT BED- A brisk walk to BC and the
South St. shuttle for those athletic types! Like
a fraternity- although wall bashers are strongly
discouraged- $350+ each. GREATPLACES
RENTS GREAT PLACES- GREAT
PLACES REALTY- 964-8900.
SEVEN BED- Great house for great tenants,
off Sutherland Road in quiet neighborhood,
beautiful floors, three renovated bathrooms,
two kitchens, parking, laundry, 5425-$475
each GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES- GREAT PLACES REALTY-964-8900.
SIX BED- EXCLUSIVE! Wonderfully stunning skylighted loft duplex in pristine house
off 1700 block Comm. Aye,, designer kitchen
and two baths, living room, dining room, fireplace,yard, parking, laundry and much more!
High on the hill, just like a Swiss chalet!
Guaranteed to please Mom and Dad. $475+
each. GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
placf:s- great places realty-
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BAGELS
Students and Faculty Special

'
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:?*+*+********

Buy 6 Bagels,
Get 3 Additional
Bagels Free

X

|

Free Cup of Coffee

50

g

w

617-527-8080

&J
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Closed Mondays

Rosenfeld Bagels
bJ 1280 Centre St
Newton Centre

aaaa

-

Sandwich, Get A

*20 flafc/ Varieties *
*J2 Varieties of Cream Cheese *
*3 Types of Imported Smoked Salmon*
*Gourmet Coffee and Cappuccino*

g

GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES- GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
SIX BED- EXCLUSIVE!! Five minute walk
to BC Main Gates. Located in the heart of
Chestnut Hill. Beautiful duplex in a 2 family,
huge modem kitchen. 2 baths, fireplace, laundry, parking. Quiet tenants only!! $425-$475
each. GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES- GREAT PLACES REALTY-964-8900.
FIVE BED- EXCLUSIVE!! Turn ofthe century Edwardian manor house, ballrooms. 2
designerbaths. 20 ft. ceilings.Europeankitchen
with balcony, fireplace, skylighted loft bedroom w/spiral staircase. Quiet tenants only!!
$2850 GREAT PLACESRENTS GREAT
PLACES- GREAT PLACES REALTY-964-8900.
FIVE BED- EXCLUSIVE!! Best location!!
Beacon Street at Cleveland Circle. 5 bed, I 1/
2 baths, modem kitchen, laundry, hardwood
floors. $425-5475 each. GREAT PLACES
RENTS GREAT PLACES- GREAT
PLACES REALTY- 964-8900.
FIVE BED- EXCLUSIVE!! Single family
attached townhouse, two floors, 2 beautiful
baths, all white modern kitchen, cathedral
ceilings, fireplace, central a/c. laundry, parking, lake the T or drive to BC. $500+ each.
Beautiful space. GREAT PLACESRENTS
GREAT PLACES- GREATPLACES REALTY- 964-8900.
FIVE BED- 1800 block Comm. Aye. Great
condo with two baths, huge amountsof space,
like having your own house, parking, etc.
$2300. GREAT PLACESRENTS GREAT
PLACES- GREAT PLACES REALTY-964-8900.
FIVE BED- Come on down! to Cityside!
Great apartment in brownstone in a great location. Steps from Mary Ann'« and the Circle.
Great kitchen with exposed brick !s4oo+each.
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES- GREAT PLACES REALTY-964-8900.
FOUR BED- EXCLUSIVE! Off Comm.
Aye., beautiful house, alarmed, new floors,
beautifullymodem kitchen and bath, laundry,
very sunny, porch, parking, exquisite. $2300.
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES- GREAT PLACES REALTY-

E

Buy Any Bagel

Please show BC ID at Cashier for this special

W

-964-8900.
SIX BED- Live in luxury! This house is off the
1600 block of Commonwealth Aye., wall to
wall carpet, two modern kitchens, three baths,
washer/dryer in the apartment, central a/c,
parking. $400-$475 each. Only lor the discriminating!! GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES- GREAT PLACES REALTY- 964-8900.
SIX BED- A stone's throw from a slice of
pizza at Bluestone Bistro, Renovated and new
this brick townhouse is just what the doctor
ordered. Hardwood floors, carpet, two kitch-

ens, three baths, parking, $425-5475 each.
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Earn $200 In Calcium Study

I
f
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Women needed for a preliminary blood test for a study thatwill examine
genetic trails for developing osteoporosis, a bone disease which affectsprimarily Caucasian women. Iffound eligible, participants will eat a low calci- ,
urn diet at home for 21 days and stay at the Center for 24hours on the final
day. Vegetarians and those taking birth control pills are not eligible. All par-hIM
tiapantsmust be covered by a health insurance policy.
For further information call 617.556.3300 and request study #940,

Tues.-Fri. 7am-6:3opm
Sat 7am-7pm,
m
Sun 7am-spm

aa>u

Nutrition Research Center on Aging
711 Washington Street, Boston, MA

3
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964-8900.
FOUR BED- Lovely condominium in house.
Beautiful floors, ultra modem kitchen and
bath, pristine condition, laundry,parking, walk
to shuttle at Chansky's.$400+ each. GREAT
PLACES RENTS GREAT PLACESGREAT PLACES REALTY- 964-8900.
FOUR BED- EXCLUSIVE! Huge Victorian
condominium on 1600block of Comm. Aye.,
large living room, modem kitchen with dw/
disp., hardwood floors, great building,parking, $41 0+ each. GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES- GREATPLACES REALTY- 964-8900.
FOUR BED- Near Sutherland Road, four
beds, living room,eat-in-kitchen, modem bath,
all student building. $2000-$2200+. GREAT
PLACES RENTS GREAT PLACESGREAT PLACES REALTY- 964-8900.
FOUR BED- EXCLUSIVE! Off Chiswick
Road, large and spacious, modem kitchen and
2 baths, fun and funky, unique condo., great
steal of a deal, $1800-$2OOO. GREAT
PLACES RENTS GREAT PLACESGREAT PLACES REALTY- 964-8900.
THESE ARE SOME OF OUR RENTAL
OFFERINGS FOR SEPTEMBER 1996.
CALLUS NOW FOR THE BESTOF THE
REST OF WHAT'S AVAILABLE FOR
YOUR OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING
NEEDS!!! GREAT PLACES REALTY
RENTS GREAT HOUSES, APARTMENTS, AND CONDOS!! SEE WHY THE
COMPETITION IMITATES GREAT
PLACES. WE OFFER THE BEST AND
MOST COURTEOUS PROFESSIONAL
AND RELIABLE SERVICE. CALL US
TODAY!! WE ARE LOCATED TWO
BLOCKS WEST OF THE BC MAIN
GATES. AT THE CORNER OF MANET
ROAD AND COMMONWEALTH AVENUE.
GREAT PLACES REALTY- 242 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE- CHESTNUT
HILL- (617) 964-8900- GREAT PLACES
REALTY- 964-8900.
ATTENTION SOPHOMORES!!! SEPTEMBER APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
NOW FOR SNEAK PREVIEWS! GREAT
PLACES REALTY OFFERS THE BEST
& FINEST OFF-CAMPUS SELECTION
OF HOUSES/APARTMENTS/ANDCONDOMINIUMS!CALLUS NOW FOR SEPTEMBER HOUSES, CONDOS, AND
APARTMENTS. GREAT PLACES REALTY- 242 COMMONWEALTH AYE.CHESTNUT HILL- (617) 964-8900. BC'S
#1 OFF-CAMPUS RENTAL OFFICE!
GREAT PLACES REALTY RENTS
GREATPLACES!
Houses, Houses, Houses!! Do not

"
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THE HEIGHTS

(located on the Green and Orange lines on the T)

miss

the

rush. We have already rented houses near
campus. We have whole houses, apartments in
houses. Large apts. in buildings, brownstones.
condo' s.Wespecialize in large groups!!! We
have apartments on Gerald St.. Foster St.,
South St.. Lake St.. Algonquin. Orkney.
Strathmore. Beacon. Comm, Aye.. Collision
and many more.
8 Beds. $2400. in house parking.
10 beds, in house, ultra modem, 54200
10 beds, in house, best house, $3600. 566-2000
6 Bed, in Brunstown. $2400, 566-2000
5 Beds, in Building,healed. $1900. 566-2000
5 Beds, in house duplex. Clev. Circle. $1800
4 Bed, 2 hath on "T", $2000, Parking. 566-2000
3 Bed. new Hows, great apt, $ 1600. 566-2000
5Bed duplexwith basement, Sutherland, $2200
4 Bed, near "T". 1 1/2 bath, $ 1700, 566-2000
3 Bed. clean, porch, parking avail.. $1200.
566-2000.
Just u small selection- Let us help you!
100's more. Call Park Realty Associates,
'
566-2000.
OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING '96-Apts ,
Houses, Condos near campus, T Shuttle.
Greenline Realty has the best selection ofoffcampus housing, specializing in large groupsCall or walk-in our office located at Clev. Cir.
(next to Cityside). GREENLINE REALTY-1956 BEACON ST.- BROOKLINE, MA.-731-5434.
LIVING OFF CAMPUS NEXT YEAR.
NEED A HOUSE FOR YOU AND YOUR
FRIENDS? COME TO NEXT MOVE REA LTY-A FFORDABLEHOUSES, GREAT
LOCATIONS, FRIENDLY PERSONAL
SERVICE. WE WILL HELP MAKE
YOUR OFF CAMPUS LIVING SEARCH
A LITTLE EASIER! -MAKE NEXT
MOVE YOUR BEST MOVE- JUST INLOTS OF NEW LISTINGS- COME AND
'

+

I SUMAgRSTUDY
I Washington, DC
I

I

GRADUATE UNDERGRADUATE
STUDY ABROAD HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAMS
?

?

118 Plus Rentals |
Spring Break 1996
TRAVEL FREEH
Jamaica. Cancun. Bahamas

I

Panama City. Daytona. Padre
Great low, low prices
Free Trip on only 15 sales
Call for a FREE
v \
information packet!
"

**

175th Anniversary i 821-1996

r"^

Sun Splash Tours
11
1-800-426-7710

Tennis Lessons
Available from BC
Varsity Tennis
Coaches

For information call (202) 994-6360, Fax (202) 994-9133
or write us at 21 21 Eye St., NW Washington, DC 20052
for our SummerSessions Announcement
E-mail: sumprogs@gwis2.circ.gwu.edu
?

J

GW is an equal opportunity institution.

API 1/95

I

For more info.,
please call

552-3171

November 6,1995

CHECK THEM OUT! Block two or more
units in the same building! Several locaCIRCLE,
tions!
CLEVELAND
SUTHERLAND RD., CUMMINGS RD.,
CHISWICK, WALLINGFORD RD., UPPER COMM. AYE., CROSBY ROAD.
FOSTER ST., GERALD RD., LAKE
STREET, CHANDLER'SPOND. SOUTH
ST.. AND THE CHANSKY'S AREA.
13 BEDS- * Charming Single family brick
house on Shuttle. Huge rooms. 4 full baths,
laundry, parking. $8000. NEXT MOVE REALTY- 527-6655.
10BEDS- * Awesome house, MIN. TOCAMPUS, ultra modem, looks like a Swiss Chalet,
wood burning stove, skylights.$6000. NEXT
MOVE REALTY- 527-6655.
9 BEDS- BEAUTIFUL HOUSE- * I st floor:
}
beds, fireplace, living and dining room.
hardwood floors, parking, ideal location. 5
mm. walk to campus. $2000. * 2nd floor: 6
beds, 2 full baths, laundry, parking, student
street. $2900.NEXT MOVEREALTY- 527-6655.
8 BEDS- * Student street, 5 mm. walk. 2 baths.
4 car parking, modem kitch., hardw. floors.
$4800. * Clev. Cir.
City Side, modern eatin kitchen, large bedrooms. $4400. * 4 baths,
house across street from campus, abundant
pkg.. dw/dd. $4400. NEXT MOVE REALTY- 527-6655.
6 BEDS- *Living / dining rooms, hdwood
floors, eat-in kitch., d/w, working fireplace,
pkg. $4000. *Front porch, basement storage, 1
1/2 baths, driveway parking,fireplace. $2900.
*Unique custom built house, 2 full baths,
skylights, d/w disp.. working fireplace. 2 car
parking, minutes to campus. $3500. *3 floor
townhouse, hardwood floors, 3 baths, working
fireplace, eat-in kitch. $3200. NEXT MOVE
REALTY- 527-6655.
4 BEDS- *Newly renov. back porch, laundry,
modem kitch. and bath, spacious rooms. $2100.
*5 mm. walk to campus, hdwood fl.. modern
kich.. d/w disp., laundry, 2 car pkg. $2400.
Modem kitch. and bath, hdwood fl.. driveway pks.. laundry, 5 mm. wlk. to campus.
$1800. *Nice 2nd floor apt., pkg.. laundry. 5
mm. walk to campus, modern kitch. and bath.
$ 1900 NEXT MOVE REALTY- 527-6655.
3 BEDS- *Clev, Circle, wall to wall carpeting.
modem kitchen and bath. Shultle.S 1600. *I0
mm. to campus, luxury unit, many
amenities.
*
storage, ww carp., pkg. Sl5OO. 10 mm. walk,
ww carpeting, modem kitchen, pool. pkg..
security, 2baths. $ 1400. NEXT MOVE REALTY- 527-6655.
MANY MORE APTS. AND HOUSES
AVAILABLE!!!! NEXT MOVE REALTY
HAS THE LARGEST SELECTION OF
STUDENT HOUSES! $50 OFF YOUR
FIRST MONTH'S RENT! OFFER GOOD
TIL NOVEMBER 15th- ONE PER
APARTMENT- H ST MENTION THIS
AD. NEXT MOVE REALTY?NEXT TO
WHITE MOUNTAIN!?S27-6655.
EAST COAST REALTY- 739-2211. September Apartments Now!
8 BED HSE. on Gerald Road with 3/full baths
Pkg. Laundry. Dishwasher & Disposal. 2/
Frpls.. brand new renovation, walk to campus.
$5200.00 HTD(S4I4.OO per person). 12people
max. EAST COAST REALTY- 739-2211.
7 BED HSE. on Wallingford Road. 3/full
baths, 4/pkg. brick Town Hse. BC Shuttle in
front. All new renovation. 3/levels laundry.
Dishwasher & Disposal. $4000.00 HTD
($400.00 person). 10 people max. EAST
COAST REALTY- 739-221 I.
SBEDBROWNSTONEonStrathmoreRoad.
Cleve/Circle. 2/full baths. Dishwasher& Disposal. All new renovation. Plush carpet Pkg.
avail. $2850.00 HTD ($356.00 person). 8
people max. EAST COAST REALTY- 739-2211.

near
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OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING '96- APTS..
HOUSES. CONDOS NEAR CAMPUS.. T
+ SHUTTLE.
Get your groups together, hefore you 're hack on campus. Greenline Realty
has the best selection of off-campus housing.
Specializing in large groups. Call or Walk-in
our officelocated at Clev. Cir. (next toCityside).
GREENLINE REALTY- 1956 BEACON
ST. BROOKLINE. MA.-731-5434.
Best Selection & Best Prices- Discounted

Fees
Grecnline Realty- 731-5434
Next to Cityside Restaurant Cleveland
Circle. We have many joiningapts. in houses
and buildings. Great for big groups.
8 Bed Close to Clev. Cir. beautifully renovated floor of the house, modem kitchen and
bath, parking. $3400.00. Greenline Realtv-731-5434.
11 Bed Across from Mary Ann's 2 kitchens,
2 baths, hardwood floors, nearthe Tand Shops.
$4700.00. Greenline Realty- 731-5434.
6 Bed Clev. Circle Beacon St. Hardwood
floors, nearT +shops.eat-in kitchen. $2500.00.
Greenline Realty- 731-5434.
5 Bed Near Mary Ann's. Huge clean Apt.,
Hardwood floors, Eat-in kitchen. I 1/2 baths.
$2300. Greenline Realty-731-5434.
5 Bed Modern. Kitchen, dishwasher, dis+

posal,spacious living room fireplace, parking.
$2400.00. Greenline Realty- 731-5434.
5 Bed Duplex in House. Modern kitchen. I 1/
2 bath, fireplace, living room, dining room,
porch, parking.$1800. Greenline Realty- 731-

-5434.
5 Bed Exclusive gigantic House. Good for a
quiet group of six. 2 1/2 baths, large and
spacious rooms, parking. $2500. Greenline

Realty-731-5434.
4 Bed Nice charming house. Good tor quiet
students. $350/person. Greenline Realty- 731

2 Bed, Many Apts. Available- New campus
prices vary. tell us what you need. Greenline
Realty- 731-5434.
Studio and 1 bedroom on T. shuttle close to
campus, prices vary, call today. Greenline
+

Realty-731-5434. '

Greenline Realty- 731-5434.

Walk-ins Welcome
Greenline Realty
1956 Beacon St.
Brookline, MA

(next to Cityside Restaurant)

731-5434.
HCOKE-CAMPUSAPI'S.'96- You nameiL
We' ye got it:Cleveland Circle. Newton, Gerald
Road Chansky's, Comm. Aye., Foster St.,
Collision. Orkney, Beacon, Lake St.. South
St..Towne Estates. 2000Comm,, many luxury
high-rises! Been to a party 9 Seen a house you
like, let us know! We can combine 2. 3. or 4
apts., in I bldg. for you.
Tons of studios, ones, and two beds... .call for
details.

group- S5OO per bedroom.
We can accommodate groups up lo 20. Here's
what to do: get your group together and determine how much you can spend per person. Let
us know your preferable location, we will then
line up a number of houses to show you. We
will even pick you up on campus. Call and
speak to a broker or ask for the owner for
special assistance. We want to lend our experience to you and make this as smooth and easy
as you would want.
BAY REALTY GROUP, INC.- 782-6666QPEN 9 A.M.-9P.M.
Suhletler needed tor 2nd semester. Single

room available. Close to Chansky's.Tand bus
stop in front of apartment. Call Kate at 734-

-0487

SPRING SUbLE I

-

(Jreat

apartment tor two

friends! Spacious bedroom with adjoiningroom
/ porch, kitchen, living room. Completely furnished if desired. Parking available. Located
off Comm. Aye. near T and bus stop. Only
$293.75 / mo. each- includes heat and hot
water. Call now 264-7366.

SCHOLARSHIPS GUARANTEED!
300.000 Source D-Base. All Students Eligible. $69.00 for profile. Send large self-addressed stamped envelope to: Haranco. P.O.
Box 235 (c). Boston, MA 021 18-0235.
CASH FOR COLLEGE. 900.000 grants &
scholarships available. No repayments, ever.
Qualify immediately. 1-800-243-2435.

NATIONALSCHOLAKSHIPSEKVICE-

We can help you find money for college.
$B illions of dollars in scholarship and grant

money goes unclaimed because students don't
know it exists or where to apply. Call today for
a free brochure- 1-800-324-4395.
SfKING BREAK W- Largest selection of
Ski & Spring Break Destinations, including
Caiises! Lowest Prices, plus Travel Free, earn
Cash, & Year-Round Discounts. Epicurean
Tours 1-800-231-4-FUN.
AIDS & Sexually Transmitted Disease lesting and Treatment. Confidential private MD
office. Dr. Robert Taylor. 1755 Beacon St.
Brookline. Call 232-1459 for appointment.

3 BED- Lanark Rd,: all new, dishw.. washer/
dryer-SI 100.
3 BED- 1999 Comm.: sunny: spacious; walk
to

class-$ll5O.

3 BED- Good for 4 pple.: great locationsl2oo.
3 BED/2 ba- Charming: spacious: ciean51250
3 BED/2 ba- "Towne Estates": pool: tennis
and golf-$1350.
3 BED- Cleveland Circle; action- $ 1400.
3 BED- Huge; great for 4-5; party- $1500.
3 BED- Chiswick; all new: w/d- $1500.
3 BED/2 ba- For 6 pple; Cleveland CircleSi SOD.

-

5434.
4 Bed Near Bluestone Bistro. Modern Eat-in
kitchenw/dish+disp.. I carparking.s 1450.00.
Greenline Realty- 731-5434.
4 Bed Gorgeous House for serious students,
near campus, modern appliances, storage.
$1400.00. Greenline Realty- 731-5434.
4 Bed Cleveland Circle. Gigantic clean,
near shops and T. $2000.00. Greenline Re+

+

alty-731-5434.
4 Bed Claridge house- Many units available.
Humongous living room, and spacious bedrooms, modern kitchens and baths, ranging
from $ 1750 to $2200. Call Today!! Greenline
Realty- 731-5434.
4Bed FeaturingModernKitchen and BathsHardwood floors, near Comm. Aye, +
Chansky's. on shuttle. $ 1500. Greenline Realty-731-5434.

3 Bed Exclusive BC Building- I 1/2 baths,
steps lo Mary Ann's. Cityside and BC shuttle.
$1350 Greenline Realty- 731-5434.
3 Bed Gigantic Apts.- Modern kitchens
baths, parkins, near Chansky's and shuttle
bus SI 175. Greenline Realty- 731-5434.
3 Bed Sunny, Clean, Great views- modern
kitchen bath. pool, dishwasher disposal.
$1500. Greenline Realty- 731-5434.
3 Bed Townhouse condo- Wall to wall carpel,
a/c. pool, parkins. $1450. Greenline Realty-731-5434.
Gleaming- Modern
3 Bed Immaculate
units, Jacuzzi, garase parking. $1800.
Greenline Realty- 731-5434.
2 Bed Cleveland Circle- 6 units available in
same building.Each Apt. good for 4 Students,
spacious, sunny, lots of closets. $1200.
Greenline Realty- 731-5434.
2 Bed Reservoir Place- Pool, dishwasher/
disposal, wall to wall carpet. $ 1250. Greenline

+

+

+

+

Realty-731-5434.

2 Bed House- Warm cozy, modern kitchen
bath, porch. 2 car pkg. $1000. Greenline
+

+

Realty-731-5434.

4 BED- Foster Street; "Best Deal": 10 mm. to
BC;prkg.-Sl2OO.
4 BED- 2031 Comm.: "WOW"; Don't miss
it!: heated- $1200.
4BED- Chestnut Hill Aye, huge house- S l 2OO.
4 BED/1.5 ba- Clev.,and Circle- SI3OO.
4 BED- Great for 5-6: clean; huge- $1400.
4 BED- South St.; party for 8 pple.- SI BOO.
4 BED/2 ba- "Claridste House"; on Comm.
Ave,-$lBOO.

4 BED/2 ba- Orkney Rd.: brand spankin'
new- $2000.

4 BED/2 ba- Near Mary Ann's; huge house.
pile in- 52500.
4 BED/2 ba- Ultra mod: euro kitchen; deck;
alarm- .$2300,
5 BED/2 ba- Foster St.; house; prks.- $1500.
5 BED/2 ba- Gerald Rd.: house:"sparkles52500.
5 BED/3 ba- Chiswick: clean: healed- S2OOO.
BED/3 ba- Gerald Road House: Too many
list. . . .Call.
6 BED- Orkney Road: Cleveland Circle: newS3OOO.
6BED- 1700 Comm. Aye: mansion-53500.
6

to

7BED-LakeSlreet:singlefamily;yard-$3500.

8 BED/2 ba- Foster Street; house: prkg.-$2700.
8 BED/3 ba- All mod; pike.: Isf slop on
shuttle- $4000.
9 BED- Foster Street house: prkg,- $2700.
9 BED- Comm. Aye.; 2 kitchens"- $4000.
10 BED- Comm. Aye.: whole house- $4000.
12 BED/6 ba- 3 kitchens: prkg.- $7500.
18 BED/7 ba- 3 kitchens: 7 prkg.; all new;
whole house; lots of common rooms: I si slop
on shuttle; gorgeous house only for the nght
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England, you're
*

boarding in the East. Just think, wicked
half-pipes, killer bumps, "take your
breath away" steeps...it's all here.
And now college students have a
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it all at RfPPPfI
Bprfl
prices.
iffjffffl SrTH
great
B«
Just purchase |fffff|ji
an Extra
AH
Credit Card
for $30. Then, |
your first day Holidays: DecJ;24i29,« 1995 & Feb. 19-23,1996
on the slopes
i, "SI
is free, and you can buy lift tickets at
Killington, Mount Snow/Haystack,

Wmß

i

SugarloafiOJSA,
Valley or
Bromley Mountain for $18 to $30. And
new this year, the card is valid every day
throughout the season;

N

.^!^

;

;?

If you've never tried siding or snowJv
a learn-to package. For just
$35 a day, you get a lesson, a lower
mountain lift ticket, and a complete
rental package.

boarding, try

COMING.

http://www.mca.com/universal_pictures/12

§

specialoppor^^^Mß
7ffff!!l|fSl
tunity to

enjoy

iS 2i©W

never more than a short

So get the card that gives you something
extra...and enjoy the payback.

Call 1-800-88-PEA&S
(1-800-887-3257) to get yours.
http://www.peaks.com/
Some restrictions may apply. Must be a full-time college student.
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Back to School Special- Full Set of Acrylic
lips, only 525. "Pedicure & Manicure only
$25. Brine this ad for a discount. Nail Imanes-355 Washington St.- Brighton. MA 02135.
617-782-6160.
ENERGIZE WITH I HEKMOLIET!!!i he
All Natural Herbal Energizer and Super
Fal Burner! "Reduce sugar cravings; *Accelerate weight loss; *Less than 60 cents per
day; l0(Wr satisfaction guaranteed. PLUSBecome a distributor and earn $300- $5000
per month! We have testimonials of average
people making this money! Contact: Gerry
*

Del Priore. 62-29 65th Street. Middle Villaee.
NY 11374. (718)497-3037.
SPRING BREAK- Nassau / Paradise Island.
Cancun and Jamaica from $299.00. Air. Hotel. Transfers. Panics, and More! Organize a
small group and earn a FREE trip phis commissions! Call 1-800-822- 0321.

Recycle The Heights

CLASSIFIED AD INFO: The

cost

of a clas-

sified ad is live dollars lor the first twenlyfivc words and iwenty-fivc cents for each
additional word. All ads must be submitted by
Thursday afternoon at noon prior to ihe insertion

date of the ad. Ads can be mailed

10:

The Heights,
C/O Classifieds
McElroy

113

Chestnut HilK MA 02167

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY

!

For more information, call (617) 552-2220.

Legal Internship Available for
Undergraduates and Law School Students:
?Unpaid Student intern needed for active cases. Full and Parttime. Fall "95 and Spring '96. Downtown Boston Office on
Green line.
?Research, investigate, write. Client & business contacts.
Close supervision by attorney/business consultant. Opportunity to participate in active cases and businesses. Possible
publishable article.
?Seeking bright, energetic, self-disciplined students seeking
experience and training in working with a Boston lawyer and
business consultant. People, telephone and writing skills
helpful. Flexible hours.
?Resumes and proposed schedule to:
15 COURT SQUARE, SUITE 360, BOSTON,
MASSACHUSETTS 02108-2503 (617) 723-7747

LAW

'

ZIMBABWE
CLINICAL
INTERNSHIPS

Strangefolk

June 8 August 5
-

Division of International
Programs Abroad
Summer Programs Office

9:30 sharp

Come on down!

1-800-251-9674
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Wednesday, November 15 from 7:00

wish you a great
22nd birthday,
because we certainly haven't
seen you over
the past few

weeks. Stop by
some time!
-the doggpound
Derrick Owen:
(That's Heavy D to
most of you) Happy
21st Birthday to

our favorite overnight guest. Meow!
Sampson Springs!
May your life be
full of Led Zeppelins and To Kill a
Mockingbirds. We
love you, and thank
you for everything
you've done for us!
?16 Gerald Girls

or^B

~...,.»...?,,<...,»,,,.;;,,?,,?

-

8:00 p.m.

Business Casual Attire

Wr

The Equity Research Associate will initially assist an analyst with industry
MRVsis in
order to gain industry and company knowledge. A training program is in place which teaches
the fundamentals of investing. Classes designed to prepare the associates forJpßrChartered
Financial Analyst exam are also offered. He/she will then be assigned a group of companies
comprising a subsector of a specific industry, and will work closely with the analyst and
portfolio managers to analyze stocks, companies, and industries. The associate will meet with
members of corporate management, industry experts, and Wall Street analysts, in order to
develop investment recommendations for the Fidelity portfolios. After two-three years of
small cap investment research, associates generally become an equity analyst, a member of
Fidelity's corporate management, or further develop their investment skills in business school.

Fidelity
~«..

to

Fidelity Management and Research Company
Undergraduate Information Session

**H H

-.-\u25a0

Just wanted

We're almost there. Fidelity Investments- will be on
campus on Wednesday, November 15th. This could be the
first step in your terrific career path. Intrigued? We hope
so. If you're a dynamic, hard-working individual with an
entrepreneurial spirit, there could be a place for you at
Fidelity. If you're interested, come talk to us.

Wfl»

\jA
Mi B_

Soofie...

(the Brownies/Girl Scouts)

ger down to business.
| Consider FIDELITY.

W~

is Back!!!

Performing Fri. Nov. 10th
©Middle East in Cambridge

119 Euclid Avenue
Syracuse, NY 13244-4170

«|

Happy 19th
B ir thday,
Pookie! Love
your QueetShoo ties!

THE HEIGHTS

§U%

investments*

r

Fidelity Investments is committed to creating a diversified environment and proud to be an equal opportunity employer.
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U.G.B.C.
Communicator
Holiday Card Sale at McElroy
November 6th-10th.
100% of the proceeds will benefit:
Foundation For Children with AIDS
$1.25 each/$lO.OO pkt of 10
Sponsored by: PULSE

u

UGBC,& For the Children

UGBC AHANA Leadership Council presents:

Immigrant Resource Center,
Part 1 of The Grass Roots Series.
Presentation/Discussion: Proposition 187, Workers Rights,.
Wednesday, Nov. Bth 6:30 pm Devlin 008
UGBC Student Life:

Beyond the O.J. trial.

.

.

Town Meeting

Race Relations at Boston College
Monday, November 13, 7pm Higgins 307

fldam Sandler
Wednesday November 15th,
8:00pm, Conte Forum
Tix: $10 each, 2 per BCID
at the McElroy Ticket Booth,
Doors open @ 7:sopm, not open to the public

Join the BC Team for
the AIDS Dance-a-thon
Sunday, November 19th 6pm
Hynes Convention Center
For more info.,Call Sam 655-2005
UGBC AIDS Awareness
UGBC Student Run TV, Just Watch It.
BC Cable Access Channel

.

.
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"6:00 PM

i_f_»Eye
T" J\

\__T

A

\

Look for daily updates on the
Eagle's Eye Home Page located at

http://www.bc.edu/bc_org/svp/
odsd/ee.html
or in the Calendar section of
Infoeagle.

E-mail submissions to:
Eagle's Eye@hermes.bc.edu
**

V

[

Y

»

Fax submissions to:

552-3473
Deliver submissions to
McElroy 141
Eagle's Eye Calendar
Produced by:
Office of the Dean for
Student Development

Monday, November 6
11:00 AM?l2:OO PM
Resume Writing Workshop
Sign up in the Career Center
Room 101.
Sponsored bx the Career
Center. Call 552-3430f0r more

information.

5:00 PM

Amnesty
International
Meeting
Devlin 112
Sponsored by Amnesty
International. Contact Ivanna
at
730-5863 for more

information.

7:00 PM
Lecture:
Friendships/Relationships:
Result of Luck or Hard
Work?
Cabaret Room, 70 St. Thomas
More Hall
An honest appraisal of the art
offriend-making. Discussion
on keeping as well as making

552-3430

Lecture: Benefits of BC and

information.

for more information.

Cabaret Room. 70 St. Thomas
More Hall
Two programs in one! Learn
about the Alumni Association
and then about what to look
for in a benefits package at
the
interview.
job
Refreshments provided.
Sponsored by the Office of
University Housing. Call 552-3060 for more information.

5:30 PM? 7:OO PM
All You Can Eat Spaghetti
Dinner
Murray House
$2 Admission. Sponsored by
Murray House. Contact
Renalyn at 552-8460f0r more

8:00 PM
Alice In Wonderland: The
Dark Hour
Bonn Studio
An Original Adaption of the
Lewis Carroll Novel. Tickets
$5.
are
Sponsored by
Theater.
Contemporary
Contact Jessica Bender at 656-8074 for more information.

Beyond

5:30?8:00 PM
Jewish Students' Association
Dinner
Murray House
Come and meet other Jewish
over
students
dinner.
Sponsored by the Jewish
Students'
Association.
Contact Jeremy Lipman at

655-5150

information:

for

more

6:30 PM
AHANA
Leadership
Council's Grass Roots Series
Presents
Immigrant
Resource Center and Others
Devlin 008
Sponsored by the AHANA
Leadership Council and the
7:30 PM
Office of Community Affairs.
Kashleigh
Contact
Coming Together As One:
A
Christian Fellowship Greenwood re: advertising at
656-5937, and Massiel
Meeting
St. Joseph's Chapel
Medina re: information at
For all Christian Fellowship 656-3387.
groups at BC and other
interestedparties. Sponsored 6:30 PM
Action
by the Asian Christian Environmental
Fellowship, Chi Alpha, and Center Meeting
the Intervarsity Christian Devlin 117
Fellowship. Contact Jihae Sponsored by the EAC.
Chung at 656-4107 for more Contact Amy Glaub at 655-1363 for more information.
information.
7:30 PM
Young Alumni Panel
Cabaret Room
Join a group of recent
graduates as they offer some
advice on staying sane
through the job search.
Sponsored by the Office of
University Housing. Call 552-3060 for more information.

Wednesday, November 8

8:00 PM
O'Connell Coffee House:
Come See Boston's Best
Band 1994 Headed By
Boston's Best Frontman
1994 (WFNX Music Poll)
O'Connell House
$1. Admission. Sponsored by
O'Connell House. Contact
John Penalosa at 552-4304

for

information.
Thursday, November 9
more

9:00 AM?3:OO PM
SOE Teacher Preparation 10:00?11:00 AM
Interview Workshop
Provided. Sponsored by the Day
See November 7 event
Office of Universitx Housing. Shea Function Room
Call 552-3060 for more Sponsored bx the Career description.
Center. Call 552-3430 for
information.
11:00 AM?6:OO PM
more information.
Sneak Preview Off-Campus
Tuesday, November 7
Housing Fair of Owner
10:00 AM?3:OO PM
Rented Apartments For
Volunteer
Postgraduate
2:00?3:00 PM
September '96
Lecture: How To Find A Job Opportunities Fair
Cabaret Room
Gasson
Hall
100
Career Center Third Floor
Sponsored by the Office of
the
Career
Co-Sponsoredby
Conference Room
University Housing. Call 552Center
and
the
Universitx
Sponsored by the Career
-3060 for more information.
Call
552-3430
Chaplaincy:
Center. Sign up in Room 101.
Call 552-3430 for more for more information.
2:00?3:00 PM
Resume Writing Workshop
information.
11:00AM?l2:OO PM
See November 6 event
Interview Workshop
3:00?4:00 PM
description.
See
November
7
event
Interview Workshop
description.
Sign up in the Career Center
4:00 PM
Room 101.
Informational Session on
2:00?3:00 PM
Sponsored by the Career Resume Writing Workshop Full Year and Semester
Center. Ca11552-3430f0r more See November 6 event Study Programs at Oxford,
England
information.
description.
Gasson 112
4:00?5:30 PM
3:00?5:00 PM
Sponsored bx the Foreign
Seminar:
Career German Club Meeting
Study Office.'Call 552-3830
Opportunities in Television
more information.
Murray House
for
CushingOOl
General meeting to discuss
the upcoming events. Sponsored 4:15 PM
Co-Sponsored by
Communications and Film bx the German Club. Contact Music at Tea-Time: Cecilia
Studies Departments and the Matt Eykman at 877-8659
for Farrell, Piano
Career Center. Call 552-3430 more
Gasson Hall 100
information.
Tea and cookies will be served
for more information.
5:00 PM?7:OO PM
the concert. Sponsored
before
6:30?8:30 PM
Intercultural Cafe: Chinese by the Boston College Music
Voices of Imani Choir Students' Association
Department. Call 552-4843
Rehearsal
more information.
McElroy Third Floor Cafe
for
Lyons Hall 423
Cultural music andfood will
Sponsoredby Voices of Imani. be provided. Sponsoredby the 5:00?6:00 PM
Contact Joshua Kennedy at Chinese
Recruiting
Students' Campus
656-7247
.more Association.
for
Call
the Program Orientation
information.
Intercultural Office at 552- Devlin 008
Mandatoryfor those who will
-8005 for more information.
use the program. Sponsored
by the Career Center. Call

friends.

Refreshments

THE HEIGHTS

information.

6:30?8:30 PM
Voices of Imani Choir
Rehearsal
Lyons Hall 423
Sponsored by the Voices Of
Imani. Contact Joshua
Kennedy at 656-7247 for
more information.

Friday, November 10

8:00 PM
University Chorale Fall
Concert: Durufle's Requiem
and Bernstein's Chichester
Psalms
6:45?9:00 PM
Lecture: Jack Stack, Trinity Chapel
Author of The Great Game Tickets are $5 for students, and
of Business and CEO of $12 other. Sponsored by the
Springfield University Chorale of BC.
Contact Ryan Brady at 656ReManufacturing
-3510 for more information.
Higgins Hall 304
Sponsored
BC's 8:00 PM
by
Leadershipfor the Common Alice In Wonderland: The
GoodExecutiveProgram and Dark Hour
Business
Social See November 9 event
for
Responsibility. Contact description.
Melissa McDaniels at 552-2044 for more information.
Saturday, November 11
7:30 PM
LGBC Weekly Meeting
McGuinnThird Floor Lounge
Sponsoredby LGBC. Contact
Ryan Brady at 656-3510 for
more information.

12:00 Noon

BC Football vs. Miami
Alumni Stadium

8:00 PM
Alice In Wonderland: The
Dark Hour
7:30 PM
Lecture: Spirituality as a See November 9 event
New Discipline in Theology description.
presented by Elizabeth
Monday, November 13
Carr, Catholic Chaplain,
Smith College
11:00 AM?l2:OO PM
Gasson Hall 100
Receptionfollows. Sponsored Resume Writing Workshop
by The Jesuit Institute at See November 6 event
Boston College. Call 552- description.
-8290 for. more information.
4:00 PM
Lecture: Bulgaria and the
8:00 PM
Evening Concert: Boston Balkans Presented by Prof.
Brass with Robin Dinda, Luan Troxel from Smith
College
Organ
Carney 302
Trinity Chapel
Performing the works of Sponsored by Balkan Studies
Strauss, Miller, and the World Program, History Department,
Premier of Dinda's "Vault". Political Science Department,
Tickets are $4 for students Office of the Academic Vice
and seniors, $8 for all others. President, and the Slavic
Sponsored by the Boston Department. Contact Prof. R.T.
McNally at 552-3804 for more
College Music Department.
Call 552-4843 for more information.

information.

5:00 PM

8:00?10:00 PM
Thursday Night At The
Cafe Presents The BC
Sharps
McElroy Third Floor Cafe
Sponsored by the Campus
Information and Activities

ri

International
Meeting
Devlin 112
Sponsored by Amnesty
International. Contact lvanna
at
730-5863 for more
Amnesty

information.

Eagle's Eye Spotlight:
A Senior's Guide to Life
After B.C.

Ml

Monday, November 6,7:00 PM
Friendships/Relationships: Result of Luck or Hark
Work?
offriend-making.
well as making friends.

An honest appraisal of the art

Discussion

on

keeping as

Tuesday, November 7,7:30 PM
Young Alumni Panel
Join a group of recent graduates as they offer some
advice on staying sane through the job search.

Wednesday, November 8,6:00 PM
Benefits of BC and Beyond
Two programs in one! Learn about the Alumni
Association and then about what to look for in a
benefits package at the job interview.

All programs to take place in the Cabaret Room, 70 St.
Thomas More Drive. Refreshments will be served.
Sponsored by the Office of Universitx Housing. Contact
552-3060 for more information.

